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--- Upon commencing at 9:10 a.m.1

2

CO-CHAIRPERSON JOSEPH JUDAS:   (DOGRIB3

SPOKEN)  They'll wait until people are properly seated4

here.  Well, the –- the Chair is asking Harry Apples from5

Behchoko to do the prayer this morning -- the opening6

prayer for us this morning.  We also mentioned that we'll7

wait till the people are properly seated and everybody's8

ready to begin their meeting.9

10

(OPENING PRAYER)11

12

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Good13

morning, everyone.  My name is Grant Pryznyk.  I am one14

of the co-chairs with my friend Joseph Judas.  We're here15

to talk about the Bathurst caribou herd, once again, and16

I'd like to give you a quick rundown of what we're going17

to be doing today.  As you're aware, we're behind in our18

schedule -- schedule times, and so we're shuffling things19

around.20

So first thing off this morning, we'll21

complete the questions to Anne Gunn, because she has22

fifteen (15) minutes left in her question period.  If you23

have no further questions for Ms. Gunn, we thank you very24

much so the Board can have an opportunity to -- to ask25
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her questions if they wish.1

The next up will be Shoshone Wilderness2

Adventurers.  They'll be giving a presentation followed3

by a thirty (30) minute question period.4

After that, the schedule we have is5

Bathurst Inlet Developments, YK Dene First Nations, and6

Arctic Safaris.7

We understand that the City of8

Yellowknife's presentation, which was scheduled for9

today, we may be asked to move that one up this morning10

because the mayor has to give a eulogy at a funeral this11

afternoon for Lorne Scholar (phonetic) -- or a memorial12

service.  I think you -- many of you may remember Lorne13

from his in –- involvement in the Canadian Wildlife14

Federation and the NWT Wildlife Federation.  He died I –-15

I believe two (2) months ago, but he's -- he's having a16

memorial service in the city today.  17

So we may shuff -- move that around.  We18

may ask one of the -- the groups on this morning to -- to19

defer their presentation till later, and if you could20

swing that, that would -- if you could agree to that,21

that would help us out a lot.22

And then after the Arctic Safaris today,23

or after we have -- hear from four Intervenors today,24

we'll be going on a public session that we had scheduled25
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for this afternoon, because a number of the public people1

may not be around to be able to present that -- that talk2

any more after today.3

And we have said, because we are behind in4

our overall schedule, we have moved the -- or decided to5

cancel the Friday public session because no one has6

signed up for it and we may need the time for7

Intervenors, and Intervenor time is the priority when it8

comes to getting behind on the schedule.  We thank you9

for your patience on this.  10

So, Ms. Gunn, is you could take position11

to respond to a few more questions for fifteen (15)12

minutes, that would be great.13

The list of people who will be talking --14

getting the first opportunity to answer questions on15

round 2; we'll start with the Tlicho Government for -- to16

Ms. Gunn.  You're up.17

18

CONTINUED QUESTION PERIOD RE DR. ANNE GUNN:19

MS. JEAN TEILLET:  Jean Teillet, for the20

Tlicho Government.  We have no further questions for Ms.21

Gunn.22

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Thank you23

very much.  Shoshone Wilderness Adventures.  24

Mr. Andre...?25
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MR. JOHN ANDRE:   Tha -- thank you.  John1

Andre for Shoshone Wilderness.  2

Anne, in Alaska, the Nelchina herd in Unit3

13, they had -- they had a lot of problems with that with4

predation, and -- and, in that particular case, they5

found it to be grizzly bears or Alaskan brown bears.6

Given the large number of -- of –- of7

bears, the increase that we're seeing, would you be8

opposed to the harvest of a few grizzly bears to help9

this situation with the caribou?10

DR. ANNE GUNN:   Anne Gunn.  To -- to make11

recovery as -- as fast and as -- as good as possible,12

anything that will reduce adult female deaths is going to13

benefit the herd.  Having said that and knowing that14

grizzly bears are very effective killers of caribou and15

caribou calves, it certainly would be prudent to consider16

grizzly bear predation.  But I'm being cautious, because17

I think it's risky.18

When I mentioned yesterday about -- people19

would have concerns about -- about removing wolves20

because they're part of the -- the caribou's world, so21

are grizzly bears.  The thing about wolf removal is that22

wolves, because they have pups every year, they -- they23

can have quite a lot of pups, they can recover very24

quickly.  When you push their numbers down, you can be25
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very confident in a few years they're going to be back1

up, and all you're doing by removing them is buying a2

breathing space for the caribou.  3

Grizzly bears, because they -- they4

usually, maybe only one (1) or two (2) -- they only have5

a little of one (1) or two (2) cubs, maybe three (3) cubs6

if times are very good, and it's quite often hard for7

them to raise more than one (1) cub.  So their rate of8

replenishing themselves, if their numbers have being9

reduced, is, correspondingly, very, very slow.10

So, although on one (1) hand, I mean it's11

-- it's -- you know, it's all about the tradeoffs, on one12

(1) hand, increasing hunting of grizzly bears would --13

would help caribou recovery.  On the other hand, it's14

risky because it's -- it's uncertain.  It's difficult to15

manage because it's difficult to count grizzly bears. 16

It's difficult to monitor their response to -- to the17

treatment of removing them.  18

And so their -- because their -- their19

response time -- like, you know, it takes them a long20

time to grow up.  I mean they don't have cubs till21

they're six (6) or seven (7) years old, eight (8) years22

old.  I'm looking at Ray because he did most of the work. 23

But it takes a long time for them to recover, so if you24

push them down, you know, you're -- you're changing the25
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whole system.1

So -- I guess that's a long-winded answer. 2

So it would help, but it has to be done with extreme care3

and it's very different from dealing with wolves.  This -4

- a long-winded answer, John; Does that help?5

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Okay. 6

Thank you very much.  Thanks, John.  7

Mr. Warner, Bathurst Inlet Development.8

MR. BOYD WARNER:   Thank you, Mr. Co-9

Chair.  Boyd Warner, Bathurst Development.  10

Anne, I've got kind of a question and it's11

in two (2) parts; maybe it's more of a statement, but,12

again, asking whether you agree with this or not.13

Would it be safe to say that the number of14

animals wintering and being harvested in the North Slave15

region -- by that I mean the area southeast of Lutsel K'e16

to the area northwest of Gameti towards this side of17

Great Bear Lake, represented in the North Slave region --18

during winter harvesting is approximately a hundred19

seventy-three thousand (173,000) animals?  And I'm making20

up that number by counting sixty-six thousand (66,000)21

Bluenose East, thirty-two thousand (32,000) Bathurst, and22

I'd put the Ahiak number at seventy-five thousand23

(75,000) because it doesn't seem that we have a hard24

number on that, so I've just used seventy-five (75),25
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totalling a hundred and seven-three thousand (173,000)1

animals.2

And then, furthermore, would it be3

accurate to say that, prior to when we got satellite4

collars on these animals, i.e., about 1996, all of these5

animals in the old days or -- would have been considered6

as part of the Bathurst herd?7

8

(BRIEF PAUSE)9

10

DR. ANNE GUNN:   The short answer -- Anne11

Gunn.  The short answer is no, because, before satellite12

collars, we were aware that caribou herds overlapped on13

their winter range.  It –- it -- it's almost a14

characteristic -- I mean, it's one of the characteristics15

of caribou is the winter ranges tend to be large and16

neighbouring herds can overlap.17

And so, before satellite collars, we -- we18

knew that from -- I mean, when -- when surveys were being19

done earlier in the winter, sometimes you could see where20

a caribou had come from.  Also, from what people were21

saying, like in the communities where they'd -- where22

they thought the caribou were coming from, and so that23

gave an indication of they were likely, say, coming in24

from north of Great Bear Lake.25
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Or -- so the other piece of information1

was that there was a lot of ear tagging done in the2

1960s, and there were several thousand caribou ear3

tagged, more in -- more in the eastern Arctic, and so on,4

the Qamanirjuaq and the Beverly ranges, but it included5

the Bathurst.  And one of the key findings from that,6

because it depended on the hunters returning the ear7

tags, was that there was overlap on the winter range.8

So certainly prior to -- to the use of9

satellite collars, we -- we would have assumed that a10

large proportion of the animals in the North Slave region11

that you sketched out would have been Bathurst, but we12

would have known that, certainly in the -- some years,13

there would have been -- there would have been Ahiak and14

there would have been Bluenose East.15

And -- yeah, I think I'll leave it at16

that.  I mean, there was -- there was prior knowledge. 17

Satellite collars increased our knowledge as a sort of18

continuum, but it wasn't really -- it certainly wasn't a19

new finding.  20

So Boyd, does -- is -- is that helpful? 21

Is -- does that give you a -- the answer?22

MR. BOYD WARNER:   Thank you, Mr. Co-23

Chair.  Boyd Warner.24

I think you've -- well, we could probably25
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debate the point -- I won't do that -- on the -- on the1

definition of the Bathurst herd, but I didn't hear you2

address the total number, Anne.3

If you could, the statement of --4

regardless of what herds we're calling them, if you could5

say whether you agree that using the count as sixty-six6

thousand (66,000) Bluenose East, thirty-two thousand7

(32,000) Bathurst, seventy-five thousand (75,000) Ahiak,8

that those areas are -- those animals are wintering in9

the area from Great Bear Lake -- to this side of Great10

Bear Lake to southeast of Lutsel K'e.11

DR. ANNE GUNN:   Anne Gunn.  I think12

you're correct.  This is -- this is probably not the time13

for the debate that a specific answer to your question14

would require because I'm not sure which -- which year15

you're talking about the maps.  I mean I don't have those16

data on my fingertips to give you a definitive answer.  17

I gave you a probability that it is18

certainly likely, based on everything we know.  And where19

we were to sit down over a cup of tea with the maps, we20

could talk about it in more detail.21

MR. BOYD WARNER:   Thank you, Mr. Chair.22

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Thank you23

very much.  Grant Pryznyk here.  24

Barry Taylor, Arctic Safaris.25
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MR. BARRY TAYLOR:   Yes, Barry Taylor. 1

Anne, yesterday you were talking about the monitoring of2

caribou, et cetera, how essential this was.  I'm trying3

to remember just all the details from yesterday of when4

it come up. 5

But anyways, the bottom line is, if you6

didn't have the outfitters there in the fall time, for7

the followup and their reports, monitoring, et cetera,8

would that create problems when you had nobody else?9

10

(BRIEF PAUSE)11

 12

DR. ANNE GUNN:   Any monitoring -- oh,13

once again, Anne Gunn.  Any monitoring -- any monitoring14

information is -- is useful.  It's -- and the more a herd15

declines, the more information is needed.  And it's to --16

to create monitoring that -- that's going to feedback on17

decisions made on actions taken.  It takes a whole series18

of little pieces of information, all of which add up19

collectively.20

If we lose one (1) fragment of it, say21

like the information from the outfitters, then that is a22

loss of information, but the whole amount of monitoring23

information doesn't collapse.  So a loss of information -24

- a loss of data is -- is -- is always serious, but then,25
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if you know that you're lacking data in one (1) area,1

then you know that you can reinforce some of the other2

areas where you're collecting information.3

So I guess it's a roundabout answer to4

your question.  Of course it would be a loss, but it5

wouldn't -- because the -- the Government of the6

Northwest Territories working with the Tlicho Government7

and with users could probably compensate for it.8

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Okay,9

thank you very much.  10

Yellowknives Dene First Nation.11

MR. TODD SLACK:   Thank you, Mr. Co-Chair. 12

Todd Slack, YKDFN.  13

Given the proposed levels of development14

in the calving and post-calving areas of the Bathurst15

herd, in your opinion, how critical is habitat management16

as a priority for the long term health of the herd?17

18

(BRIEF PAUSE)19

 20

DR. ANNE GUNN:   Anne Gunn.  Probably the21

defining characteristic of caribou from a -- from a22

biological point of view, is they -- their use of space,23

their use of their landscape.  The decisions that the24

caribou make to -- to have enough to eat, and so as not25
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to get taken by predators, is their ability to -- to move1

through the landscape.2

So caribou, I mean they're smart3

creatures, they're adaptable, but -- but, like us, they4

will have limits.  So I'm sure that caribou behaviour is5

adaptable to -- to a level of what the perceive as -- as6

interruptions on their landscape.  I mean, we know that7

they -- they do steer clear at certain distance, they8

change their -- their habitat selection around a large9

open pit mine.  I mean, when you're out on the landscape10

with the caribou, you know that they do respond to you.11

So there will be a point where caribou12

will start to really change their behaviour and it will13

start to feed back into their health, therefore, their 14

condition, the ability to get fattened up, to be pregnant15

and to raise a calf.16

So the short answer is that landscape17

management -- and I'm assuming I can use 'landscape18

management' where you're using 'habitat management'.  The19

short answer is there will be a point; the problem for us20

is we don't know that point, that threshold, and in the21

absence of certainty, we should be cautious.22

So, again, another roundabout answer, but23

I would say that it's a concern -- it's a concern that24

has to be addressed.  It -- it has to be built into -- I25
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mean, the – the -- the Board is looking at five (5)1

management actions; cumulative effects has to be part of2

that because you need the herd -- if the increasing, it's3

more resilient to these changes, it can cope with them. 4

If the herd is sharply declining or at low numbers, it's5

way more vulnerable to -- to things such as an increasing6

amount of development, so it's very much a concern. 7

So does that -- does that help you, Todd?8

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Okay,9

thank you very much.  Grant here again.  10

City of Yellowknife, Mr. Van Tighem, any11

questions?  City of Yellowknife, Mr. Van Tighem, none.  12

Karen McMaster...?13

MS. KAREN MCMASTER:   Good morning.  Thank14

you.  It's Karen McMaster, here.  15

It is very clear, I think, from this16

Hearing that the June 2009 survey is -- is very critical17

to this Hearing, and yet it hasn't been developed and18

circulated to the public and the Intervenors.  As well,19

it's very clear that the collaring information for this20

Hearing is very critical.  I -- I know ENR was showing21

the other day the animated charts with the caribou22

migration, and I just learned yesterday that there are23

fifteen (15) caribou on that slide, col -- collared24

caribou. 25
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So these two (2) pieces of information are1

very critical.  2

Have you, Anne, received and -- and3

reviewed the June 2009 survey, the collaring information,4

and have you received all the other information that5

you've requested from ENR?6

7

(BRIEF PAUSE)8

DR. ANNE GUNN:   Anne Gunn.  I've received9

all the information that -- I mean I've read all the10

information that ENR put on the public registry.  11

In the draft technical report there was a12

pretty detailed summary of the 2009 June census and I13

reviewed that.  The -- the use of the collar information14

for -- to look at the emigration -- immigration rates15

between the calving grounds was summarized in the draft16

technical report, and was its use in -- in the -- in the17

computer model.18

So, I did not ask ENR for the -- the data19

files, the database, because I could see nothing in their20

analyses that caused me to -- to think that I should get21

an independent analysis of their data.22

My experience with ENR is that, through23

their data coordinator, the -- the data management is24

that -- when I've had to do other work, is that they've25
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been responsive to requests for databases.  But in this1

particular case, I didn't ask for the actual data,2

because I thought the summaries presented in the draft3

technical report, the analyses, was sufficiently detailed4

to support the conclusions that they were drawing from5

them.6

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Thank you7

very much, Anne.  8

North Slave Metis Alliance.  North Slave9

Metis Alliance, any questions?  No questions.  10

NWT Wildlife Federation.  Martin...?11

MR. MARTIN KNUTSAN:   Good morning, Mr.12

Chairman.  Martin Knutsan, NWT Wildlife Federation.  13

Anne -- and this is a question I've asked14

before of ENR, but I'll -- I'll ask it of you -- given15

that the resident hunters harvest anywhere between fifty16

(50) and possibly a hundred and fifty (150) bull caribou,17

and the -- would -- would that harvest number impact the18

pregnancy rate of females in the upcoming calving year19

and, hence, the overall population of the caribou?20

DR. ANNE GUNN:   Anne Gunn.  Maybe,21

Martin, can you -- can you repeat the question, because22

did I misunderstand that you're asking if the harvest23

affected the pregnancy rates?24

MR. MARTIN KNUTSAN:   And if the25
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harvesting of bull caribou by the resident hunter, in --1

in the neighbourhood of fifty (50) to a hundred and fifty2

(150) animals, if those bulls are taken out -- out of the3

herd, it is my belief, or I've been led to believe, that4

other bulls will -- they'll step in to perform their5

duties for them and that it will not affect the pregnancy6

rates in the future. 7

Is that true?8

DR. ANNE GUNN:   Okay.  Anne Gunn.  The9

basis for -- for any concerns would be that when -- when10

you -- when there's been a change in the -- in the ages11

of the bulls, so when you've got a lot of younger bulls -12

- I'm smiling because I –- you know, okay, I have to put13

this delicately -- but the -- the young bulls, the14

teenage bulls, the cows, you know, sometimes they want to15

wait.  I mean, they -- they don't want a younger bull, so16

it means that -- its means the cows will get bred -- oh,17

thanks, Grant.  The cows will get bred on the second18

heat.19

The reason it doesn't -- it doesn't affect20

the pregnancy rate, per se, it affects calf survival,21

because if a cow is bed on the second heat, she obviously22

has her calf perhaps ten (10) days later.  This means23

that the real reason for -- for all being bred on the24

same date and having your calves all on two (2) or three25
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(3) days is because it's -- there are so many newborn1

calves out there, the wolves and the bears just -- you2

know, there's too much food, so it's protection for the3

newborn calves.  If calving date is spread out, then calf4

survival is reduced.  So this is the basis of the5

concern.  6

Whether -- now when you shift to actual7

numbers, which I think is your argument, Martin, whether8

a take of fifty (50) to a hundred bulls in -- whether9

that's significant depends on -- on the age of those10

bulls and the age of the rest of the bulls and the number11

of bulls.  So it's totally dependent on herd size.12

And, depending which year you're referring13

to, you know, it be -- it becomes an increasingly14

likelihood; it's hard to put a number on how likely it is15

for any particular year given that we don't have much16

information, or I haven't seen information on the age17

structure of the bulls.18

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Great. 19

Thank you very much.  20

We're going on to Jenni Bruce, NWT21

Tourism.  Jenni Bruce, NWT Tourism?  Nothing.  22

Point -- Peterson's Point Lake Lodge.23

MS. AMANDA PETERSON:   Amanda Peterson,24

Peterson's Point Lake Lodge.  I have no questions at this25
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time.1

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Thank you2

very much.  3

Bob Turner, David Livingston.  Bob Turner,4

David Livingston, any question?  None.  5

Rabesca's Resources.  Joyce...?6

MS. JOYCE RABESCA:   Joyce Rabesca.  No7

questions at this time.8

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Okay,9

thank you very much.  That's the second round of10

Intervenor questions and party questions.  11

Mr. Donihee, do you have any questions?  12

MS. KARIN CLARK:   Karin Clark, Board13

staff.  14

Anne, there was some discussion yesterday15

about adaptive management and how monitoring is a key16

component of that process.  I'm wondering if you can17

comment on monitoring for assessing the effectiveness of18

management actions an -- and how that's done.19

20

(BRIEF PAUSE)21

22

DR. ANNE GUNN:   Anne Gunn.  I'm23

hesitating because it's hard to give a very quick answer24

to what is obviously incredibly important, but the -- the25
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relationship between what you want to achieve -- so the1

objectives -- and how you're going to do it -- so the2

actions -- and your success or failure.  So you've got3

three components.4

So you've got what you want to do, which5

is the objectives.  If -- if the objectives are not6

specific, like if they don't have criteria for success or7

failure, you need to be able to -- to say what you want8

to achieve and you need to be exact, you need a time9

scale, and you need to know when you're succeeding, what10

your criteria for success are, and when you're failing11

and you need to think of something else.12

So those criteria then tell you how you13

need to monitor, and those mon -- the monitoring has to14

be tied -- has to be able to detect your criteria for15

success or failure again within the given time scale.16

And then you undertake your actions, and17

you're also monitoring the effectiveness of those actions18

directly.  You're also -- so like if you -- if your -- if19

your action was to remove wolves, you'd -- you'd be20

counting how many wolves you'd actually taken.21

Then you need to monitor the effect of22

your action, so you would look at calf survival, and you23

would also -- I mean, that's -- improvement in calf24

survival would be one of your criteria, and also an25
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improvement in adult survival.  And then you relate those1

back to whether you're succeeding with your -- your2

objective, like have you met your criteria for success or3

failure.4

The reason it's -- it's called adaptive is5

because you've set yourself something you want to6

achieve, you know when you get there or you don't.  So7

then you've got this circle using the monitoring where8

you can go back and improve what you're trying to do.9

You don't look convinced.  No?10

MS. KARIN CLARK:   In your opinion, is the11

monitoring program set out in the joint proposal set up12

in this manner?13

DR. ANNE GUNN:   No.14

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Mr.15

Donihee, you have questions?16

MR. JOHN DONIHEE:   One (1) question, Mr.17

Chairman.  Thank you.18

Dr. Gunn, ENR provided some information in19

its presentation about the status of several of the other20

herds.  With reference to this information and your21

knowledge about the status of the Bluenose East, Ahiak22

and Beverly herds, I'd like you to provide the Board with23

some comment on what you see as either the benefits or24

the risks of displacing Bathurst harvests to those herds.25
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(BRIEF PAUSE)1

2

DR. ANNE GUNN:   Anne Gunn.  The risks are3

considerable, because the trend of all three (3)4

neighbouring herds -- so the Beverly, the Ahiak and5

Bluenose East -- are declines.  What makes the risks6

worse is the uncertainties.  There's lack of information7

on just -- on what's -- on whether it's reductions in8

calf survival, adult survival, on what's driving the9

declines.  So there's lack of information.10

A large component of the risk is the --11

certainly for the Ahiak, there is -- there is not a -- a12

community framework of -- a co-management framework13

that's actually planning, that's working with people for14

that herd.  There is management planning underway for the15

Bluenose herd, and for the Beverly herd, its management16

is supported by the advisory Beverly Qamanirjuaq Caribou17

Management Board.  And that herd is in an extreme18

position.  It's down to the last few hundred caribou.  So19

the accidental take -- and its winter range overlaps with20

the Ahiak, so moving any Bathurst to the Ahiak range that21

now might include some of the last remaining Beverly cows22

is a risk.23

The benefits, off the top of my head, the24

--always the benefit of harvesting is -- is if it's25
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collaborative, it's information, because when -- when1

people harvest, there's a lot of information you're2

learning about the caribou.  So I guess the only benefit3

I can think of is  -- is -- is the typical one of when4

people harvest caribou, you're learning about the5

condition of the caribou if you have a good relationship6

with the harvesters.7

So there would be the benefit of some8

information, but the risks are considerable.9

MR. JOHN DONIHEE:   Thank you, Mr.10

Chairman.  John Donihee.11

Dr. Gunn, would it be fair to say, based12

on your answer, that your opinion is that, at this point13

anyway, the risks outweigh the benefits?14

DR. ANNE GUNN:   Anne Gunn.  Yes.15

MR. JOHN DONIHEE:   Thank you, Mr.16

Chairman.  John Donihee.17

Dr. Gunn, yesterday, in answer to a18

question from Mr. Knutsan about the ARC report, you19

indicated that you were largely in agreement with the20

conclusions of -- drawn by that organization when they21

reviewed ENR's caribou science, I guess, if I can try to22

characterize it that way.23

I guess what I'd like to ask you about is,24

in light of the proposals for management of the Bathurst25
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herd that are in front of the Board, what -- what in your1

view are the areas where ENR could do better if we're2

going to make these proposed wildlife management actions3

work in order to recover the Bathurst herd?4

So ARC did a review of the quality of that5

work, you've reviewed it, you're familiar with the6

current proposal, you're very familiar with what ENR does7

to -- scientifically to measure numbers.  You know, where8

-- if you were to be able to tell them what you thought9

would be the areas where they could improve the10

likelihood of success of these proposals, where would you11

tell them to start?12

DR. ANNE GUNN:   Anne Gunn.  That --13

that's a lengthy question.  I mean, that -- it's hard to14

give a -- a brief response.15

ARC's review was -- was set in --16

obviously it was tied to the context of the instructions17

given for it, and some of the recommendations I -- in my18

view were not perhaps tied to the context of co-19

management as it's done in the Northwest Territories and20

Nunavut.  So some of the recommendations, particularly21

the question of increasing the number of collars, I would22

-- I would -- I would be very cautious if ENR were to23

take that recommendation literally and proceed with it24

without -- without working more closely with the co-25
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management boards, because there are reservations about1

the use of collars.2

ARC did not offer alternate methods and --3

because I think probably their instructions didn't4

include that, but I think that would be something ENR5

might be prudent to consider.6

The ARC report, again because of the7

nature of its instructions as to how they were to do the8

review, they  -- their recommendations treated the herds9

together, whereas I think the Bathurst herd is -- is10

really quite different from Bluenose West, East and Cape11

Bathurst.12

I think, to ENR's credit, they've done a13

lot of work to try and close the information gaps,14

because the Bathurst herd had -- because it has rates,15

like I know about adult survival, calf survival, adult16

sex ratio.  That information was -- was missing for the17

Bluenose East, West and Cape Bathurst herds.18

ENR has tried to close that gap but19

they're still going to be managing on the -- the overall20

trend in herd size.  If I was to say anything to them, I21

would -- I think it would be more prudent to be looking22

at the trend in breeding females rather than just herd23

size.24

And the reasons are as much statistical25
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and technical.  They're to do with -- with the variance1

around the estimates.  And when you start to use the2

nature of post calving photography to estimate herd size3

I think has some shortcomings. 4

And that's why the -- the measuring the5

trend of breeding females on the calving ground is6

actually a more robust trend to base management on.  7

So that would be one of my -- one of my8

points.  Is that enough?9

MR. JOHN DONIHEE:   Thank you very much,10

Dr. Gunn.  Mr. Chairman, those are my questions.11

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Thank you12

very much.  Charlie, from the Board, any questions?13

MR. CHARLIE RABESCA:   Thank you, Chair. 14

I have no question.15

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Co-Chair16

Joseph, you have any questions?17

CO-CHAIRPERSON JOSEPH JUDAS:   No18

questions.19

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Bruce20

MacDonald, any questions for Ms. Gunn?21

MR. BRUCE MACDONALD:   Thank you, Mr.22

Chair.  Bruce MacDonald.  I do have one (1) question,23

Anne, please.  It's a question about risk, as well.  24

We've heard over the last couple days and25
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again last night by one of the Elders that much of the1

land has been burnt today.  And we've heard Todd bring up2

the question of landscape or habitat management.  3

And you were discussing in your4

presentation about the -- the Fortymile herd, at least5

what I think I heard was a -- a combination of limiting6

harvest and -- and increase harvest of -- of wolves as7

the management used to bring that herd back, that caribou8

herd back.9

My questions is:  From a risk perspective10

where habitat is also concerned, is there a risk of11

bringing a herd back too quickly that the habitat is not12

in good enough condition to support that herd, therefore,13

when it recovers we could, in fact, be setting it up for14

a deeper decline not too many more years down the road?15

DR. ANNE GUNN:   Anne Gunn.  Thanks,16

Bruce.  The -- it looks like the -- sort of the range17

bottleneck as you might say as numbers increase where the18

first foraging pressures on the plants are felt is19

probably the summer range.20

On the winter range, caribou are kind of21

in maintenance mode.  There would be a point where --22

like if -- if a huge amount of the winter range had been23

burnt, then -- and the herd recovered very quickly then24

it's possible that would act as a -- as a bottleneck.25
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But I think when you're -- when you look1

at how long it's going to take for significant recovery,2

I mean in ten (10) years if everything went perfectly,3

you know, the herd could be doubling.4

But it takes a while and the experience5

with the Fortymile, I mean, they were concerned about6

fires, like the area burnt on the winter range, but they7

knew that the first thing was to take the actions to get8

the herd on the way to recovery and then start to deal9

with the winter and the summer range.10

So given -- given the rate of decline of11

the Bathurst herd, I would say that worrying about the12

winter range, whether there's enough winter range to13

support them in -- in quite a few years is -- is probably14

not the order of priority of worries.15

It certainly would be a consideration both16

in terms of -- of fire management and it also is -- it's17

-- I mean, it's a good point because it's obviously18

something to consider in any adaptive monitoring scheme19

is to start -- think of the indicators that would tell20

you about the condition of the winter range and,21

therefore, the condition of the animals.  22

The overriding influence on the use of the23

winter range if you look at the trends, the environmental24

trends against the Bathurst herd, will be -- there's been25
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a measurable shift in the number of instances when you1

get freeze/thaw conditions or rain and snow.  2

And those will likely have a -- a bigger -3

- a bigger influence on the winter range than the actual4

amount of lichen.  And again, I think it comes back to5

managing a herd so you -- you build in resilience to cope6

with some of these conditions.  So another long answer7

but --8

MR. BRUCE MACDONALD:   That's all the9

questions I have.  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  It's Bruce10

MacDonald.11

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Dr. Case,12

any questions from you?13

MR. RAY CASE:   Yes.  Thank you, Mr.14

Chair.  Ray Case.  Yes, I have a couple of questions for15

Anne.  16

In your presentation yesterday you spoke17

of the -- the lag or the -- the delay in -- in wolf18

population responses to declining caribou populations,19

and I was wondering if you can give us an idea as what20

sort of time lines that delay would -- would typically21

have?  How long till the wolf populations responded to a22

decline?23

DR. ANNE GUNN:   Anne Gunn.  That's24

actually a tough question.  The -- the problem is not25
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just -- it's -- it's the rate of the wolf decline1

relative to the slope of the decline for the caribou.  2

So the wolves, I mean, you know, it's3

likely they've -- they've really started to decline, but4

the caribou -- if the caribou have declined more then5

there's -- there's still a sort of disproportionate6

number of -- it's the predation rate.  7

And so as -- as I understand the -- the8

literature, the published papers, I don't know, I guess,9

without -- without -- actually without going back and10

looking more specifically at the timeframe, I mean the11

number of years, it -- it can happen -- there's -- there12

could be a lag of several years.  I think that's what the13

literature suggests.  I guess that's your short answer.  14

But it -- it's certainly not a simple15

thing.  I mean, there's a lot of uncertainty about that. 16

So you could have a -- a decline in the wolves, but17

there's still relatively high -- there's still relatively18

high predation rates.  19

And one (1) of the reasons I'm hesitating20

is because it's -- it's complicated because of the wolf's21

social behaviour and -- and pack size changes and that22

affects predation rates.  The changes on the winter23

range, the snow, and particularly the rain on -- on the24

snow events also have an effect.  25
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So I guess I'm -- I'm basically dancing1

around because I'm -- I guess I'm reluctant to commit2

myself to a number -- particular number of years.  3

MR. RAY CASE:   Thank you, Anne.  Ray4

Case.  Yeah, I guess that's what I -- I was -- was5

looking for was that the -- the response is -- is really6

not immediate.  That there is -- there is a delay and it7

-- and it is a -- a fairly complex system.  8

You also discussed a lag and -- and delay9

that's typical in -- in management responses to declines10

in caribou and perhaps if you could indicate from your11

experience sort of what the timeframe for -- for this12

delay has been over your career and with your experience13

on -- on this and other herds.  14

DR. ANNE GUNN:   Ray, just let me -- Anne15

Gunn.  Ray, just let me clarify.  You're asking me when16

management action could -- should've been started for the17

Bathurst herd?18

MR. RAY CASE:   Ray Case.  No.  There have19

been a -- a number of -- of protective declines in -- in20

caribou herds over -- over the years. 21

You mention in your presentation that it22

was -- it was typical that it took a while to actually23

implement management to actions in -- in response to the24

information.25
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But it wasn't clear to me as to whether1

those, you know, were quite soon after a delay took place2

or, you know, or a longer period to just what was -- what3

would consider have been typical from your experience?4

DR. ANNE GUNN:   Anne Gunn.  The -- in5

Alaska, the response time is -- is usually very quick6

because the nature of how Alaska the -- so the time scale7

for management is -- is on an annual basis.  And the8

reporting of the data and the management actions, all the9

framework is -- is very much in place for responses10

within a year.  11

I mean, having said that, I would caution12

I don't know.  The management actions are not always well13

received which would suggest that perhaps more time spent14

in consultation would pay off.15

Elsewhere, so in -- in the NWT, the time16

frame is very variable.  I mean, I would say the17

responses to declines, the implication of management18

action for Cape Bathurst Bluenose West, was prompt.19

I mean, certainly when -- when the co-20

management boards and the governments held public21

meetings, it was within a year of the census results.22

There might have been a slight bit more of23

a lag when the measures were actually in place.  So I24

guess, Ray, the short answer is, variable.25
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MR. RAY CASE:   Ray Case.  Thank you,1

Anne.  Mr. Chair, no more questions.2

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Okay. 3

Thank you very much, Anne.  Appreciate your -- your4

participation in this answering questions.  5

Mr. Andre, is Shoshone ready to give its6

presentation?  7

And after this presentation we will -- we8

will take a break.9

10

(BRIEF PAUSE)11

12

MR. JOHN ANDRE:   Thank you very much. 13

I'd like to ask the Board for just a little bit of14

latitude.  This morning I've changed my PowerPoint just a15

little bit so it's -- it's slightly different than the16

one -- than the one I -- that I've given you thirty (30)17

copies of.18

I will provide you with copies here later19

on.20

CO-CHAIRPERSON PRYZNYK:   Just to say that21

you have forty-five (45) minutes allocated, sir.22

MR. JOHN ANDRE:   Yes, eh?23

CO-CHAIRPERSON PRYZNYK:   Yes.24

25
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PRESENTATION BY SHOSHONE WILDERNESS ADVENTURES:1

MR. JOHN ANDRE:   Thank you very much. 2

Then I should get it done in that.  I'd like to start by3

publicly apologizing to Dr. Anne Gunn.  I have impugned4

her motives in some of her research.  Having a chance --5

a chance to visit here with Anne at length, I realize6

that was a mistake and I -- I do apologize for that.7

What I originally thought was a hoax sort8

of brought on by the environmental movement, is -- is9

clearly to me a mistake.  10

Is there a trick to this thing, Karen? 11

Bear with us please.12

13

(BRIEF PAUSE)14

15

MR. JOHN ANDRE:   Hoax: "to trick into16

believing or accepting as genuine something that is false17

or often preposterous."  It is not a hoax, ladies and18

gentlemen.  This is a simple mistake.19

As the outfitter designated to work with20

the Alberta Research Council, Mr. Larry Roy and I had21

many conversations trying to sort this whole situation22

out.  He told me many times that ENR simply doesn't have23

great data.  Budget restrictions, restrictions on24

collars, et cetera, et cetera, just created a situation25
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where maybe the data wasn't as solid as we would have1

liked.2

Larry did, of course, meet several times3

with the government parties, including Jan, Bruno, Anne4

Gunn, Susan Fleck, and he told me several times that he5

did not agree with my hoax conclusion.  I should have6

listened to my Elders, Larry.7

I also should have listened to Bruno8

Croft, who said at an earlier meeting that we had, John,9

you need to get together with Anne and speak to her. 10

Well, I didn't speak with Anne until this week, and that11

was clearly a mistake.12

I also realize, sitting here speaking with13

Anne and John Boulanger, and from a comment Bruno made to14

me at an earlier meeting, that there are disconnects15

within that department at ENR, numbers, modelling,16

statistics, et cetera, many of which get shuttled off to17

John Boulanger.18

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Excuse me,19

Mr. Andre.  Could you slow it down just a bit.20

MR. JOHN ANDRE:   Sure.21

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   The22

interpreters are trying to keep up to you.  Thank you.23

MR. JOHN ANDRE:   When I asked Bruno at an24

earlier meeting how many dead collared caribou there25
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were, he said he had to ask John Boulanger.  It seems to1

me that there is no one (1) central person pulling the2

big picture together, and with virtually no peer review,3

mistakes get made and compounded.  This is human error,4

not a deliberate hoax.5

As a small businessman with limited funds,6

I have to do everything myself, always have.  My hundred7

and four (104) page catalogue which I write and design8

myself, sales, logistics, bookkeeping, along with my9

bride, I do myself.  My camps I design and I built10

myself.  Likewise, I did all this research myself, and11

simply ran by other -- ran it by other biologists such as12

Rick Page, who is here today, Mark Fraker, Tom Bergerud,13

Val Geist, and several others.  But there is one (1) guy,14

myself, putting the pieces together.15

In 1983, Dr. Anne Gunn, caribou biologist16

for the Government of Northwest Territory, wrote:17

"A strong argument can be made for18

creating concern about future high19

levels of exploratory activities for20

non-renewable resources.  This means21

that it is necessary to take22

conservative measures in the absence of23

biologically sound data to the24

contrary, and provide the fullest25
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measure of protection to the caribou1

herds that is possible."2

Now I interpreted that statement to mean3

that, regardless of the science, we're going to try to4

close down industrial development in the Northwest5

Territories -- pretty much the classic environmentalist6

movement.7

This is what Gordon Clark wrote to Jim8

Prentice, the Minister of Indian and Northern Affairs:9

"While it is considered the ace in the10

hole for anti development activists,11

the use of caribou as a sacred cow gets12

tiresome. Especially to those, like me,13

who have lived and worked in the north14

for many years.  There is no evidence15

that caribou have been or are affected16

by mineral exploration.  Before caribou17

became the anti development poster18

child, they grazed around mine sites,19

wandered through camps and interacted20

with human activities with complete21

indifference.  The reality is they are22

largely unaffected by exploration and23

mining activities."24

And I think that the science shows that. 25
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It's really about mortality that we should be talking1

about here, not the -- the work being done by the mining2

companies.3

This is the Bathurst caribou in decline. 4

This is what ENR has been telling the public: four5

hundred seventy-six thousand (476,000) in 1986, down to a6

hundred and twenty-eight thousand (128,000) in 2006.  7

And now, from 2006 to 2009, we're nearing8

the end of the Bathurst herd.  It's down from a hundred9

and twenty-eight thousand (128,000) to thirty-two10

thousand (32,000), and I -- I believe it will continue to11

disappear until the next survey in 2012, and I'll explain12

to you why here in a minute.13

This is an unprecedented car –- caribou14

crash; there's never been anything like it anywhere in15

the world.  The normal mor -- caribou mortality,16

according to the 1996 Bathurst caribou Management Plan,17

is 8 percent for calves and 16 percent for bulls.  Anne18

has -- has testified that it -- there is documentation19

now as they get more collared caribou on caribou around20

the world that -- that mortality rate is probably closer21

to something between 10 and 20 percent.22

The current mortality, however, according23

to ENR, is 650 percent higher than normal.  According to24

ENR, the Bathurst herd has lost a hundred and forty-five25
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thousand (145,000) adult caribou in the past three (3)1

years.  That does not include calf mortality.2

Additionally, the Ahiak herd has lost 603

percent since 2006.  ENR said that herd was approximately4

two hundred fifty thousand (250,000) in two -- in 2008. 5

Counting recruitment of forty-six (46) calves per hundred6

(100) cows, as reported by ENR, this means the Ahiak herd7

lost a hundred and eighty-nine thousand, seven hundred8

and thirty-four (189,734) adults just in the past year. 9

That's a -- an adult mortality of seventy six (76)10

percent, if you do the math.11

Total of three hundred and fifty-eight12

thousand (358,000) dead caribou in the past year, if you13

count the adult caribou from the Ahaik and the Bathurst14

herd and the calves that died, given the parameters that15

ENR has given us.  This is absolutely unprecedented16

numbers.  It's never happened anywhere else in the world17

on a large scale for major caribou herds.  18

In fact, the Bathurst herd has had high19

pregnancy rates, high calf survival rates, and virtually20

no unhealthy caribou.  Where are the nearly a hundred and21

sixteen thousand (116,000) dead adult caribou carcases22

just for the Bathurst herd?  Where are the dying caribou? 23

Healthy caribou don't just drop over dead.  Three hundred24

and twenty-eight thousand (328,000) dead caribou in the25
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past year and nobody has found any.1

Dean Cluff said there are a thousand2

wolves the other day.  His data, although admittedly weak3

because they've cut a lot of his funding -- he doesn't4

have anywhere near as many car -- or wolves collared as5

he used to -- even if his data is wrong and you multiple6

it four-fold, if there's four thousand (4,000) wolves out7

there, that they would just kill a hundred and four8

thousand (104,000) caribou for the year, we're -- what's9

killing these other caribou?  It -- it's quite a mystery,10

really, and I -- I know ENR is puzzled with it.11

If the caribou herd was dropping at this12

rate, there would be multiple signs showing up in ENR's13

data.  Unhealthy caw cari -- cow caribou don't get14

pregnant.  ENR reports 91 percent pregnancy rate. 15

Unhealthy caribou aren't fat and vigorous.  No one is16

reporting tens of thousands of emaciated or dying17

caribou.  18

Caribou dying at over 50 percent a year19

means they're only living for two (2) years, on average. 20

17 percent of two (2) year old calves get pregnant with21

nearly one hundred percent of those at three (3) years22

old.  Given this fact, how can we have such a high23

pregnancy rate if we have such young caribou?24

ENR won't tell us what the death rate is25
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of collared caribou, or they don -- haven't looked it up,1

but -- but -- I apologize there for the tone of some of2

this because I was seeing this as a hoax.  I now see it3

as a mistake.  So I'd like to tone this down a little4

bit, and I -- and as I say, I apologize for that.  5

The collaring information doesn't seem to6

support though, these unprecedented high mortality rates. 7

This is what Susan Fleck said in the late8

1990s -- said in Jan -- January of 20 –- 2007:  9

"In the late 1990s we started10

documenting the decline and the surveys11

we have done now show a 70 percent12

decline in most of the herds."13

I've spent over two thousand (2,000) hours14

reading government documents from the 1950s on.  There is15

no documentation from the late 1990s documenting the --16

the caribou decline at that time.  In fact, this is what17

the Government said to the outfitters.  Excuse me, some18

of this I -- I did at three o'clock this morning.19

In 1996, Ray Case of the ENR said the20

Bathurst herd in the range appear to be in very good21

condition.  Why would he say that about a herd that was,22

according to ENR in 2007, dropping 5 percent a year every23

year since 1986; and at that point in time they dropped24

50 percent over the past ten (10) years?25
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In 2000 outfitter tag quotas were1

increased from a hundred and thirty-two (132) to a2

hundred and eighty (180) tags per outfitter.  That's a 363

per –- percent increase.  Why would ENR give us tags for4

a herd that have  been decreasing 5 percent every year5

for fifteen (15) years? 6

This is what RWED said in May of 2000 when7

it increased our tags:8

"Given the amount that RWED has9

currently respecting the Bathurst10

caribou herd, the Department is of the11

view that the increase is -- is within12

sustainable harvesting levels."13

This is what Anne said in 2001 in her book14

Conservation of Exploited Species:15

"The reality of further declines in the16

early 1980s was controversial.  And by17

the 1990s it became obvious that the18

herds of barren-ground caribou had19

increased up to five-fold.  Currently20

on the mainland tundra the largest21

herds of barren-ground caribou total22

1.4 million caribou in the mid-1990s23

and are probably stable or increasing." 24

Here's what Anne said in 2001.25
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The re -- the responses following the1

presentation by NWT biologist Anne Gunn2

who talked about the use of collars on3

twenty (20) Bathurst caribou.  Gunn4

said there was concern that animals5

from the Bathurst, Qamarirjuaq, and6

Ahiak herds were crowding onto the7

Beverly range competing for food supply8

that had been made scarcer with9

numerous forest fires.10

So, clearly, ENR thought that these herds11

were increasing up, at least, to the beginning of the12

21st century. 13

Brent Patterson said this when he surveyed14

the Bluenose East herd in 2000:15

"This study confirms a minimum16

population size that far exceeds the17

previous estimate of the total herd18

size and even exceeds the estimate for19

all Bluenose caribou in the 1980s. 20

Present densities of Bluenose East21

caribou may represent at least a22

twenty-five (25) year high."23

Brent went on to speculate that there24

might be a nutritional crash with this particular herd25
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that had grown so much.  And yet three (3) years later,1

right after ENR splits with ITI, we have the outfitters2

in the Sahtu region closed down and huge restrictions on3

caribou harvest.4

Well, at -- at the time I wrote this, and5

I didn't delete some of these slides, I saw it as a6

political agenda.  Well, time will tell on that and7

certainly I hope that's not what the case is.8

Here's what Anne Gunn said in 2003:9

"Judging by what we've heard from10

hunters, they seem to be in okay11

condition.  We certainly heard --12

haven't heard of any reports of animals13

in poor shape."14

Here's what the Beverly and Qamanirjuaq15

Board reported in 2005 and 2006, so you get a picture of16

what's going on all across the Northwest Territories, or17

what used to be called the Northwest Territories, now the18

NWT and Nunavut:19

"There was a spectacular abundance of20

caribou in Nunavut's Kugluktuk region21

between 2005/2006, with sightings of22

tens of thousands of animals at a time.23

What's more, there were no reports24

received of unhealthy caribou."25
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One (1) hunter -- I'll paraphrase this --1

said these were the healthiest caribou he have ever seen2

with lots of fat on the animals and in good shape.3

"In Nunavut caribou were so plentiful4

that some residents said they had never5

seen so many Qamanirjuaq caribou6

before."7

This report from the -- Dale Greer8

(phonetic) in the Northern News Services was July 23rd of9

2008.10

"Two (2) large herds of caribou passed11

by Arviat earlier this month with one12

taking a different route than usual.  13

The first herd was reported really14

close to three hundred thousand15

(300,000) caribou strong and was16

spotted on Nunavut Day.17

The second herd went by Arviat this18

past week coming from the usual19

northern direction towards the hamlet. 20

The immense herd passed within klicks21

of the community and the second herd22

also numbered several hundred thousand23

strong and attracted some hun --24

attention from hunters."25
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There's been a lot of speculation that1

maybe climate change is killing the caribou.  The theory,2

and that's all it is really, is that warmer temperatures3

produce more insects, notably more of the flies and4

mosquitos, harassment by these insects reduces feeding5

time and, thus, thinner cows.  It's a nice theory, but6

the -- the data is not supporting it.  7

Thinner cows would have low pregnancy8

rates and calf survival would be low; neither of these is9

true.  There's been no weather events where freezing snow10

prevented caribou from feeding and creating mass die-11

offs.  12

Caribou have thrived for millions of years13

in climates as far south as Idaho and Maine, in what is14

now the United States.  Small remnants her -- herds still15

remain in these states.  Clearly, caribou can adapt to16

warmer temperatures.  17

All through the late 1970s, '80s, and18

'90s, and up until June of 2003, forty (40) hours a week,19

fifty-two (52) -- two (2) weeks a year, dozens of RWED20

employees, millions of dollars, for over a quarter of a21

century, the caribou show all signs of being just fine. 22

Then, all of a sudden, in 2003 Dr. Anne Gunn decides they23

have been dropping 5 percent every year since 1986.  Now,24

in 2007 or 2010, they speculate that climate change is25
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what's ma -- making these caribou disappear.  I'll show1

you exactly why these caribou are disappearing, or at2

least partially why.  3

These are the herd numbers in 1980.  If4

you add the 4 million nonmigratory herds of barren-ground5

caribou up, then we had a total of three hundred fifty-6

four thousand (354,000) in 1980.  These are the herd7

numbers in 2006, and if you added them all up, the8

caribou herd had increased from three hundred fifty-four9

thousand (354,000) caribou to a million one hundred and10

eighty-eight thousand (1,188,000) by 2006.  This is a 33611

percent increase over the last quarter of a century.  12

Why has the Bath -- Bathurst herd dropped? 13

It is really quite simple.  Ungulate biologist, Dr. Anne14

Gunn, in 1996, simply decided that all caribou calving15

east of the Bathurst Inlet would no longer be called16

Bathurst caribou. They would hen -- henceforth be called17

Queen Maud Gulf caribou, or later the renamed Ahiak18

caribou.  This is what Anne said in that report, file19

number 126:20

"Queen Maud Gulf caribou have replaced21

Bathurst herd caribou on the eastern22

traditional calving grounds."23

This definition is from Skoog and -- and24

Thomas:25
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"Current terminology defines a caribou1

herd as a group of animals which ca --2

consistently calve in a specific3

traditional location distinct from4

calving areas used by other herds." 5

This is also from a government report:  6

"Traditional calving grounds are the7

areas used by caribou for calving over8

a period of many years and are mapped9

as composites of the all known annual10

calving areas."11

Twenty-five (25) years is not a lot of --12

a lot compared to the thousands of years caribou have13

been calving in the area.  Calving ground surveys14

conducted in the future, therefore, may expand the15

boundaries of traditional calving grounds by documenting16

calving -- caribou calving in areas not observed or in17

previous surveys.18

And this is the -- the map of the19

traditional calving ground between 1996 and 1997.  I'm20

sorry, 1966 and 1997.  And you can see that you have21

caribou calving on both sides of the inlet -- I'm sorry,22

calving on both sides of the inlet.  23

This is roughly the Perry River here and24

this is -- this is the Hood River over in -- in this25
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part.  1

Since 1996 the caribou have all been2

collaring -- been -- the collared caribou have all calved3

here.  Anne Gunn wrote this in file report number 125:4

"Conventionally, caribou biologists5

have followed Thomas, who identified6

barren-ground caribou herds based on7

the return of cows to a traditional8

calving ground."9

Clearly, Anne knows the definition of a10

caribou herd.  In June 1996, Dr. Gunn split the11

traditional Bathurst calving ground into two (2), calling12

the caribou on the east side of the Bathurst Inlet the13

Queen Maud Gulf herd.  The Queen Maud Gulf herd has since14

been renamed the Ahiak herd.  This is what she says:15

"Queen Maud Gulf caribou have replaced16

Bathurst herd caribou on the eastern17

traditional calving grounds."18

And what I saw as a hoax, is -- is simply19

a mistake.  And I think that if Anne and a few other20

biologists and myself were to sit down and -- and work21

through this, I -- I honestly believe we could convince22

Anne that this is a mistake.23

And th -- this is -- the -- the calving24

grounds, everything now to the east is considered Ahiak25
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calving grounds, and -- a -- in fact, all the way to the1

Chantry Inlet, and everything to the west is now2

considered Bathurst calving grounds.3

In the years 1996 to 2006 the ENR created4

four (4) new herds.  They argue that they didn't create5

four (4) new herds, as they just found that they exist. 6

But, nevertheless, we -- we have five (5) herds on the7

mainland caribou -- five (5) herds of mainland caribou8

and now we have nine (9) of them.9

And so, in the same geographical region we10

do have more herds than we used to have.  Whether or not11

those herds were created or -- or whatever, ne -- new12

knowledge does mean that we may have more herds, we may13

not, but nevertheless, you shouldn't be comparing old14

definitions with new definitions that -- that -- you're15

comparing apples and oranges.16

The history of the Ahiak herd.  Basically17

there's very little history until Anne declared it a herd18

in 1996.  Doug Heard postulated a group of animals on the19

northeast mainland might be part of the Bathurst caribou20

herd, or fourth Northeast Mainland herd in 1983.21

And then he decided in 1992 that due to a22

lack of herd discreteness, that the Northeast Mainland23

Herd should remain all one (1) herd.  This is confirmed24

in Figure 1 in the 1996 Bathurst Caribou Management Plan. 25
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You can see right here, this Northeast Mainland herd,1

they -- they had postulated that -- that there was three2

(3), the Lorrilard, Melville Hills and Wager Bay herd,3

and possibly a fourth herd right here, that Anne looked4

at in 1986.  It -- at that time it was not known as the5

Queen Maud Gulf herd or the Ahiak herd; they were just6

looking at calving in this area.  7

Now, would -- you know, I was saying is8

that all of this country here is Ahiak country.  Probably9

-- at least into here.  I'm not sure what they're saying10

in -- in this far eastern area.  But this huge area here11

is now considered all Ahiak calving grounds.12

This is what George Calef and Doug Heard13

said in 1981:14

"Although the complete annual movement15

of these herds in regarding the Main --16

Northeast Mainland Herd, they were --17

complete movement is unknown, it is18

clear that these caribou spend the19

entire year on the tundra.  Barren-20

ground caribou typically make long21

migrations twice a year between their22

winter range and their calving grounds23

and summer range.  This contrasts with24

a relatively sedentary behaviour of the25
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tundra wintering herds on the northeast1

mainland of the territories."2

Laurie Buckland, in 1995 said this:3

"The tundra caribou on the northeast4

mainland are a mainstay for Inuit from5

seven (7) communities.  Car -- caribou6

on the northeast mainland do not7

migrate between calving areas on the8

tundra and winter ranges within the9

boreal forest, but inhabit the tundra10

year round."11

The Queen Maud Gulf area -- area animals12

possibly constitute a fourth herd, or may have been a13

segment of the Bathurst herd.  One (1) year tracking14

studies are the only way to determine the annual15

movements and degree of interchange. 16

Please note that they could do a pre-17

calving survey because the caribou don't migrate.  So the18

caribou were there in May, the weather conditions are19

better for flying in May, and that's the reason that20

Heard in '83 and Buckland in '95 could do a pre-calving21

survey.  And this is -- this is the area right here that22

-- that Doug looked at and Laurie Buckland lo -- looked23

at in 1995 and 1983.  In both cases, they found a --24

approximately thirty-one (31) to thirty-three thousand25
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(33,000) caribou in that area.1

This is now the range of the Ahiak2

caribou, and this -- this was actually based on only a3

couple of collars.  It may have actually expanded since4

they've added collars to the herd, but this is not5

indicative of a sedentary caribou herd.  6

The Northeast Mainland herd typically7

wintered somewhere in this area here.  These collared8

caribou that they have are clearly what would have been9

called Bathurst caribou years ago, and -- and I would10

maintain still are Bathurst caribou.11

In 1992, Doug Heard concluded that there12

was no Queen Maud Gulf herd, and here's what he said:13

"Because similar densities of calving14

caribou were not found in subsequent15

years, uncertainty about herd16

discreteness led to the designation of17

the Northeastern Mainland herd for all18

the caribou throughout that region."19

And this is from the 1996 Bathurst Caribou20

Management Plan.  You can see we have the Northeast21

Mainland herd, non-migratory, and then you have the other22

four (4) main caribou herds that we had in 1996.  And you23

can -- you can see the calving ground for the Bathurst24

herd is -- is here, primarily, actually to the east side25
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of the Bathurst Inlet, but it -- it also had been known1

to calve in the '50s, through Inuit knowledge, on the2

west side.3

These are the historical maps now of the4

Bathurst calving grounds.  Together, they form the5

traditional Bathurst calving ground.  This is where the6

caribou were in 1966.  You'll note that they calved --7

all of them calved east of the Bathurst Inlet.8

In 1969 we had caribou calving on both9

sides of the Inlet.  Concentrations of -- of calving --10

it's -- it's okay to have more than one (1) concentration11

of calving in different areas.  There -- there can be a12

separation, but as long as they are on the same13

traditional calving ground, they're still considered part14

of the same herd.  That -- that phenomenon of15

concentrations, more than one concentration, of calving16

is found quite often in -- in the Alaskan caribou herds.17

Here's where the caribou calved in 1977 --18

I'm sorry, 1970.  Again, east of the Bathurst Inlet.  19

1971, here was the calving area.  20

1974, again, east of the calving area.21

And you'll see the -- these flight lines. 22

It's what they call spaghetti flying.  The methodology23

changed in 1996.  Instead of flying the east -- the24

traditional Bathurst calving ground, or any of the25
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calving grounds, they started following just where the1

collared caribou went.  And so they basically stopped2

looking on the entire traditional Bathurst calving ground3

and started to go where the collars were.4

The problem that that created was that5

they didn't actually have a -- as many collars on that6

herd as they should have.  In those days, there was7

approximately three hundred and fifty thousand (350,000)8

caribou in that herd.  As a comparison, the Porcupine9

herd has a hundred collars on it, and it has about a10

hundred and twenty-three thousand (123,000) caribou in11

it.  So the -- the amount of collars that we had were --12

were probably not enough to -- to locate the entire13

population.  14

This is where the caribou calved in 1974. 15

Again, east of the inlet, almost all the way to the Perry16

River.17

Here's the flight lines for '77.  18

Here's the caribou calving in '77.  Again,19

all the way over the east side.20

This is the flight maps for 1978.  You can21

see there's -- they started to look for caribou here on22

the west side but they didn't find any calving there. 23

Again, the caribou were all calving here on the east side24

of the inlet. 25
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Here's the flight lines for 1979.  You can1

see they were looking for Bathurst caribou all the way2

over, I -- I believe this is the Simpson River, but at3

any rate quite -- quite a ways east of the Perry River4

they were looking for Bathurst caribou.  5

Here's where the caribou actually were in6

1979.  7

Here's where they calved -- or flew in8

1980. 9

Here's where they calved in 1980.  10

Again, 1982, east of the inlet.  Here's11

the calving areas.12

1984, the flight lines.  Here's where the13

calving area was.  14

Now, in 1986, you can see the flight lines15

on both sides of the inlet.  The caribou have s --16

started to shift west.  Traditional knowledge shows that17

these caribou have swung back and forth, over a time18

frame, from the east side to the west side.  19

Here's where the caribou calved in 1986. 20

You can see they calved on both sides of the inlet.  Now21

Anne was over here in 1986 flying out of Gjoa Haven.22

And, you know, when I looked at -- at the23

research, Ray -- Ray Case and Mark Williams, who wrote24

the 1996 Bathurst Caribou Management Plan, speculated25
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that the huge increase in the Bathurst herd this year in1

1986, it had gone from a hundred and seventy-four2

thousand (174,000) in 1982 to four hundred and seventy-3

five thousand (475,000) or so in 1986, which is a huge4

increase over a period of four (4) years, and they5

speculated that maybe the are -- animals from the6

northeast Mainland herd had gotten together on the7

Bathurst calving ground and that was the reason for the8

huge increase.9

But what I -- what I didn't understand, if10

the -- if Anne was over here in 1986 saying that this is11

where the Northeast Mainland herd was calving and you12

have this huge separation, why would Ray and Mark be13

speculating that the Ahiak herd was over here and it14

joined up?15

And -- and I realized that -- you know, I16

-- I attributed that to part of this whole hoax deal, if17

you will.  And I realized there's -- there's a disconnect18

in these departments.  Sometimes these biologists, their19

communication isn't as good as it should be and I can20

attribute that to myself as well from time to time.21

Again, in 1990, they were looking on both22

sides of the inlet and finding calves on both sides of23

the inlet.  24

Here's the 1995 survey, the year before25
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the splitting of the herds.  Again, they were looking for1

caribou on both sides of the inlet.2

And here's where the -- in 1995, you'll3

see we have Bathurst cows on both sides of the inlet. 4

Today, these -- all these caribou would be considered5

Ahiak caribou.6

Here are the flight lines flown for the7

1996 Bathurst caribou survey.  Looking on -- I note that8

they were looking on both sides of the inlet for Bathurst9

caribou.  This was June 6 to 8, 1996.  10

This is where they found the caribou here. 11

Note that there are no Bathurst herd east of the inlet. 12

Whatever caribou were there were now Queen Maud Gulf13

herd. 14

Anne Gunn counted four thousand four15

hundred and fifty-three (4,453) caribou east of the16

Inlet.  She later reported two hundred thousand (200,000)17

caribou that were there.  This, again, is the traditional18

Bathurst calving ground.  19

This is what Anne said in surveys of the20

Be -- the Beverly caribou calving grounds:  21

"Experience with the Bathurst herd's22

calving ground over four (4) decades23

also reveals a shift of the location of24

annual calving grounds.  The25
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traditional calving grounds comprise1

the areas known to be used for calving2

over many years, and twenty-three (23)3

surveys during four (4) decades may not4

be an adequate sample."  5

This is what Anne Gunn said in 2002:  6

"Relatively little has been reported7

about the Ahiak herd, but the8

justification for identifying it as a9

separate herd from the Bathurst herd10

was based on 1996 to 1998 satellite11

telemetry and that caribou from the12

Ahiak herd are genetically distinct13

from both the Beverly and the Bathurst14

herds, based on nuclear DNA."15

Anne Gunn followed four (4) collared16

caribou in the Bathurst calving ground and she declared17

them to be Queen Maud Gulf caribou in 1996.  DNA research18

didn't begin until the year 2000.  This is what it says19

in Report 126: 20

"Genetic samples are unavailable (sic)21

for the Bathurst herd, unpublished22

data, but not for the Beverly or the23

Queen Maud Gulf herd."24

So if we don't have samples it's -- it's25
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very hard to have data.  Here's what Carrie (phonetic)1

Zittlau who did the research said, and I'll just read the2

summary:3

"Zittlau eventually concluded that4

because the continental herds are so5

large some herds have not yet developed6

features that are distinct from our7

neighbours."8

So there's no genetic evidence to9

substantiate the Ahiak herd as a separate herd from the10

Bathurst -- from the Bathurst herd.  The question is: Is11

the collared information sufficient to declare this a new12

herd?  Following is the research and you judge for13

yourself.  14

This is where Anne collared the caribou in15

April -- the middle of April, 1996.  You'll note that16

they were wintering here and if you read the '86 and the17

1996 Bathurst Caribou Management Plan they list the18

Bathurst Inlet area as a wintering area for some of the19

Bathurst caribou.  And I'm sure that's what she collared20

here.  21

This is where those caribou calved in June22

of 1996.  You'll see all but this one here would be on23

what is considered the traditional Bathurst calving24

ground.  25
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This is where the caribou summered.  1

This is where they rutted.  2

And this is where they wintered.  Th --3

This is the range of those caribou right here in yellow.  4

ENR collared five (5) caribou on the5

traditional Bathurst calving ground.  Two (2) of the6

collars don't work well enough to include the data. 7

Three (3) of the collared caribou were dead within two8

(2) years.  The caribou calved on a traditional Bathurst9

calving ground.  The caribou summered on a normal10

Bathurst summer ranged.  Caribou rutted on a normal11

Bathurst rutting ground.  They wintered on the -- on the12

Bathurst wintering ground.  13

Caribou migrated over 2,000 kilometres. 14

Clearly, these are not part of the sedentary Northeast15

Mainland caribou herd.  16

Traditional calving grounds in the areas17

used by caribou for calving over a period of many years.  18

Twenty-five (25) years is not a lot19

compared to the thousands of years caribou have been20

calving in the area.  This is what Anne said in 1996:  21

"The four (4) satellite collared cows22

from the Queen Maud Gulf herd were in23

the vicinity of the coastal area24

between the Ellice and Perry Rivers --"25
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CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Excuse me,1

Mr. Andre.  You have five (5) minutes left.  Five (5)2

minutes.3

MR. JOHN ANDRE:   Okay, thank you.  We4

interpreted the distribution as the Bathurst herd calved5

west of the inlet and the Queen Maud Gulf herd calved6

east of the inlet.  This is the exact moment where the7

Bathurst caribou herd was split.  8

Based on following three (3) calves for9

less than two (2) months, ENR decides that caribou10

calving east of the Bathurst Inlet are now Queen Maud11

Gulf Ahiak caribou.  This effectively threw away fifty12

(50) years of research by former government biologists,13

millions of dollars in research.14

No traditional calving ground had ever15

been established for the Queen Maud Gulf herd but she16

then declared it the fourth largest herd in the NWT. 17

Three (3) working collars for seven (7) weeks and a new18

caribou herd is declared.  19

I -- I apologized to Anne for questioning20

her motives but I -- I have to say that I blew this as a21

mistake and -- you know, and I think it's an honest22

mistake, but it is a misinterpretation of the data.  23

I'm going to have to skip through a fair24

amount of this presentation but it is there for the25
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record. 1

This shows the collaring -- the collared2

calves where they went in 2002.  You can see they were on3

the traditional Bathurst wintering ground.  Some of the4

collars went west and some of the collars went east.5

Ernie Campbell asked me at the 20066

Wek'eezhii Board Hearing, Why aren't we seeing collared7

calves from here shifting to the east?8

And -- and I didn't have a very good9

answer for him.  But after visiting with Rick Page, what10

Rick explained was, is that these -- they collared middle11

aged cows and those middle aged cows will undoubtedly12

continue to go to the same side of the inlet.  13

But as the younger cows that are not14

collared mature, they're the ones that look for new areas15

and so as those collars -- as those caribou shifted to16

the east side, the collars don't pick it up because they17

make it a deliberate attempt to collar middle aged cows18

because they know where they're going.19

Here's where the caribou were in 2002. 20

Here's where the Ahiak collars were on the traditional --21

in 2006, on the traditional Bathurst calving ground.22

But here's where Bruno looked in -- and23

Anne at the time, they only did the calving survey on the24

west side of the inlet because that's where the collared25
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cows went.  They did not fly the entire traditional1

Bathurst calving ground.  And if they had, anything here2

would have been Ahiak caribou.  3

Here's where they looked in 2006 for the4

Bathurst caribou survey because that's where the collared5

cows went.6

Here again in 2009, that's where the7

collared cows went to the west.  8

Here's the traditional calving ground, a9

map you've seen many times.  But by giving away the10

eastern half of the traditional Bathurst calving ground,11

that's the reason this herd is down as much as it is.12

Since the 1950s, this herd has shifted13

east to west, back and forth.  Now as the herd has been14

here for over a decade and it wants to shift back to the15

east, we're losing the counts simply because this is now16

considered Ahiak caribou country.17

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Excuse me,18

sir, one (1) minute left, one (1) minute.19

MR. JOHN ANDRE:   Thank you.  Well, we'll20

just wing it from here.  I've spent over two thousand21

(2,000) hours reading this research and I do have to say22

I think the caribou are down.23

It looks to me like in the early part of24

the 21st century, there's -- there is clearly a trend25
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where the calf survival was under thirty (30) and so1

getting into a dangerous range, not terrible but at least2

a steadier or slightly declining caribou herd depending3

on adult mortality, which we don't have a good record of. 4

In 2005 and 2006, it dropped significantly5

-- significantly.  The calf survival rate was under ten6

(10), which is a -- a real danger sign, and it would7

indicate high predation.  8

In 2005/2006, parvo virus went through the9

dogs here in Yellowknife and I think probably knocked the10

wolves down, as well, which is the reason in 2007, 2008,11

and 2009, we have high calf survival again.  I don't12

believe there's a crisis, and I'm not actually sure we13

need to go shoot a lot of wolves given that high calf14

survival rate now.  I think they may have died off15

naturally.  And certainly Dean's work would ind -- seem16

to indicate that the wolf numbers are not high.  Bear17

numbers are -- are clearly high.  So I'm not sure that18

going and slaughtering a lot of wolves is actually the19

right management action.  20

If you want more caribou than we have it21

is the right management action, but I'm not sure that22

this caribou crisis is as bad as being put forth to us. 23

Than -- thank you.24

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Okay. 25
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Thank you very much, Mr. Andre.  All right.  It is ten1

(10) minutes to 11:00.  We will break and come back at2

11:00.  Thank you very much.  3

4

--- Upon recessing at 10:52 a.m.5

--- Upon resuming at 11:09 a.m.6

7

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Okay,8

ladies and gentlemen, thank you very much.  Let's come to9

order now.  We appreciate whispering in the back.  It's10

okay while we're going here.  We're back to order.  11

We're going to begin with the question12

period for Mr. Andre, and we're going to do a little bit13

-- slight variation to the questioning order seeing as14

his presentation was hurried a bit at the end.  Our Board15

member, Ray Case, would like to ask him a question which16

would perhaps summarize his -- the end of his17

presentation.  Go -- go ahead, Ray...?18

19

QUESTION PERIOD:20

MR. RAY CASE:   Thank you, Mr. Co-Chair. 21

Ray Case, Board member.  I've asked for the opportunity22

to ask a question at the -- at the beginning of the23

questioning just to try and ensure that I have a clear24

understanding of what Mr. Andre is -- is putting in front25
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of us, and then to ensure that that -- that way I can1

understand the -- the questions and the responses to --2

to questions over the next thirty (30) minutes in the3

correct context.  4

So, Mr. Andre, in your written material5

and in your presentation you've attempted to develop a --6

an alternate scientific hypothesis or -- or explanation7

of the data and the information that you've compiled over8

the -- the last couple of years and -- and your9

interpretation of that data, but we didn't get in your10

presentation or in your summary a -- a brief and succinct11

statement of what that hypothesis actually is.12

MR. JOHN ANDRE:   Looking at all the data,13

Ray, I think the -- the hypothesis is that there is no14

emergency here.  It's clearly the caribou -- and I've15

spoken to Larry Roy at length about this -- clearly the16

caribou on the eastern side of the Bathurst calving17

ground, all the way to the Mackenzie River, the number of18

caribou there presently are down.19

On the eastern side, unfortunately, we're20

somewhat data deficient.  There's a 2010, quote/unquote,21

"Ahiak survey" that's supposed to be done.  I don't22

really think that the -- the Ahiak survey would look to23

me -- or the Ahiak herd that they've given away, so to24

speak, the Northeast Mainland herd completely, which I25
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believe is an error.1

And -- and I'm not sure that Jan or2

anybody else would be able to design a survey to survey3

all those caribou from the eastern edge of the Bathurst4

inlet all the way to the Chantry Inlet.  I'm not sure5

that -- that -- those caribou don't aggregate well for a6

post-calving ground survey.  It's a huge area, and I7

think surveying all those caribou at once is an8

impossibility.9

And I think the old science, based from10

Kelsall on, through Heard and -- and -- and those11

gentlemen, I -- I think is accurate.  I think the -- the12

separation of the Northeast Mainland herd away from the13

Bathurst herd is correct.14

And I think those surveys should be done15

in the older traditional method, if you will, rather than16

trying to survey all those caribou east of the inlet.17

MR. RAY CASE:   Thank you.  Ray Case. 18

Perhaps I could help by just putting in -- in front of19

you what I would see as -- as sort of the core of -- of20

your -- your explanation, and that being that you're of21

the view that the caribou from the Bathurst Inlet area22

over close to Chantrey Inlet are effectively have been,23

and -- and are a -- a single population, and that they24

need to be managed as -- as -- as a single entity?25
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MR. JOHN ANDRE:   No, that's -- that's not1

my -- what I'm saying, Ray, is that as the Bathurst2

caribou herd has shifted back to the east side, what3

happens is this -- and Dr. Rick Page explained it to me. 4

As I said, as the herd shifts -- as -- as that Bathurst5

herd is swung like a pendulum from the west to the east,6

to the west and back over the last six thousand (6,000)7

years or so, that apparently has been its behavioural8

pattern for -- for centuries.9

And what I'm saying is that now, as they10

shift back to the east, because that is now considered11

Ahiak herd, we're not counting them.  And -- and I12

believe that is in error.  I'm not saying that the13

Bathurst herd is calving all the way to the Chantrey14

Inlet.  It would appear some of the modelling information15

that we have here from the government shows that the16

Northeast Mainland -- or the -- what used to be called17

the sedentary Northeast Mainland caribou are not18

migrating as much, and the ones closer to the east -- or19

further west towards the Bathurst Inlet are migrating20

more.21

And I think that corroborates what the22

earlier biologists decided, is that those were two (2)23

separate herds with separate behavioural patterns.24

MR. RAY CASE:   Thank you.  Ray Case,25
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Board member.  Okay, just to -- to give me -- make sure I1

-- I do have it clear, could you explain, based on that2

interpretation, what you would expect the studies over3

their next three (3) to eight (8) years to detect in --4

with respect to calving grounds, with respect to5

distribution around -- in -- in the fall when the6

outfitters are -- are typically active and on the winter7

range in the North Slave Region.8

MR. JOHN ANDRE:   Thank you, Ray.  I -- I9

think the way it's currently set up, if -- if we don't go10

back to the old traditional, if you will, definition of11

the Bathurst herd, I think the Bathurst herd will12

disappear no matter what we do, whether we stop harvest13

or close everything down or -- or whatever because that14

herd, if you look at the history of it, will shift15

entirely to the east side of the Bathurst Inlet.16

And so I think, in 2012, if we just look17

on the west side of the Bathurst Inlet that herd will18

disappear.  I -- I think that is fairly certain.19

But the reason it's gone down from 1996 to20

2003 to 2006 and that of 2009 is it has shifted back. 21

Only we're not counting them now as anything except Ahiak22

caribou.23

Now that -- that does not explain, you24

know, the reduction in -- in the -- in the Bluenose East25
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herds and I do think that we had a predator problem1

starting up somewhere between '96 and -- and 2005/2006. 2

The calf survival is a pretty good indicator of that. 3

And so I do think that -- that we had a problem.  This4

recent surge in the calf survival I think is an5

indication that -- that Dean is right, that the wolves6

are down.7

So I'm not sure that, you know -- I'm8

always for shooting more wolves because you end up with9

more caribou, but I'm not sure that it's really the right10

thing to do right now.11

If you want more caribou you shoot more12

predators, that -- that's simple.  But I'm not sure that13

more caribou is the right thing to do.  Brent Patterson14

suggested that they were going to -- there was going to15

be a nutritional crash for the Bluenose East herd in 200016

because there was too many, because that herd had gone17

from a hundred thousand (100,000), a hundred and fifteen18

thousand two hundred and forty (115,240) in 1987 to about19

a hundred and fifty thousand (150,000) in -- in the year20

2000.21

So that herd went way up and there may22

have been a nutritional crash.  Now nutritional crashes23

for large Mainland caribou herds are -- are pretty rare24

because they simply move to -- to better foraging areas.25
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But Bruce, you asked earlier that, you1

know, is there such a thing as maybe bringing this on too2

fast.  I -- I'm not certain of that.  I -- I haven't3

really looked at the nutritional data that carefully. 4

But I do think it -- it can be a concern. 5

Historically, there was reports, and I6

don't know how good they are, but there was at one time7

maybe as many as 3 million caribou here.  Now we have8

perhaps a million, I'm not sure.  But -- so I'm -- I'm9

not sure of the nutrition aspects.10

MR. RAY CASE:   Okay, there was second and11

-- oh, sorry, Ray Case, Board Member.  There was a second12

and third part of -- of the question.13

You indicated what you had predicted with14

respect to what the studies would find on -- on calving15

grounds.  Did you have anything -- any predictions or16

thoughts on what would be found on, one, the fall ranges17

currently used by -- primarily by Bathurst caribou and18

the -- the winter range in the Tlicho particularly19

typically currently used by what's called Bathurst20

caribou?21

MR. JOHN ANDRE:   I haven't looked that22

carefully at the fire data but it looks to me like this23

huge fire that we had in the Tlicho will lead to fairly24

poor hunting conditions here for quite a while.  I think25
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the caribou will go to either sides of -- of this huge1

burn that we have here.  That would -- that would just be2

logical.  3

As far as, you know, the fall movements4

and whatnot, I think the more -- more collars we have on5

there -- through about 2005/2006, we only had two (2)6

collars on the Ahiak caribou.7

And so if we can have -- I think we have8

thirty (30) or forty (40) now -- I think we'll start to9

get better data there.  But, you know, following two (2)10

caribou around and -- and thinking you're going to get11

the real distribution of that herd really isn't very good12

data.13

MR. RAY CASE:   Okay, thank you.  No more14

questions for now.15

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Okay,16

thank you very much, gentlemen.  ENR, thank you for your17

indulgence on this.  Your turn for a question.18

MR. ERNIE CAMPBELL:   Good morning.  Ernie19

Campbell here for ENR.  I'd just like to start -- we have20

a couple of questions, but I'd just like to start with a21

comment if you don't mind.  Looking at John's information22

here, a lot of it is referencing Anne Gunn's work, and23

that all the work that he references is really, I guess,24

ENR's information while Anne Gunn was a -- a member of25
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our department doing that work.  1

And there -- if you look at that2

presentation it appears there's -- you know, it -- he's3

quite discredited it, and I want -- I just want to make -4

- put on record, I guess, that we are very supportive of5

that work that Anne Gunn did for the department and for,6

I think, the circumpolar world, people that study7

caribou.  8

I think everybody is -- is way further9

ahead today as a result of Anne Gunn's work.  I want to10

put on the record, and I would also like to encourage11

John to continue to have discussions with -- with Anne12

Gunn on the work that she did and you -- we may all, at13

the end of the day, be seeing further apologies14

forthcoming.  15

With that, I'll turn it over to my two (2)16

staff to ask the couple questions.  Thank you.  17

MR. JAN ADAMCZEWSKI:   Mr. Co-chair, with18

your permission, we'd like to show the animation that we19

had on the first day and then the question to Mr. Andre20

would follow that, if that's all right.21

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Please do22

so.23

24

(ANIMATION PLAYED)25
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MR. JAN ADAMCZEWSKI:   So this is the1

animation that we showed on the first day as part of our2

presentation.  And just to reiterate for people who may3

not have seen it, all those little caribou are satellite4

radio collared caribou over -- over a period of years in5

the -- it begins in the winter, in January, and what I've6

done here is I've paused it sort of in late June just7

after the peak of calving.  8

On the western side we call that the9

Bluenose East herd based on that calving ground.  Then in10

the middle there is the Bathurst calving ground with all11

its radio collared cows.  The pink one is what we're12

calling the Ahiak herd with its radio collars.  And then13

the last one, the black ones, is the -- the Beverly14

calving ground.  15

So for us, as biologists, this is clear16

confirmation that these are three (3) separate herds with17

calving grounds up on the north coast.  The radio collars18

are accumulated from several years for each of these19

herds.  20

Our interpretation is that these are21

distinct and separate herds.  And I would be interested22

in your interpretation of these radio collar movements.  23

MR. JOHN ANDRE:   John Andre.  Thanks,24

Jan.  This -- these caribou here are clearly on the25
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traditional Bathurst caribou calving ground, which is --1

previously was mapped to here.  Now these caribou right2

in here may actually be an eastward extension of the3

Bathurst calving ground.  I'm -- I'm not sure about that4

completely.  These caribou here -- this caribou herd may5

still be in the process of shifting over.  Clearly, that6

in years past we did have calving on both sides of the --7

of the Bathurst Inlet.8

If you look at the maps though in 19 -- in9

the 1970s, and Anne postulated to this, they speculated10

that they have missed caribou over in this country11

because if you look at their flight lines they did not12

have -- there's -- there's only one (1) year that they13

pick caribou up here earlier on in their survey.14

So these caribou may have been there all15

along.  I'm not -- I don't really want to say one (1) way16

or the other.  But this is clearly all caribou on the17

traditional Bathurst calving ground.18

And the fact that we do have two (2) areas19

of concentrated calving right now does not mean that20

there's two (2) separate herds.  That phenomenon is -- is21

-- is common in many Alaskan caribou herds.22

I -- I would really like to say one (1)23

other thing about -- I'd like to just address Ernie's24

comment there.  Anne and I have already said that we need25
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to spend a little more time discussing a lot of this.1

I wanted to have her -- have a cup of tea2

with her but she insisted on bringing wine to the -- to3

the meeting so I, you know, a little truth serum doesn't4

help -- hurt.5

MR. BRUNO CROFT:   Thank you, Mr. Co-6

Chair.  John, thank you for your presentation.  That was7

entertaining and interesting.  I wouldn't know where to8

start because it's all over the place.9

Just to follow up on -- on what Jan10

presented here, if you look in recent -- and in your11

presentation I don't see many references to the recent12

work that ENR has been doing, especially since 2006 where13

we've put a lot of effort and time researching across the14

entire Central Arctic in a very intensive manner what's15

happening in terms of calving and when and where.16

All the information we've gathered in17

recent years support and reinforce the presence of two18

(2) herds, one (1) on the east side of Bathurst Inlet,19

one (1) on the west side.  Call them whatever you want to20

call them.  21

You mentioned we now have forty (40)22

collars also on the Ahiak and you're right and that23

should improve the -- that interpretation and conclusion24

and analysis.  And you're right, as well.25
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Everything we know about the Ahiak herd in1

recent years is that it's -- at time of calving it's2

totally different from where the Bathurst animals go3

calving.  Their movement and distribution on a seasonal4

and annual basis is totally distinct from what the5

Bathurst herd is doing.6

Again, indication that we've got two (2)7

different herds here.  Bathurst, we now know that it's8

declining rapidly.  Indication on the Ahiak herd is that9

it is declining.  10

We don't have the photo census to back it11

up but trend on the -- on transit data are compelling12

over four (4) years and we have to pay attention to that.13

My question is -- I'm leading to it. 14

Every jurisdiction in North America monitor and manage15

caribou on a herd by herd basis.  There's a reason for16

that.  Vantage of point of view demographics will change17

from one (1) range to -- to the other part of the range.18

Cow/calf survival would be different in19

the Porcupine herd, could be different in the Qamarirjuaq20

herd and so on.  We also count caribou based on where21

they go calving, the most predictable and consistent way22

of assessing numbers.  And it goes also for harvest23

allocation.  24

Right now none of your -- at the time of25
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your harvest when you're out there from mid June to late1

September, you're hunting of the harvest of the Bathurst2

caribou herd.3

None of the Ahiak animals, based on all4

the data we've have collected and analysed in the last5

four (4) years, go through your area of interest. 6

Totally distinct and separate from -- from the Bathurst.7

So are you suggesting that it's perfectly8

okay if you subscribe to this metapopulation theory,9

because I think you do, to over harvest one (1) part of10

the range, the Bathurst herd, Bluenose East, Bluenose11

West because we think there's lots of animals on the east12

side of the inlet?13

MR. JOHN ANDRE:   Over harvesting of any14

herd, of course, is -- is against the precautionary15

principle, and -- and I'm not suggesting over-harvesting16

of any of these animals.  17

What I'm suggesting, Bruno, is that you --18

you have to look at the meta-population and consider19

that.  And I think you also have to consider that what --20

your data, or your interpretation of the data -- and21

that's really where this argument comes about -- there's22

no explanation with wolves down, healthy caribou, high23

pregnancy rates, high calf survival -- there's no24

explanation for this exponential drop in the Bathurst25
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caribou herd over the last three years.  It's -- it's an1

unprecedented event in wildlife management.2

And what I'm suggesting is that -- what3

I'm saying is that if this herd is -- if it wasn't a4

misinterpretation of the data by Anne Gunn and that this5

herd is, in fact, shifting back to the east, that6

explains why these unprecedented low numbers -- or this7

crash, if you will -- is happening.  It's the only8

reasonable explanation that I can find.  Predation9

numbers are down, we have healthy caribou, they're10

pregnant.  If you read, you know, Don Thomas's classic11

paper, you know, needing "less counting and more12

ecology," well, your ecology says the caribou are doing13

just fine.  It's the counting that isn't working.14

And I'm not arguing with your counts.  I15

think, Bruno, your counts and your work here on -- on16

these Bathurst surveys has been terrific.  It gets better17

every year, every -- every time you do it.  What I'm18

saying is you're simply not looking where the Bathurst19

caribou went.20

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Okay. 21

Thank you very much.  Tlicho Government, it's your turn22

for questions.23

MS. JEAN TEILLET:   Jean Teillet for the24

Tlicho Government.25
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Mr. Andre, could you tell us whether you1

have a biology degree?2

MR. JOHN ANDRE:   No, I don't.  My degrees3

are in marketing and economics, but I've made a living4

the last twenty-five (25) years evaluating wildlife5

populations, access to those populations, bull-to-cow6

ratios, age of the bulls, access to those populations for7

licensing for -- for hunters from around the world.8

MS. JEAN TEILLET:   Have you published any9

papers on the caribou?10

MR. JOHN ANDRE:   No, I have not.11

MS. JEAN TEILLET:   Now, you -- you12

referred to Mr. Rick Page's work.  I -- I'm just -- I did13

see some of his work but I'm not aware -- are you aware,14

has he done work north of sixty (60)?  I'm just not sure.15

MR. JOHN ANDRE:   Excuse me.16

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Can we17

keep this on Mr. Andre's presentation, please?  No18

question -- like he never purported, as far as I can19

remember, to be -- to have a degree or anything like20

that.  So if you could focus on his  -- his presentation,21

that would be great.  Thank you.22

MS. JEAN TEILLET:   I'm sorry.  I was23

asking about Mr. Page, the biologist that he was --24

MR. JOHN ANDRE:   Yeah.  This is -- this25
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is what Dr. Rick Page, biologist Dr. Rick Page, and Mark1

Fraker, they presented this in a letter form to the WRB,2

and here's what it says:3

"It appears to us that the Bathurst and4

the Ahiak herds have always been and5

continue to be one (1) herd. 6

Scientists have determined that there7

is no genetic difference between the8

herds, and both herds calve on the9

traditional calving grounds of the10

Bathurst herd."11

MS. JEAN TEILLET:   I guess that -- that12

didn't quite answer my question.13

MR. JOHN ANDRE:   Could you repeat it14

then, please?15

MS. JEAN TEILLET:   Yeah.  That seems to16

me to be a review of work that other people have done on17

caribou north of sixty (60).  18

Are you aware of whether Mr. Page himself19

has done his own research on caribou north of sixty (60)?20

MR. JOHN ANDRE:   Yeah, Rick has worked21

here off and on.  He can give you his biography -- I'm22

not that familiar with it -- but he helped author several23

chapters for Tom Bergerud's 'Caribou of Ungava'.  He's a24

long-time, well-respected biologist.  He's on the ethics25
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committee of the British Columbia board of biologists --1

I'm not sure exactly what they call that -- so he's a2

well-respected caribou biologist.3

And most of my work -- I'm -- I'm not dumb4

enough to come up here against these -- these other5

biologists.  Everything I've done I've reviewed with Pat6

Valkenberg, Val Geist, Charles Kay, Matt Cronin, Mark7

Fraker, Rick Page.  So I've talked to a lot of biologists8

about all these -- all these issues.9

MS. JEAN TEILLET:   Thank you.  Now I see10

on the list of the companies that you represent, one is11

Shoshone Wilderness Adventures, and it's -- is it Qaivvik12

is one of them?  Is that how you pronounce it?13

MR. JOHN ANDRE:   Qaivvik.14

MS. JEAN TEILLET:   Qaivvik, sorry, and15

Caribou Pass Outfitters.  Can you tell me, are those --16

all three of those outfitting companies that you own?17

MR. JOHN ANDRE:   Qaivvik Limited and18

Caribou Pass Outfitters are NWT registered corporations. 19

Shoshone Wilderness Adventures is a company I started20

twenty-five (25) years ago, and we are hunting21

consultants for hunting adventures all around the world.22

MS. JEAN TEILLET:   And so the two23

corporations, are you the president of those24

corporations?25
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MR. JOHN ANDRE:   Yes, I am.1

MS. JEAN TEILLET:   And can you tell me2

where your camps are?3

MR. JOHN ANDRE:   Sure.  I'm not sure how4

important all this is, but --5

MS. JEAN TEILLET:   If -- if I may, Mr.6

Chair, the point is the -- the -- just to establish that7

the Board's zone of influence is in Wek'eezhii.8

MR. JOHN ANDRE:   Yes, yes.  Yes, they9

are.10

MS. JEAN TEILLET:   And I'm looking to see11

whether -- where Mr. Andre's is.12

MR. JOHN ANDRE:  They are in Wek'eezhii. 13

I have two (2) camps on Lac de Gras, one (1) on14

Courageous Lake and one (1) on Joli Lake.15

MS. JEAN TEILLET:   Now, as an -- as an16

outfitter, are you or your -- your business -- you've17

told us you've spent many years as an outfitter.  Can you18

tell us how many caribou you -- your businesses took in19

2009?20

MR. JOHN ANDRE:   In 2009, I -- I don't21

have the exact figure.  The -- the hunting that we had at22

Courageous Lake was very poor.  We did not have enough --23

enough tags to operate our Joli Lake camp.  The caribou24

were -- started further north this year.  It was very25
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warm, and we had -- we saw more caribou than we ever have1

at our Lac de Gras camp the last three weeks of the2

season.  Prior to that, it was very warm, the caribou3

didn't move and the hunting was poor the first three4

weeks of the season.  All the other outfitters in5

different areas had -- had very, very good caribou6

hunting.7

MS. JEAN TEILLET:   Good.  So --8

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Thank you. 9

Thank you very much.  We'll have to move on to allow the10

other intervenors a chance to ask questions, as well.11

And Ms. Gunn, please.  Thank you.12

DR. ANNE GUNN:   Anne Gunn.13

Mr. Andre, first of all, thank you for the14

apology.  Having spent some thirty (30) years as a15

wildlife biologist, I'm quite concerned about my16

reputation and the integrity of my work, so I appreciate17

your apology.18

What you have presented to the Board is --19

is not a scientific argument.  It's a series of quotes20

and assertions taken over, you know, about a twenty (20)21

year period.  During that time, of course, as one might22

expect, our information has increased and improved, so23

using reports from 1980 does carry a risk that, of24

course, we've updated our information.25
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And I suspect that you're correct that1

perhaps the way to deal with this is not to take up the2

Board's time, but, through working with you, to show you3

the basis of some of these quotes taken out of context,4

out of date, how, when -- how they actually kind of5

refute some of your arguments.6

So, having said that, I just -- I just7

have one (1) question.  You have a slide that -- that8

points out, that emphasizes the point that the -- that9

you assert that the Bathurst herd split in 1996.  Perhaps10

you can clarify this.  Perhaps you can help me here.  So11

what happened after 1996?  Were caribou moving from the12

west side of Bathurst Inlet to the east side only in13

1996, or is it something that's happened every year14

subsequently, the movement from the west side to the east15

side?  16

And you did mention that you thought it17

was the younger cows.  Is that correct?18

MR. JOHN ANDRE:   Yeah, as I said in my19

presentation, Ernie had asked me that question in -- in20

the 2007 hearing, you know:  Why aren't we seeing21

collared cows going to the east?  Well, we did see22

collared cows going to the east, only they were called23

Ahiak, and I -- and I showed that slide.  But because of24

the collaring of middle-aged caribou cows, they have a25
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learned behavioural pattern and they are going to1

continue to go to the west side, whereas the younger2

cows, much like human beings, they -- they're the ones3

that move away from the nest, and that's how that shift4

happens from the west to the east.5

And -- and, as I say, Dr. Rick Page6

explained that to me, and that's my source of7

information.8

DR. ANNE GUNN:   Okay.  So it's -- it's9

the dispersal of the younger cows who are too young to10

put a collar on.  So, first of all, what's the evidence11

for that?  And, secondly, if that was occurring, why12

would the Ahiak herd be declining?13

MR. JOHN ANDRE:   I'll address the first14

question first, okay?  In 2007, ENR reported to the15

outfitters -- I don't have the documents here -- that the16

Ahiak herd from 2006 to 2007 was steady.17

In 2008, the Ahiak herd was reported to18

the outfitters as either steady or increasing.  In19

document 178, they reported two hundred fifty thousand20

(250,000) caribou in the Ahiak herd in 2008.21

Now, in 2009, we're told that the caribou22

herd has dropped sixty (60) percent from the 2000 level,23

which means it went from two hundred and fifty thousand24

(250,000) in 2008 to eighty thousand (80,000) in 2009, or25
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a loss of a hundred and seventy thousand (170,000)1

caribou.2

Now this was a late winter this year. 3

Mitch Campbell, biologist in Nunavut, told me that --4

this summer in Arviat when I was over there, he said,5

John, if I'd had a calving ground survey scheduled for6

this year, I would have cancelled it.7

Now several -- or some of your work, Anne,8

earlier on, you talk about the five (5) variables in9

these caribou surveys, and where you shouldn't compare10

one to another.  And the major variable is that, in many11

cases, these caribou, if it's a hard winter, don't make12

it all the way to the calving grounds.  And so that may13

be a reasonable explanation as to why this year, when14

they flew the Ahiak herd, that the numbers were down.15

We had caribou calving at Courageous Lake,16

on the south side of it, on -- at Salamida (phonetic)17

this year in June of 2006, which is -- or in 2009, excuse18

me -- which is, you know, hundreds of kilometres south of19

the traditional Bathurst calving ground.20

DR. ANNE GUNN:   Mr. Co-Chair, can I just21

ask for a point of clarification?22

What is the evidence for the younger cows23

dispersing from west to east of Bathurst Inlet?  Given24

that those younger cows are not collared, what is the25
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basis of your supposition for the movement of the young1

cows from west Bathurst Inlet to the east?2

MR. JOHN ANDRE:   The -- the basis for not3

just the young cows, but -- but a large amount of the4

herd, is that historically this herd has swung like a5

pendulum from the west side back to the east, back to the6

west.  That's traditional knowledge.  You -- you, Anne,7

and Susan Fleck reported that archeological evidence8

shows these caribou have been in this region for over six9

thousand (6,000) years, and this behavioural pattern10

where they use one (1) side, probably, you know, because11

of so many caribou being in one (1) area, the food supply12

is diminished over a period of years, and then they swing13

back to the other area, lets the one (1) area replenish14

itself, and then they use the newer area.15

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Okay. 16

Thank you very much.17

DR. ANNE GUNN:   Mr. Co-Chair, can I just18

ask your indulgence for a quick clarification, please?19

MR. JOHN ANDRE:   It's -- it's fine.20

DR. ANNE GUNN:   Would you agree, is it21

"yes" or "no," that the caribou are declining on both22

sides of Bathurst inlet on the east and the west side?23

MR. JOHN ANDRE:   I would say this, Anne: 24

The -- what we need is better information.  We don't have25
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cow mortality, which is -- mortality is the key to all of1

this.  And, as I said in my presentation, I do think that2

we had a wolf developing where that calf survival in the3

early part of the 20 -- 21st century was dropping, and4

then it really fell off the map in 2005/2006.  Now it's5

jumped back up for the last three (3) years to the forty-6

five (45) range.  7

Over the last thirty (30) years the8

average mortality -- I'm sorry, the average calf survival9

for the Bathurst herd has been thirty-six (36) cows --10

calves per hundred cows.11

Susan and -- and yourself and several12

others have said thirty (30) or less is a problem, thirty13

(30) or higher is okay.  Well an average of thirty-six14

(36) over the past thirty (30) years is pretty good.15

Now you're going to have some good years16

and you're going to have some bad years, but I don't17

think that if any -- if you asked any biologist if a herd18

of any ungulates had a survival rate of -- of thirty-six19

(36) per hundred cows over the last thirty (30) years,20

you wouldn't have expected that herd to have crashed21

unless there was some other mechanism that was wiping out22

your adult cows.23

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Okay,24

thank you very much.  Mr. Warner, Bathurst Inlet25
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Developments, please. 1

MR. BOYD WARNER:   Thank you, Mr. Co-2

Chair.  I'm Boyd Warner with Bathurst Development.  3

John, a question for you.  Does it matter4

what we call these animals that are herds, or just that5

we count the total?6

And recognizing that as individuals I7

don't believe we've seen all the data, all the satellite8

maps, all the base data, the movements of the caribou. 9

Have you seen any evidence or maps showing that what's10

called the Ahiak caribou frequent the Tlicho region?11

MR. JOHN ANDRE:   Yes, we were shown that12

map in -- in the 2007 hearing.  There was only a few13

collars on the -- on the caribou at the ti -- on the14

Ahiak caribou at the time, and there's one (1) caribou15

right here in, was it -- I think it was Wekweeti, in that16

area.  At the time, I think that collared caribou would17

have represented thirty-five (35) or forty thousand18

(40,000) Ahiak caribou.   19

You mentioned earlier does it matter what20

we call these caribou, Boyd, and I think it does from a21

political standpoint because what everything here has22

grown up with for almost fifty (50) years is Bathurst23

caribou.  And we've been taught and ingrained in our --24

not myself, but all the Elders here and -- and all these25
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Tlicho people, and the residents, as well, we've been1

taught that these are Bathurst caribou, all the way from2

Great Slave to the southeastern side of Lutsel K'e.3

Now we have three (3) herds here.  And as4

the Alberta Research Council Recommended, perhaps we5

should look at managing these from a little more of a6

meta-population, if you will.7

MR. BOYD WARNER:   Thank you.  And, John,8

you just -- a clarification at the start.  You said the9

2007 hearing.  I'm assuming you meant the 2006 hearing,10

is that correct?11

MR. JOHN ANDRE:   Actually, the hearing12

was in March of 2007, I believe.  We got a letter of --13

in two thou -- December 15th, 2006, we received the14

letter from Ernie, and the hearing was in March of '07,15

right?  I think so.16

MR. BOYD WARNER:   Okay.  No more17

questions.18

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   The years19

go by.  Okay, thank you very much.  20

Arctic Safaris, Barry Taylor, any21

questions?22

MR. BARRY TAYLOR:   Barry Taylor.  No23

questions.24

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Okay,25
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thank you very much.  1

Yellowknives Dene First Nation, any2

questions, Todd?3

MR. TODD SLACK:   Todd Slack, YKDFN.  No4

questions.  5

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Thank you. 6

City of Yellowknife, Gordon Van Tighem, any questions?7

MR. GORDON VAN TIGHEM:   No.8

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   No9

questions?  10

Karen McMaster, please.11

MS. KAREN MCMASTER:   Thank you.  This is12

Karen McMaster.13

John, first of all, I'd like to thank you14

for your work, and I think on behalf of many people in15

the NWT we should be thanking John Andre.16

I've spoken with John Andre extensively17

about this matter, and John has been a very honourable18

man, and he is really just trying to get to the truth. 19

He's very concerned about the First Nations and their20

harvest and their futures, and he has acted honourably21

throughout.22

I'm quite disappointed in our government23

that --24

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Could we25
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have a question, please?1

MS. KAREN MCMASTER:   No.  I want -- I2

will get to the next -- next stage.3

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Very4

quickly, okay?5

MS. KAREN MCMASTER:   John, have you been6

provided with all the information you needed in this7

hearing?8

MR. JOHN ANDRE:   No, we have not.  We've9

asked for -- I was co-ordinator between the outfitters10

and the Alberta Research Council.  There's at least a11

half a dozen documents that were presented to ARC that we12

have not been permitted to see.  We asked for a lot of13

the collaring information, not just these animations, but14

exact collaring information for week to week.  So now15

there's been a lack of communication that I think can16

certainly be improved upon between the outfitters and the17

public and ENR.18

And I think that's part of the problem19

that we have here is that we need to trust, and we need20

to believe in our government.  And it's not my21

government.  I've got my -- problems with my own22

government.  You -- this is your government, and we need23

to improve it.  And if this process could move us towards24

-- towards that, then it's worthwhile.25
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MS. KAREN MCMASTER:   Thank you.  My1

second question is with respect to definitions, and it's2

been asserted that definitions are -- are not science.  I3

would actually argue and -- and suggest that they are,4

because they drive research, they drive management plans,5

and they drive action.6

And I'll give you an example.  I believe7

this past year, ENR tried to -- I don't know if it was8

ENR -- the Beverly and Qamanirjuaq -- if that's how you9

pronounce it -- Herd Management Board.  There was10

research done on the Beverly herd and they couldn't find11

the herd, but they did indicate that they did canvass the12

whole traditional territory -- pardon me, the traditional13

calving ground of the Beverly herd.14

So do you think that if they had found15

caribou within that traditional calving -- the16

traditional area, that those animals would have been17

called Beverly?18

MR. JOHN ANDRE:   Excuse me.  With --19

without question, that's exactly what they would have20

done.21

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Okay. 22

Thank you very much.  We'll have to move on to North23

Slave Metis Alliance, please.  Any questions?24

MS. SHERYL GRIEVE:   Yes.  Can you hear25
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me?1

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Yes.  Can2

you identify yourself, please?  Thank you.3

MS. SHERYL GRIEVE:   My name is Sheryl4

Grieve.  I'm representing the North Slave Metis Alliance. 5

And I would like to follow up a little bit on the issue6

of cow fidelity to a calving ground and whether it's age7

related.8

If you could comment, have -- have you9

seen enough collar data to tell you whether, over -- over10

an entire caribou lifetime, how many times it might11

change its calving ground, and whether it makes a12

difference on its age -- whether its age makes a13

difference?14

MR. JOHN ANDRE:   There's a -- a paper15

written by Doug Heard that was published in 1992, and I16

have it here, and he found infidelity of 14 percent, 1517

percent and 16 percent.  But he also said in that paper18

that fidelity to calving grounds over the entire NWT has19

-- has never been tested.20

Well, perhaps it was never put forth as a21

hypothesis in a paper, but -- but I think it has been22

pretty well tested, and I think that fidelity in, you23

know, 85/90 percent range, which is fairly common among24

many herds, is -- is enough to -- the outfitters and25
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myself, we're not arguing herd management here.  We're1

not arguing that that should be the -- shouldn't be the2

basis for caribou management.  But when you have several3

herds in one (1) area, then you have to maybe modify the4

approach a little bit.5

There's -- these caribou move around a6

tremendous amount, and some of these herd designations7

are going to create problems, and I'll give you a for8

instance.9

In '78, '79, and '81, the Cape Bathurst10

Peninsula was complete abandoned of caribou.  Now we've11

created the Cape Bathurst herd because later on there was12

caribou that moved onto that peninsula.13

But, clearly, if that behavioural pattern14

is repeated, the Cape Bathurst herd will probably15

disappear because those cows will go and calve somewhere16

else.  And so some of this splitting of the herds is17

going to create problems and management actions that18

might not be appropriate.19

MS. SHERYL GRIEVE:   Sheryl.  Sheryl20

speaking again.  Thank you for that answer, but can you21

be a little more specific?  Ha -- have you seen caribou22

collar data where you can track the fidelity of one (1)23

individual cow over its entire life?24

MR. JOHN ANDRE:   I -- I wouldn't say to25
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you that I -- I studied it hard.  There's a lot of1

instances where you can look at collared caribou2

information.  We haven't received any information,3

Sheryl, since 2006, but looking at the old maps, there's4

-- there's quite a bit of information there that shows5

that either cows didn't make it to the calving ground or6

weren't on the calving ground at the peak of calving.7

That doesn't necessarily mean that that8

cow was going to -- to show infidelity.  I -- I think the9

definition usually used is -- is 90 kilometres from the10

calving area.11

Well, there's evidence that shows that12

even if the cow is -- is late arriving to a calving13

ground, even after its had its calf, it still wants to go14

that calving ground, and many times it -- it actually15

almost leaves its calf.16

So there's the -- the urge to go to the17

calving ground is extremely strong for these caribou18

cows.  And so just because a cow didn't get there doesn't19

mean it was switching herds or was -- was going to show20

infidelity.  It just means that the weather and the21

travelling conditions were such that it had -- instead of22

having the calf in the -- at the hospital, it had it in23

the taxi, so to speak.24

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Okay,25
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thank you very much.  We'll move on to Martin Knutsan,1

NWT Wildlife Federation.  Martin...?2

MR. MARTIN KNUTSAN:   Thank you, Mr.3

Chairman.  John, I'd like to comment on the -- on the4

work you've done.  I think having listened to and -- and5

spent some time looking at this, that it seems like it's6

-- it's a logical explanation.7

I haven't heard anything out of ENR to8

this point that can explain the -- the drop in numbers,9

and this does seem to be a very common sense approach to10

it.  11

Now, given the fact to where we are today,12

where do you suggest we go from here?  What would your13

view be on moving forward?14

MR. JOHN ANDRE:   I -- I think that what15

needs to be done is you need to lock Anne Gunn and myself16

in a room, and we'll mix in some -- some biologists from17

outside of -- of ENR.  And that -- that's not a criticism18

of them, but we're facing what may be, according to ENR,19

the greatest wildlife crash in the history of North20

American biologists, or at least since the Americans21

wiped out the buffalo in the 1880s.22

This is unprecedented, these numbers,23

can't find it anywhere else in caribou research, so I24

think it's appropriate to bring in some more experts. 25
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This is not the right format, back and forth.  1

You need to sit around a roundtable and2

hammer at each other and -- and sort out what is good3

data, what is solid, what is -- where do we have gaps in4

our information, where are our sample sizes too small to5

come up with the -- the proper decision, and -- and6

hammer out just exactly what we know and what could be7

driving this, if there's anything driving it, if there's8

a crisis or not. 9

And I think that is the only logical way10

to solve this problem.  Right now, we're data deficient11

because we don't really have good numbers of that entire12

region east of the Bathurst Inlet. 13

And I think it's incumbent upon this Board14

to -- to have that information.  And until then, frankly,15

what Bruce said the other day with -- with the current16

science, and, you know, these guys don't have any choice.17

I mean, if you -- if you accept these18

numbers, that the caribou herd is down to thirty-one19

thousand (31,000), down from four hundred and seventy-six20

thousand (476,000), you have to stop all hunting, and I21

don't happen to think that's the right decision.22

But I -- I think the Board should ask for23

more information.  They need to get a 2010 Ahiak survey. 24

We need to decide if the -- if -- if this herd definition25
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is proper, and -- and then we can move forward, but until1

then, it's very difficult to make this decision.2

And, you know, I -- I didn't want to be on3

that Board, frankly, because I know how much time I've4

spent looking at this research, and you ca -- you can't5

expect these gentlemen to donate, you know, three (3)6

years of their lives, as I have, to this question.7

And so I -- I think getting together with8

the best caribou biologists in the world and -- and9

meeting down, it's a three (3) or four (4) day process,10

it's not that expensive, and -- and figure out whether11

this definition of the -- of the Bathurst heribou --12

caribou herd is correct.13

This is not meant to impugn Anne Gunn's14

decisions, or interpretation is how she put it.  I -- I15

think this is a human error, and biologists and16

scientists all the time make errors, and that's17

forgivable, and it -- it doesn't take away from all the18

work that -- that Dr. Gunn has done.19

And, you know, I -- I just think that's20

where this should go.  I think it needs to go to -- we21

need more information so that this Board can act22

properly.  We're talking about people's livelihoods. 23

We're talking about the Tlichos peoples and First Nations24

all here. 25
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We're talking about their right to1

harvest, their traditional way of life.  And to take2

those away based with this amount of uncertainty I -- I3

think is in error.  So we need to create as much4

certainty as possible, just as the -- the Tlicho5

Agreement calls for.  And I think that's where it should6

go.7

MR. MARTIN KNUTSAN:   Thank you, John.8

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Thank you9

very much.  Next on the list, Jenni Bruce, NWT Tourism. 10

Jenni Bruce, NWT Tourism.  Not here.  11

Peterson's Point Lake Lodge.  Notice how12

well I said that today.13

MS. AMANDA PETERSON   I did.  Thank you,14

Mr. Co-Chair, and I appreciate that.  No questions at15

this time.  Thank you.16

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Okay,17

thank you very much.  Bob Turner, David Livingstone.  Bob18

Turner, David Livingstone, any questions?  Not present.  19

Rabesca's Resources, Joyce, do you have20

any comments -- questions?21

MR. JOYCE RABESCA:   Joyce Rabesca.  No, I22

have no questions.  Thank you.  23

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Okay,24

thank you very much.  Legal counsel, Mr. Donihee, do you25
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have any questions?1

MS. KARIN CLARK:   Karin Clark here, Board2

staff.  John, in your -- in your answer to one (1) of3

Anne Gunn's questions you cited some population estimates4

or some general descriptions of the status of the Ahiak5

herd.  6

In my review of the materials and -- and7

ENR documents, technical reports, I haven't seen8

anything, I guess, tha -- that refers to -- to any9

population estimates.  They've shown trends based on10

their aerial surveys that show a decline in the herd.11

I'm wondering if you could provide, I12

guess, for the public record the -- the documents to13

which you refer that substantiate the numbers and -- and14

general trends that you refer to.15

MR. JOHN ANDRE:   Tha -- thank you, Karin. 16

Yeah, these documents that I'm referring to were given to17

-- to the outfitters at our meetings in 2007 and 2008,18

and I have the copies of them here.  I -- I can -- I need19

to get a computer here where I can print it out off of my20

computer, but I have the documents.21

MR. JOHN DONIHEE:   Mr. Chairman, John22

Donihee Board counsel.  Perhaps we could take an23

undertaking from Mr. Andre to file those documents on the24

record as soon as that's convenient for him.25
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MR. JOHN ANDRE:   Yes. 1

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Mr. Andre,2

when do you feel you could have those to us?3

MR. JOHN ANDRE:   Is there a printer here?4

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   I don't5

know what's in the office.  Is there a printer in the6

office.7

MR. JOHN ANDRE:   I -- I have a Mac, okay. 8

No, I can drop them to a CD and you can print them.9

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Sure.  10

MR. JOHN ANDRE:   Yeah, we'll -- we'll11

have them this afternoon.12

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Okay, this13

-- this -- before you leave this week?14

15

--- UNDERTAKING NO. 4: John Andre to provide the16

documents that were given to17

the outfitters at their 200718

and 2008 meetings19

20

MS. KARIN CLARK:   Karin Clark, Board21

staff.  There's been some discussion about not really22

knowing the cause of the decline of the Bathurst herd. 23

And I'm -- I want to kind of bring this back.  I'm try --24

you know, just struggling with this.25
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We know that -- that population dynamics1

are driven by births, deaths, immigration and emigration,2

movements into and -- and out of the herd.  We -- we've3

heard and seen evidence from ENR on -- on births, you4

know, pregnancy rates, calf survival, that sort of thing. 5

We know there's a bit of uncertainty with respect to6

mortality and -- and what's causing deaths, but we've had7

some discussions on predation, harvest, and other natural8

factors related to mortality.9

There has been some evidence filed that --10

that shows movements into and out of the herds are not11

substantial.  They -- they -- they do exist.  I -- I12

guess my question is:  I'm -- you know, do -- and -- and13

I -- and I suppose this question has been asked to you,14

but what is the evidence that would point to movements15

from the Bathurst to the Ahiak?  I haven't seen any16

technical scientific evidence to -- to support that17

claim.18

MR. JOHN ANDRE:   Bear with me just a19

minute.  I'll show you a slide here.20

21

(BRIEF PAUSE)22

23

MR. JOHN ANDRE:   This slide here is from24

Manu -- Manuscript Report number 149 of the ENR.  And25
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you'll see here, collared caribou from both -- from down1

here in what would typically be called -- years ago2

certainly it would have been called Bathurst wintering3

range.4

As you can see, some of the collars went5

to the east side -- or to the west side, and some went to6

the east side.  I've got other maps here that are7

labelled Bathurst caribou, from 2001 and 2002, which I'll8

present to you, which Boyd Warner had faxed off years9

ago, which shows Bathurst caribou in 2002 on both sides10

of the inlet.11

And here is the -- the caribou on the east12

side of the inlet that have moved there.  And those13

caribou, you know, years ago, would have been considered14

Bathurst caribou.  Now we consider them to be Ahiak15

caribou.16

As far as your -- your mortality question,17

obviously mortality is the issue, and we don't have good18

numbers on that.  These mortality rates that -- that ENR19

is citing, 52 percent over the last three (3) years,20

adult mortality for the Bathurst herd, is unprecedented.  21

And that's never been found in any major22

caribou herd anywhere in the world, ever, regardless of23

the amount of predation.  And if you -- if you model the24

2008 to 2009 drop in the Ahiak herd, it -- it's a 7625
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percent adult mortality.1

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Excuse me,2

sir, it was -- it had to do with movements of the herd,3

the question, not the numbers of the herd.4

MR. JOHN ANDRE:   No, I'm -- I'm talking5

about mortality that Karin questioned.  As far as the6

movement of the -- of the herd, I mean, I -- you know, I7

-- I -- I think it's pretty clear that we have collared8

caribou going from Bathurst wintering ground to both9

sides of the inlet.10

MS. KARIN CLARK:   Yeah, and I think those11

collar movements just demonstrate that there is some12

exchange, and that's not in dispute.  But the question13

was, you know, is -- what evidence can you provide to14

support the concept of the mass movement from one (1)15

area to another that -- that you're purporting?16

MR. JOHN ANDRE:   Yeah, I'm not claiming17

mass movement of -- from one (1) herd to another.  I'm --18

I'm claiming that the herd moved back to the east side. 19

In other words, the number of -- that Anne Gunn gives in20

1996 of two hundred thousand (200,000) caribou in the21

Ahiak herd, the -- the -- first of all, the -- you can't22

make the math work.23

She counted four thousand four hundred and24

fifty-three (4,453) caribou and somehow extrapolated that25
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to two hundred thousand (200,000) caribou.  The year1

before, Laurie Buckland had surveyed the Ahiak area,2

duplicating Doug Heard's work in 1983.  3

She found thirty-one thousand five hundred4

fifty-six (31,556) caribou in the area.  For that herd to5

go from thirty-one thousand five fifty-six (31,556) in6

1995 to two hundred thousand (200,000) caribou in 1996 is7

a biological impossibility.8

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   One (1)9

more?10

MS. KARIN CLARK:   Just a response.  The -11

- the estimate of -- of two hundred thousand (200,000)12

Ahiak was never claimed to ever be a population estimate,13

and ENR has said that numerous times, so my understanding14

is it's -- that number is not to be used.  It was simply15

an aerial transects survey.16

The Queen Maud Gulf surveys that were17

referred to earlier were pre-calving.  They were not18

population estimates either, so there are no numbers.  I19

don't have a question.  Sorry.20

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Oh, okay. 21

Mr. Donihee, any questions?22

MR. JOHN DONIHEE:   Yes, thank you, Mr.23

Chairman.  I just have two (2) questions.  Mr. Andre,24

you're -- in response to a question from Dr. Gunn about25
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evidence of the shift of these younger frolicking cows1

that are heading for the east side of the inlet, you said2

that, you know, the -- the information about the calving3

ground shows that the -- it's moved from east to west. 4

You spoke of a pendulum swinging.  And when pushed, you5

mentioned traditional knowledge over thousands of years,6

and fair enough, but I mean it seems to me that what's7

important is not really thousands of years but the last8

couple of years.9

And I'm -- I'm just wondering whether you10

actually have any specific knowledge, traditional11

knowledge or community knowledge, resulting from12

discussions with, you know, communities that are in that13

vicinity that might be able to corroborate this movement14

of juvenile cows.15

MR. JOHN ANDRE:   Well, I have a lot of --16

I've had a lot of discussions with -- with guides and17

pilots and whatnot that are -- that are seeing lots of18

caribou.19

As far as, you know -- I'm not sure I20

understand your question, John.  As far as -- there's21

nobody living up there, or very few people.  Are you22

talking about seeing caribou move from west to east, is23

that -- is that your question?24

MR. JOHN DONIHEE:   Well, just that, you25
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know, we're -- the -- the suggestion is that -- that1

movement's happening.  I think Dr. Gunn fo -- focussed on2

-- and -- and my colleague focussed on collared caribou3

moving, and --4

MR. JOHN ANDRE:   Mm-hm.5

MR. JOHN DONIHEE:   -- you know, there --6

I accept your slide.  I'm not arguing that point.  But I7

just wanted to follow up on the question of the8

traditional knowledge of -- of, you know, that happening9

and whether, in fact, there's anything recent.10

I mean, and I'm not disputing your11

argument about, you know, the pendulum either, but12

whether you have anything specific about what's happened13

recently.14

MR. JOHN ANDRE:   Well, I -- I think the15

fact that -- that there were -- if the two hundred16

thousand (200,000) caribou number is not a good number,17

which I think we've established and which Karin18

acknowledges, then, clearly, if ENR said in 2008 that19

there was two hundred and fifty thousand (250,000)20

caribou on the east side of the inlet, that that's clear21

evidence that that population on that side has gone up22

somehow.23

Now all of the calving or the collared24

information that -- that Anne quotes through her research25
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-- and understand, everything I say is based on ENR's1

research.  I have no independent research.2

She showed that the caribou were moving3

east, the collared caribou.  And that would indicate an4

extension of the Bathurst caribou herd extending west and5

-- and possibly west of the Perry River.  If, in fact,6

the Ahiak herd was moving east, or the Northeast Mainland7

herd, if that was moving east, then that should have8

shown collaring information going that way.9

In 1986, ENR had a hundred and two (102)10

collars, radio collars, on the Beverly and the Northeast11

Mainland herd, and that comes from Doug Heard's work from12

1992.  And so clearly, that collaring information should13

have sho -- shown cows moving west, whereas, in fact, it14

looks to me like the -- the Bathurst herd was extending15

itself southeast.16

MR. JOHN DONIHEE:   Thank you, Mr.17

Chairman.  And -- and as I said, Mr. Andre, I'm not18

arguing about the collars.19

MR. JOHN ANDRE:   No, I understand.20

MR. JOHN DONIHEE:  I -- I asked about21

traditional knowledge, and I'll -- I'll take your answer22

as given.  My other question was that, you know, you --23

you suggested a -- the need, and -- and -- and suggested,24

as well, that there would be some merit to, you know, the25
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biologists sitting around a table, and I -- I do agree1

with you that a hearing is a -- an unfriendly way to --2

to try to get to this kind of in -- information.3

Whether the process has merit, of course,4

is for the Board to decide.  But, you know, it -- I'm5

just wondering if you might suggest to the Board, you6

know, how long you think something like that would take. 7

So that's the first part of the question.  8

Just, you know, could that be done fairly9

quickly and in a way that would help the Board to make a10

decision in this proceeding?11

And I guess if the answer to that is,12

"No," in other words, if you think it would take longer13

to try to figure all this out, what would you really be14

suggesting then that the Board should do at this point in15

time, given the information that's in front of it?16

MR. JOHN ANDRE:   Thank you, John.  John17

Andre.  I think it could be done in a period -- you'd18

have to gather up the biologists and -- and Jan, and --19

and Bruno, and -- and Anne.  But I think it could be done20

in a matter of -- of thirty (30) days.21

But I do think -- I -- I think what that22

would establish is -- only in an emergency situation. 23

And I -- and I think that's critical.  And then we -- we24

need the missing piece of information, which is what25
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exactly is the Ahiak herd doing, at least -- at least1

from, you know, the Bathurst Inlet to the Perry or2

perhaps a little bit further east than that.3

And -- and that would substantiate whether4

that herd is, in fact, crashing at 75 percent mortality5

last year, or was the data that -- that ENR collected a6

factor of -- of poor migrating -- migrating weather.7

MR. JOHN DONIHEE:   Thank you very much,8

sir.  That's -- those are my questions, Mr. Chairman.9

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Thank you10

very much.  We'll go down the Board membership here.  Mr.11

Rabesca, any questions from you?12

MR. CHARLIE RABESCA:   Charlie Rabesca,13

Renewable Resource Board.  I have no question, thank you.14

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Mr. Judas,15

any questions from you?16

CO-CHAIRPERSON JOSEPH JUDAS:   I have no17

questions.18

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Mr.19

MacDonald, any questions?20

MR. BRUCE MACDONALD:   Thank you, Mr. Co-21

Chair.  Bruce MacDonald, no questions.22

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Mr.23

Case...?24

MR. RAY CASE:   Thank you, Mr. Chair.  Ray25
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Case, Board member, no questions.1

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Okay. 2

Thank you very much.  That's -- I appreciate your -- your3

time on this ladies and gentlemen.  I realize it's gone4

way past the -- the thirty (30) minutes scheduled.  It5

was important for everyone to be able to ask some6

questions.  We appreciate your indulgence on this one.7

We will break for thirty (30) minutes and8

come -- for lunch, and come back at 12:45.  And so be9

ready to go at 12:45.  Thank you very much.10

MR. JOHN ANDRE:   Thank you, Mr. Chair.11

12

--- Upon recessing at 12:20 p.m.13

--- Upon resuming at 12:56 p.m.14

15

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   --16

memorial service to attend this afternoon.17

Mr. Mayor, if you want to come up and take18

a seat at the table, that would great.19

20

(BRIEF PAUSE)21

 22

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Okay, Mr.23

Mayor, just a little information for you.  You have24

thirty (30) minutes to make your presentation followed by25
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a fifteen (15) minute question period.1

Thank you, you can start whenever you2

wish.3

4

PRESENTATION BY CITY OF YELLOWKNIFE:5

MAYOR GORDON VAN TIGHEM:   Thank you, Mr.6

Co-Chair, Elders and others assembled for this important7

discussion.8

We certainly appreciate the opportunity to9

make a presentation to the Board and believe there's10

possibly a slightly different viewpoint that we're taking11

in this hopefully to introduce a wider degree of12

consideration in your proceedings as you move forward.13

A bit of an outline, just a few comments14

on economic overview, part of what we're dealing with15

from the information we were provided, some of the16

barriers and challenges and some recommendations that we17

might want to look at.18

From the overview --19

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   One20

moment, Mr. Mayor.  Ladies and gentlemen, please --21

please be quiet in the room so that other people can hear22

the translators and what Mr. -- the Mayor is saying,23

please.  Thank you.  Quiet.24

MAYOR GORDON VAN TIGHEM:   They want to25
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talk biology not economics.1

Yellowknife and the North Slave Region are2

the centre of government, transportation, communications3

and support services for the entire Northwest4

Territories, gateway to everything north, northern5

cultural and arts headquarters and home to several6

businesses with close links to support the sport hunting7

industry.8

From the information you've been9

discussing there's an indication of a reduction in the10

Bathurst herd and possibly in a couple of other herds,11

which has led to looking at some options.12

The options that we were advised to13

comment on were eliminating all commercial meat tags,14

eliminating outfitting industry, elimination of resident15

hunting, eliminating a female only harvest within the16

Bathurst herd, and restricted bull harvest only and17

hunting among other herds.18

19

(BRIEF PAUSE)20

 21

MAYOR GORDON VAN TIGHEM:   In 2006, Roy22

Ellis, who is an independent economist, did a -- did a23

study on the economic impact of barren-ground caribou24

from the outfitting perspective; showed revenues of 27.825
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million, expenditures of 20.7 million.  Non-resident1

hunters spent 8 million purchasing goods and services2

within the NWT and the outfitting industry contributed3

28.2 million to the NWT.4

The impact to Government or to individuals5

and Government, 10.9 million in labour income to6

residents of the Northwest Territories; two thousand two7

hundred (2,200) seasonal jobs to residents of the8

Northwest Territories; and six hundred and forty-eight9

thousand (648,000) in taxes to the local governments, 1.710

million to the GNWT, and 3 million to the Federal11

Government; all good money to spend on counting caribou.  12

The reason that I mention this is that it13

affects a lot of the residents within the North Slave14

region.  Impacts, we've lost a local sporting goods store15

that the Tlicho people would be familiar with because you16

owned it for a period of time, but after twenty-two (22)17

years they moved to Red Deer.18

Weaver & Devore, one (1) of the longest19

existing companies in this part of the territory, have20

approached several other groups, such as the Yellowknife21

Chamber of Commerce, with concerns about their business.22

The taxidermy business has experienced23

layoffs.  There's less revenue for charter aircrafts. 24

One (1) company alone has removed 1.5 million from their25
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cashflow for the next year, and there's more than one (1)1

company.2

And the last of discretionary spending by3

caribou sport hunters will nega -- negatively affect4

incomes of Aboriginal and local artisans because one (1)5

of the things they do when they come up here is feel6

guilty, and they buy presents so they can get home.7

The biggest loser is beside the caribou. 8

The barren-ground caribou -- barren-ground outfitting9

industry has an uncertain future depending on which10

solution is eventually selected.11

Hunting recum -- hunting restrictions,12

depending on how they roll out, will affect our residents13

that enjoy a traditional lifestyle.  Twenty-five percent14

of the residents of Yellowknife are GHL holders.15

And also from the perspective of the16

community, one of the things that brings people up here17

to work and help us out is the ability to fish and hunt. 18

If that gets pulled away, it's even harder to recruit and19

keep people employed here.20

And, finally, the outfitters as an21

industry can't wait.  They don't know if they'll be avail22

-- viable in the next three (3) to five (5) years.  And I23

would hope there would be some recommendations similar to24

other jurisdictions, where, as an example, in British25
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Columbia when the lumber industry fell into hard times,1

the Provincial Government there reduced their taxes by 702

percent as a means of hoping that they would stay around3

so that when things turned around they'd still have an4

industry.5

There have been some things that have been6

announced.  There's a caribou outfitter marketing7

program.  It's fairly small.  We're hoping that there'll8

be recommendations for a more serious consideration9

allocating more financial resources to help established10

outfitters diversify their businesses or market, or11

develop new product.12

We're fearing financial implications for13

NWT businesses.  But over that, we've spent a lot of14

investment over the last several years in training people15

as guides.  A large proportion of the outfitting industry16

is owned by beneficiaries.  There's a big hit to our17

tourism activity. 18

There have been -- decades has been19

invested in developing the product, and it'll be very20

difficult to replace them.  21

What we'd like to see is a report22

outlining immediate and future impacts, management23

recovery plans, which we'll have on herds, hunters,24

residents, outfitters, business, the mining industry, so25
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that we get a clearer picture of what the future is, a1

stronger and earlier commitment to an annual census2

program, and review of possible quotas, detailed analysis3

of product diversification options for existing caribou4

outfitters, and the available financial assistance to5

develop markets or product.6

And I've heard repeatedly during these7

hearings, because even though I wasn't here, I was8

listening, that consultation with impacted populations,9

including the City, is something that everyone's looking10

for.  And -- and I would hope that within the11

recommendations that come forward, the department or12

departments get instructions to, as an example, look to13

neighbouring jurisdictions.  14

In the Nunavut website there's clear15

indication that, and I believe it was the Baffin Island16

caribou had disappeared.  And they instituted meetings17

with the Elders who first asked, Where were you looking18

for them?  And they advised that following scientific19

principles, they were looking here and here.  The Elders20

replied, Well, then you should go and look here and here21

where they've moved to.22

As a result of that consultation, Nunavut23

doesn't look upon herds.  They have aggregations or24

congregations, because as they learned in talking to the25
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Elders in at least that instance, the calving grounds1

differ from year to year and so do the migration routes.2

In Yukon and Alaska, they have an3

interesting concept called 'quotas' which refers to the4

fact that you need to know how many are being harvested5

to assist in things.6

The Alaska game regulations say, in Zone7

173, the limit is eight (8) moose.  All moose taken are8

reported and at the end of eight (8) the season is9

closed.10

Alaska also went to a male only harvest in11

an area where they had difficulty in counting the herds. 12

They've just announced the results of that count and13

they've got a hundred and sixty thousand (160,000) more14

than they had anticipated by calculation.15

Back to the consultation in the Yukon,16

there's the Yukon Fish and Wildlife Management Board,17

which I'm quite familiar with as my son is the executive18

director, and this involves an ongoing consultation with19

the Gwich'in population.  The Board employs people that20

go into communities, consult with the Elders and report21

to the Minister and it has a dramatic impact on how their22

legislation moves forward and how quotas are developed.23

So even just looking around us, there are24

opportunities for improvement. 25
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I appreciate the opportunity to speak1

today and I am looking forward to an excellent and2

thorough report from the Board so that we can have one3

(1) less thing to worry about.  Thank you.4

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Thank you5

very much, Mr. Van Tighem.  Let's start with our normal6

process for questions to the Mayor.  ENR, you are first7

up.8

9

QUESTION PERIOD:10

MR. ERNIE CAMPBELL:   Ernie Campbell from11

ENR.  We have no questions.12

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Okay,13

thank you very much.  Tlicho Government, any questions?14

MS. JEAN TEILLET:   Jean Teillet for the15

Tlicho Government.  We have no questions.16

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Thank you. 17

Ms. Gunn, anything from you?18

MS. ANNE GUNN:   Anne Gunn.  Gordon, just19

a point of clarification.  Can you name -- can you tell20

me which herd in Alaska you were referring to that had21

increased?22

Was it the Teshekpuk?23

MAYOR GORDON VAN TIGHEM:   There were two24

(2) herds.25
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MS. ANNE GUNN:   Teshekpuk and Central1

Arctic?2

MAYOR GORDON VAN TIGHEM:   Yeah.3

MS. ANNE GUNN:   Both those herds are4

managed for increase.  They have -- particularly Central5

Arctic.  They have restricted harvesting with the idea of6

encouraging an increase and so perhaps that's why it was7

a good news story.  Thank you.8

MAYOR GORDON VAN TIGHEM:   It's a success9

story too, shows they can be managed.10

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Okay. 11

John Andre, please.12

MR. JOHN ANDRE:   No -- no questions.13

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Thank you. 14

Mr. Warner, any questions from you?15

MR. BOYD WARNER:   No questions, Mr. Co-16

Chair.17

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Arctic18

Safaris, Barry Taylor, any questions?19

MR. BARRY TAYLOR:   No questions.20

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:  21

Yellowknives Dene First Nation, any questions?22

MR. TODD SLACK:   No thank you.23

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Ms.24

McMaster, any questions from you?25
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MS. KAREN MCMASTER:   No questions, thank1

you.2

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   North3

Slave Metis Alliance...?4

MS. SHERYL GRIEVE:   We have no questions,5

thank you.6

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   NWT7

Wildlife Federation, Mr. Knutsan?8

MR. MARTIN KNUTSAN:   No questions, thank9

you.10

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   NWT11

Tourism, Jenni Bruce?  NWT Tourism, Jenni Bruce?  No12

response.  13

Peterson's Point Lake Lodge...?14

MS. AMANDA PETERSON:   Yes, I have one (1)15

question, please.  Amanda Peterson, Peterson's Point Lake16

Lodge.17

Mr. Co-Chair, I'm wondering, we heard Mr.18

Van Tighem spoke about the possible negative implications19

of reduced revenues to businesses and taxes in his20

presentation.21

I'm kind of -- I'd actually like to hear22

what possibly might happen to sort of the spinoff23

benefits -- or a spinoff -- spinoff implications to -- on24

a more individual level.  25
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MAYOR GORDON VAN TIGHEM:   Well, that's --1

that would require a crystal ball, but there a lot of --2

a lot of things that have contributed right at the same3

time.  One (1) is the economic recession that was felt4

worldwide.  We didn't notice it.  5

A year later they said there's a recovery6

happening worldwide and we were going down.  And then7

this discussion started in November-ish.  I think in the8

month of October, as an example, the jewellery stores9

reported a 52 percent decline in business.  10

If the exploration industry doesn't come11

back, if the economy doesn't become a little bit more12

vibrant, $8 million industry hits will start to see more13

businesses potentially leaving.  And one of the14

challenges where we're situated where there's no15

geographical or historical reason for Yellowknife to16

exist because the only settlement that was there prior to17

the gold mines was Dettah, which was primarily a fishing18

camp and a gathering area, is that you could see a -- a19

community disappear.  20

But that's really -- really a stretch21

because the other side of it is that in addition to22

encouraging recovery strategies and considering a wider23

scope in -- in this review, we are also extremely active24

in economic diversification projects and other ways of25
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making sure that the economy stays lively.  And right1

now, as an example thanks to the Sahtu, our -- every2

hotel in town is booked solid, so everybody else is here.3

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Okay. 4

Thank you very much.  Bob Turner, David Livingstone.  Bob5

Turner, David Livingstone, any questions?  No response.  6

Rabesca's Resources?7

MS. JOYCE RABESCA:   Joyce Rabesca here. 8

No questions.9

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Thank you. 10

Legal counsel?11

MR. JOHN DONIHEE:   John Donihee for the12

Board.  No, no questions, Mr. Chairman.13

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Okay. 14

Board staff, any questions at all for Mr. Van Tighem? 15

No?  16

Okay.  Let's go to the Board.  Charlie17

Rabesca, any questions?18

MR. CHARLIE RABESCA:  No thank you.  I19

have no questions.  20

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Mr.21

Judas...?22

CO-CHAIRPERSON JOSEPH JUDAS:   No23

questions.24

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Mr.25
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MacDonald...?1

MR. BRUCE MACDONALD:   No questions. 2

Thank you.  3

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   And, Mr.4

Case?5

MR. RAY CASE:   No questions.  Thank you.  6

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   All right. 7

I have no questions either.  Very clear, very succinct. 8

Thank you very much.  9

MR. RAY CASE:   I love efficiency.  Thank10

you very much, and good luck with the rest of the11

proceedings and your deliberations and your much12

anticipated recommendations or rulings.13

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Thank you14

very much.  I think I need a microphone here to do some15

talking.  Next up is the Bathurst Inlet Developments. 16

Boyd Warner, you're up next, followed by YK Dene First17

Nations. 18

19

PRESENTATION BY BATHURST INLET DEVELOPMENTS:20

MR. BOYD WARNER:   Good afternoon, Board21

members, Elders, Tlicho Government, ENR, GNWT Government,22

delegates, and other individuals.  Thank you very much23

for allowing me the opportunity to be here and present24

some information to you.  25
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I don't have a PowerPoint presentation. 1

There is written submissions and it's on the table if2

people would like a copy.  3

As just some opening remarks, first of4

all, concerning my background, I'm -- lived in the5

Northwest Territories since 1969.  We own a lodge in6

Bathurst Inlet.  I've been to Bathurst Inlet every summer7

since 1971 and continue to go, so quite familiar with the8

caribou around Bathurst.  9

Commercial pilot, I've flown thousands of10

hours.  All except for my training was done in the11

Northwest Territories, and I flew commercially, including12

some surveys with Mark Williams and other names that have13

been mentioned at this hearing.  And I'm also a local14

hunter, own an outfitting business, and, most of all,15

just a concerned resident.  16

I'd like to share that I think one (1) of17

the most important things that I saw personally happen at18

this meeting was what happened on Monday.  19

Due to technical difficulties there was an20

informal session and I believe that's borne a lot of21

fruit.  And maybe we can all take a lesson on22

consultation from that, of how we get together as23

individuals, a lot can be resolved.  And I think that was24

spoken clearly by the Tlicho Chiefs that spoke, and we25
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need to respect each other.  We have different views, we1

come from different backgrounds, but I believe if we all2

got together, we'd find that we're not that far apart. 3

It's hard to stick, actually, to the4

original written presentation as you sit and listen and5

learn, but I'll do my best to -- to do that.6

That this Board has been entrusted with a7

huge task, and then the decisions can impact many, many8

people, your people, other people, all people, and that9

the caribou are considered sacred in the North, and10

that's reflected in the turnout you see here, and at just11

about any caribou hearing.12

Personally, these are obviously my13

personal thoughts in that I believe that if there was a14

crisis, as we're being told there is, I would expect the15

government to act quickly.  And as -- do everything16

possible to be done.  Personally, I don't see that17

happening, and I'll explain why I don't feel that way.  18

Publically, many will know I've been at19

odds with the Department, GNWT, RWED, and now ENR, for20

many, many years on the issue of caribou.  And I see it21

as a divide and conquer technique.  This is reflected in22

-- when it was first announced publically about the23

creation of the Ahiak herd.  I attended the first public24

meeting of that and -- and spoke at that time, how I felt25
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that it was Bathurst caribou, and that's continued for1

the fifteen (15) years.  And personally, I -- I've yet to2

see evidence to change my mind on that.  3

The -- also at issue for me is the refusal4

to show all information and transparency and information. 5

Personally, I've requested locations, satellite maps,6

mostly satellite maps showing locations of these various7

groups of animals, and at times, been verbally promised8

them, but they never happen.9

I'm not looking for current up-to-date10

maps to use to plan my hunting trips.  Even if they were11

two (2) three (3) months old, that would be fine.  But12

I've never been shown those.  13

I know this Board, and encourage them to14

do everything to examine the total number of caribou that15

these user groups in this region use, not just focussing16

on a single segment -- segment of them today -- or seg --17

single segment of them.18

And below are some points on why I feel19

the way I do.  You, of the Board, have the tools.  You20

can ask the questions, hopefully get the reports that I21

believe irrevocably back up what I'm saying.  And I'll22

say again, these reports, a lot of them have been div --23

denied to me, and others as individuals.24

It's been said already today that the25
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people of the North Slave, and indeed all those that hunt1

caribou in this area, since the study started, we have2

called them Bathurst caribou.  I'm not at liberty to know3

what the various Aboriginal groups called them, but I4

believe it would have been a generic name, but they were5

caribou.6

Sixteen (16) years ago if someone was told7

that caribou in Whati, Gameti, Wekweeti, Lutsel K'e,8

north of Yellowknife, Gordon Brown Lake area, east of9

Yellowknife, and even into parts of Saskatchewan, you10

would say that they were Bathurst caribou.11

We've learned that maybe there's some12

evidence to suggest caribou were doing different things. 13

I'm talking about the public perception that these were14

referred to as Bathurst caribou.  I personally didn't15

hear anything about the Bluenose East or the Ahiak herd16

until the mid '90.  17

And it was only after caribou collared18

were satellite -- collared -- sorry -- caribou were19

satellite collared that we started seeing caribou that20

wintered together may not calve in the same place.  The21

fact is they've probably always been doing this.  It's22

just that the with collars on we got it mapped.  23

As with all things, a little information24

can be dangerous.  And ENR has been told that they don't25
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have enough collars on caribou to support many of their1

suggestions and is perhaps one (1) of the most serious2

flaws in the science of the caribou management.  3

I don't know the answer to that, to put4

more collars on or to take collars off.  That's not my5

position to speak on that.  I think that needs to be6

spoken to to the Elders and others to agree with that,7

but it's obviously a serious concern that the number of8

collars we have can be trusted.  9

Today, we're told there's three (3) herds10

in the area, and obviously this is a huge confusion to11

everybody.  12

We've also heard today and other days,13

while ENR reports the Bathurst herd has declined to14

thirty-six (36,000), there's not a lot of supporting15

evidence.  16

The 2009 spring survey, from what I17

understand, it was a very late spring that we've had in18

two (2) decades, and I also understand it wasn't subject19

to peer review.  20

I still contend that in the harvesting21

area of the North Slave region from Great Bear Lake to22

southeast to Lutsel K'e, even today, given the numbers as23

follows, Bluenose East, sixty-six thousand (66,000),24

Bathurst, thirty-eight thousand (38,000) or so, Ahiak,25
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I'd put at around seventy-five thousand (75,000), we1

still got a hundred and seventy (170) to a hundred and2

eighty thousand (180,000) caribou in this area.  At a 63

percent harvest level we could be sustaining harvest of4

ten thousand (10,000) or so animals. 5

There's a lot of conflicting information6

that I get and I think others get that was presented by7

ENR at this hearing that, you know, snowmobiles and8

access to winter roads and things have increased the9

harvest, but yet in questions I raised and were answered10

by ENR, and this is on page 80 -- sorry, page 70 of this11

report, that I asked the question about the number of12

animals being harvested.  13

Forgive me here.  Where is the answer? 14

The question I asked was:15

"Today the total harvest by non-16

Aboriginal hunters is less than what17

six (6) families would have needed18

fifty (50) years ago."19

The comment to me by ENR was that the per20

capita Aboriginal harvest is undoubtedly much lower21

across the NWT than it was when dog teams were the22

primary mode of transportation and caribou were the23

primary sources of meat and clothing.  So this type of24

conflicting information is very confusing when you're25
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trying to figure out what's going on.  1

I won't rehash a lot of my presentation2

because it's been said, just some points already about3

the lack of evidence supporting the decline, where the4

animals are going.5

The outfitters have the privilege of6

meeting with the Government every spring and fall and we7

get reports on cow/calf composition, pregnancy rates, and8

all of that has been positive since 2006.  And indeed,9

even in November/December of 2009, Above & Beyond10

Magazine used information from Sue Fleck, Director of11

Wildlife at GNWT -- she told the CBC News and ran an12

article, caribou herd's growing.  In the article it said13

biologists started seeing a turnaround in 2006.  I've14

included that document, and perhaps follow-up research15

can find out what really was said, or was that true, or -16

- again, I don't have privy to that.17

I have seen no reports from Inuit, Dene,18

Metis, resident, non-resident hunters.  We put a lot of19

tourists on the rivers every summer.  There's a lot of20

geologists flying around, helicopters.  What we're now21

shown as the Bathurst range has got a high use of people.22

I've heard no reports of sick, dying,23

injured animals.  Indeed, all of our guides have always24

reported a healthy number of cows, calves, lots of fat on25
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the animals, including last season, where we ran two (2)1

camps, one (1) just across the NWT border in Nunavut, and2

the other one (1) in the White Wolf Lake area.  Both of3

them had unprecedented great, great -- thousands of4

caribou.  5

And, you know, I said in my proposal that6

if this was a trial, it would be like a charge being laid7

against you but you're not given the support evidence, no8

full disclosures of information, often refused to answer9

questions.  It just doesn't seem like a fair process.  10

What I feel is true is that the caribou11

seem to be migrating, doing things differently.  I will12

not sit here and say that we haven't noticed changes at13

our caribou camps because we have every year, and I14

believe this is backed up by traditional knowledge.15

We heard from Elders that sometimes they16

went out and the caribou weren't there.  They had to go17

to a different lake.  That's happened to one (1) of our18

camps at Little Marten Lake.  For the last few years19

there's no caribou been there, but they are at Winter20

Lake, which is only 30 miles away.21

Past winters seem to be good examples that22

if the caribou are gone, why are we seeing them in the23

thousands in the Tlicho, north of Yellowknife, east of24

Lutsel K'e, as were are even this winter?25
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Regarding the outfitter harvest, and I1

publically stated I would give up my tags voluntarily if2

I feel the caribou were in such a crisis, that's not what3

we're seeing at our caribou camp.4

The social benefit of the outfitter hunts5

I'd like to discuss a little bit.  We hunt mature bulls. 6

We do hunt them at -- when they're at their peak weight. 7

Most of the outfitters, I can't speak for all but I'll8

speak for myself, donate the meat back to the families9

that are guiding, to the communities, and to food banks.10

I don't believe personally that that11

should take precedence, but I think it needs to be noted12

that very few of the hunters are taking the meat out of13

the Northwest Territories anymore.  It's staying in the14

Northwest Territories and it's going to people.15

As an example, our guides often use an16

example of, you know, he would go out and hunt ten (10)17

to fifteen (15) caribou himself in a year, and often18

shooting cows, maybe pregnant cows, but by being employed19

in the fall, he actually gets paid to go out and get his20

winter meat.21

And he also told me that he shot enough22

caribou, he doesn't really, really need to personally23

shoot anymore, so it's okay if somebody else pulls the24

trigger.  So here's a man, and many of our guides are25
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exactly the same, that do get their winter's meat from1

guiding at the camps and they get the economic benefit.2

And I think this also reduces the overall3

harvest of caribou because these people would take them,4

potentially pregnant ones, at different times of year if5

they didn't have their freezers already full.6

Perhaps one (1) of my -- well, not7

perhaps.  One (1) of my big concerns is also the fact8

that the proposal, the joint proposal took no action9

against the biggest users of the caribou, and that's the10

predators.11

We have heard today and yesterday that12

predation is huge.  The Species at Risk Act for the13

Federal Government identifies habitat disturbance and14

then predation as the first two (2) priorities -- or two15

(2) single biggest things affecting caribou.  And I16

believe that's true up here of the barren-ground caribou17

but it didn't address that.18

I don't think we should try and eliminate19

all the predation.  You probably could never eliminate20

all the predation.  But any management plan has to put21

that in priority and the fact that absence of that22

priority to me was huge.23

I think we should be more concerned about24

the caribou than we're concerned about our image or what25
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some anti-hunting organization might say about how we're1

managing our caribou.2

It's also been said that if the caribou3

are gone, the whole point's going to be mute and the4

wolves will be gone too.  So you actually are managing5

the wolves themselves when you take management action,6

and I believe grizzlies have to be included in that.7

The outfitters also in the past when we8

were actively outfitting and had all the camps running9

would often take twenty (20) to thirty (30) wolves10

throughout the year by hunters directly hunting for11

wolves and others just as incidental on a caribou hunt.12

I believe if you do the math, you'd see13

for all those years -- and ENR would have the records of14

the wolves harvested because we have to report it --15

you'd see that we actually saved more caribou than we16

took by harvesting wolves.  So we've learned that wolves17

take twenty-five (25), thirty (30), maybe up to fifty18

(50) caribou each.19

So if we take twenty (20) to twenty-five20

(25) wolves, we're actually saving more caribou than the21

total harvest from the outfitter. 22

We don't know the number of wolves we have23

out here so we can go from two hundred (200) to two24

thousand (2000) but we have a thousand (1000) wolves25
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we're probably losing twenty (20) to fifty thousand1

(50,000) caribou a year just to wolves.2

I believe there's good management3

practices that can be taken, not helicopters and gun4

ships, but good sound management practices that can5

encourage people to be on the land harvesting wolves that6

would help save the caribou.7

Also on the wolves, we talked about the8

wolves that den by Dean Cluff, but I didn't see any9

information on wolves that den in the treeline.  All the10

evidence -- and Dean correct me if I'm wrong please at11

the end of this -- but there's a lot of wolves that den12

in the tress and wait for the caribou to come back in the13

wintertime, and they're hunting caribou.14

And I've submitted a document to the Board15

that I hope gets consideration by Tom Bergerud who's16

considered one of the leading caribou biologists in the17

world and it's related to wolf and how they interact with18

caribou.19

So I don't believe that we can do nothing20

about the predators, and that wolf and bear management21

should be a primary focus of this management plan.22

My opinion that we've been withheld a lot23

of information and that is very frustrating.  It's hard24

to come to good conclusions if we can't get information.  25
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And again, I'd like to emphasize the1

satellite collars.  In the ARC Review, again, it2

mentioned -- submitted before the Board, that3

transparency is the best policy.  It's used in other4

management regimes.  I would like to encourage the GWNT5

to open that up to let us all see it.  If there's nothing6

to hide, then there's nothing to hide.7

I really have a hard time trusting any8

person, organization or government who just wants me to9

believe in them but won't show me the evidence.10

I suggested in this report that this11

problem would go away by simply combining the Ahiak and12

the Bathurst herds.  I -- I don't believe that statement13

to be true anymore but I believe the numbers have to be14

combined.15

The -- we want to call them something16

different as they calve.  Maybe we should call them17

Bathurst East with all due respect to the Inuit who have18

given the name Ahiak or name them all Ahiak and call them19

Ahiak West and East or -- they got to be considered as20

one (1) group.21

Again, I'd like to point to my years of22

experience up at Bathurst, and earlier it was questioned23

about traditional knowledge, but the traditional24

knowledge, as Anne has pointed out, and I verify for the25
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people of Bathurst Inlet in the years of being with them,1

is that the caribou use both sides of the inlet,2

sometimes both at the same time and sometimes not.3

I'm also a little critical of a government4

that can spend $2.6 million going to the Olympics in5

Vancouver and cutting the budget on our caribou.  That,6

to me, is just unacceptable.  Can't do that.  We can7

spend 160 million on a bridge, price tag going up every8

day; we can't find the money to manage or find out what's9

really going on out there.  That's unacceptable.10

I know you've got a big task in front of11

you, and in closing I would encourage the Board to review12

all the facts.  I know you will.  We really want to take13

the precautionary approach.  I don't want the caribou14

gone.  I want them here forever, as well.  And I think15

there's been huge progress already made in this hearing,16

and that that process will continue so you get the17

information you need to make the decision.18

Thank you.19

20

QUESTION PERIOD:21

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Thank you22

very much, Boyd.23

We will move on to the question period24

now.  Start off in the regular rotation.  We'll start to25
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go with ENR.  Do you have any questions?1

MR. ERNIE CAMPBELL:   Ernie Campbell, ENR. 2

No questions.3

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Thank you4

very much.  Tlicho Government, any questions from you?5

MS. JEAN TEILLET:   Jean Teillet for the6

Tlicho Government.  No questions.7

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Thank you8

very much.  Ms. Gunn, any questions from you?9

DR. ANNE GUNN:   Anne Gunn.  Thank you,10

Mr. Co-chair.11

Thanks for the presentation, Boyd, and I12

have no questions.13

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   John14

Andre, anything from you?15

MR. JOHN ANDRE:   John Andre.  No16

questions.17

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Barry18

Taylor, Arctic Safaris?19

MR. BARRY TAYLOR:   I do have a question. 20

Boyd, your family has run Bathurst Inlet as a naturalist21

lodge since time began.  One of the alt -- the22

alternatives being proposed by the Government, and which23

may be forced upon the outfitters, is that we're all24

supposed to get into the naturalist business.25
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Could you explain whether you feel there1

is even a market for an alternative for the other2

outfitters to all get into the same game as Bathurst3

Inlet Lodge was?4

MR. BOYD WARNER:   Thank you, Mr. Co-5

Chair.6

Barry, I don't think we've run it since7

time began, but since 1969.  If that's when time began,8

then that's when we started running it.9

Bathurst is an eco-tourism lodge. 10

Currently it is suffering greatly.  We have less than one11

(1) full week booked for this coming season.  Eco-tourism12

can be a huge part of a solution, but, to answer your13

question directly, I do not believe that it will replace14

the outfitting.15

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Okay. 16

Thank you very much, Barry Boyd.  17

Yellowknives Dene First Nation.  Todd, any18

questions from your Chief Sangris?19

MR. TODD SLACK:   No, no questions at this20

time.21

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Thank you. 22

Mr. Van Tighem, City of Yellowknife.  It appears he's23

gone.  24

Karen McMaster...?25
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MS. KAREN MCMASTER:   Karen McMaster.  No1

questions.  Thank you.2

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Thank you. 3

North Slave Metis Alliance.  Sheryl...?4

MS. SHERYL GRIEVE:   Sheryl speaking.5

Boyd, your eco-tourism business, do you6

visit the calving grounds during the time when the7

caribou are calving?8

MR. BOYD WARNER:   Thank you, Mr. Co-9

Chair.10

No, specifically when they're calving, we11

do not visit the calving grounds.  The lodge is located12

in Bathurst Inlet, about half-way down, so flights do go13

overhead, you know, animals, but typically the lodge14

doesn't open for business until later June, which is past15

calving season.16

MS. SHERYL GRIEVE:   Have -- have you kept17

a journal or records of numbers of caribou seen each18

year?19

MR. BOYD WARNER:   Thank you, Mr. Co-20

Chair.  Yes, Sheryl, the lodge actually has a detailed21

observation book that goes back to 1969.  And -- and it22

records observations of all species of birds and23

wildlife.24

MS. SHERYL GRIEVE:   Par -- pardon me. 25
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Sheryl, again.  Pardon me if I haven't had time to read1

all the submissions on the public registry by other2

Intervenors, but did you put your journal on the public3

registry?  And whether you did or not, does it track the4

rise and fall of the caribou populations in line with5

government data, or are there conflicts between the --6

your observations and their data?7

MR. BOYD WARNER:   Thank you, Mr. Co-8

Chair.  Thank you, Sheryl.  Some of it coincides.  I9

mean, years ago we saw thousands of caribou coming from10

the east and moving to -- from the east and hitting the11

east side of Bathurst Inlet, going down and circling12

around. 13

The Inuit, who are -- are co-owners, and14

also guides in the springtime when they're up there15

today, even last year, reported thousands and thousands16

of caribou crossing Bathurst Inlet to the east side.17

And yes, they also report them on the west18

side.  Remember, one (1) note from some geological survey19

of Canada people that flew into Bathurst, it was in my20

dad's diary in the early '70s, that unexpectedly ran into21

thousands of caribou around -- around Contwoyto Lake,22

between Contwoyto Lake and Bathurst.  So it is consistent23

with the reports that caribou calve on both sides of24

Bathurst Inlet.25
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To answer your question about supplying1

it, it might be a little difficult, because it's at the2

lodge right now, and I don't know if we have any flights3

booked to go up there, but -- so that would be difficult.4

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Okay. 5

Thank you very much.  Can I move on to more, please?  Mr.6

Knutsan, NWT Wildlife Federation.7

MR. MARTIN KNUTSAN:  No questions.8

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Okay. 9

Thank you.  Jenni Bruce, NWT Tourism?  Jenni Bruce, NWT10

Tourism?  No response.  11

Peterson's Point Lake Lodge?12

MS. AMANDA PETERSON:   No questions, thank13

you.14

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Thank you15

very much.  16

Bob Turner, David Livingstone?  Bob17

Turner, David Livingstone?  No response.  18

Rabesca's Resources.   Joyce...?19

MS. JOYCE RABESCA:   No questions.  Thank20

you. 21

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Board22

legal counsel and staff?23

MR. JOHN DONIHEE:   John Donihee, for the24

Board.  No questions from this table, Mr. Chairman.25
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CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Thank you. 1

Board members.  Charlie Rabesca, any questions from you?2

MR. CHARLIE RABESCA:   No question.  Thank3

you. 4

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Okay.  Mr.5

Judas...?6

CO-CHAIRPERSON JOSEPH JUDAS:   No7

questions.  Thank you.8

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Mr.9

MacDonald...?10

MR. BRUCE MACDONALD:   No questions, Mr.11

Chair.12

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Thank you. 13

Mr. Case...?14

MR. RAY CASE:   Thank you, Mr. Chair.  Ray15

Case, Board member.  I just have one (1) question.  16

I'm just trying to capture the key -- see17

if I have captured the key to your presentation.  Boyd,18

is it your view that should harvest continue to be19

allowed on those animals that are currently calving to20

the west of -- of Bathurst Inlet, whatever they might be21

referred to, that this will have no lasting effect on the22

available of caribou to your operation, your -- your --23

the outfitters, or to harvesting -- or harvesters within24

Wek'eezhii?25
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MR. BOYD WARNER:   Thank you, Mr. Co-1

Chair.  Thank you, Ray.  We own camps across the border2

in Nunavut, as well as on the NWT side.  And they're in3

co-ownership/management with the Inuit organization from4

Bathurst Inlet, called Burnside Hunters and Trappers.  5

And, yes, we do plan to continue6

outfitting for this year.  So I do feel, based off of7

what we've seen up there, and the Inuit have seen, last8

year was the biggest number of caribou we'd ever seen in9

the region, and thousands and thousands.10

It didn't just happen over a short period11

of time.  It started in early August when the season12

opened, August 15th, up on Contwoyto Lake, and then the13

caribou were all the way down to -- to Pellet Lake.  And14

one (1) of our main guides commented when the number came15

out, that there's thirty thousand (30,000) Bathurst16

caribou left, that if they are, they're all right here,17

because they had thousands.18

So roundabout way of answering your19

question, but I don't believe the harvest that we're20

doing, when you combine the benefits of wolf harvesting21

and the contributions back to the Aboriginal communities22

for food, that the harvest that was being done would be23

detrimental, that is correct that that's my opinion.24

MR. RAY CASE:   Thank you, Boyd.  No more25
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questions.1

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Okay,2

great.  Thank you, Mr. -- thank you, Boyd.3

MR. BOYD WARNER:   Thank you.4

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   We'll move5

on to the Yellowknife Dene First Nations presentation. 6

And, after that, we'll take a break.7

8

(BRIEF PAUSE)9

10

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   If you're11

ready to begin, sir, please do.  You have thirty (30)12

minutes for your presentation.13

14

 (DOGRIB INTO ENGLISH THROUGH INTERPRETER) 15

16

PRESENTATION BY YELLOWKNIVES DENE FIRST NATION:17

CHIEF EDWARD SANGRIS:   Wek'eezhii18

Renewable Resources Board, we are here to present -- we19

are here to talk about the -- the caribou.  What is it20

that -- what is that we can do for the -- to help the21

increase -- the number of herds that we have within.22

Yes, anyways, my people thank you -- thank23

you very much.  We are -- we are happy to be here.  Like24

yesterday we have heard what the Chiefs had had to say. 25
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What the chiefs have said to every one of them are1

absolutely right, like even myself, but like my dad.  My2

late dad had worked among you people of how -- of how --3

of how he had har -- harvest the -- the wildlife, and he4

-- and at that time, the late Chief Jimmy Brono and my5

late dad used to -- to work together a -- as a chief.6

Before that, Susie (phonetic) Drygeese --7

before that, Chief Drygeese and Chief Monfwi were8

friends.  That's how they have worked together.  Now, my9

late dad -- and dad -- my late dad and the late Chief Jim10

-- late -- late chi -- late Chief Jimmy Brono had worked11

together and they have talked out -- together of how they12

had worked.  And to this day I still hang onto of how13

they were friends.  But today I definitely want to work14

with the people.  15

Yes, whenever we talk about the caribou,16

by the times I just seem to ca -- I'm lost for words.  We17

know that the caribou are very useful for us, every --18

every one of us.  But -- but then what happened was --19

we'd really like to know what ha -- what -- what has20

happened, not only for us, but of how the number had --21

the -- the population of the -- the caribou had declined22

dramatically, but of how -- of how -- what we -- what we23

can do about the future of our youth and the future of24

our grandkids.   Will they be able to see the caribou --25
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for the -- the future of our youth. 1

Before, we had been swi -- before we came2

here, saying that we -- we did -- we -- people of Treaty3

8 was still in -- in the process of the land treaty.  You4

guys know they were still in negotiations within --5

within the area.  6

The kind of things that we're doing within7

our land claim is that we know that our lawyer -- we had8

asked our -- our legal counsel the kind of things that9

when -- when the -- we're going to be talking about the -10

- the caribou issue, but then wh -- what's going to11

happen within our land claim negotiations?  This is the12

kind of things that we have discussed among ourselves.  13

What -- what our legal counsel had said14

that when you're talking about that -- when you talk15

about the caribou, and I'm pretty sure that well maybe16

things will not get a little out of hand.  The kind of --17

this is the kind of things that we are doing.  18

There are a number of things that we want19

to do within our -- our land claim.  Even like in 1900 --20

the 1900 -- the treaty -- treaty -- treaty was21

established and we still remember.  Everyone knows what22

Chief Drygeese have said during the -- the -- as long as23

the sun shines, the river flows, the grass grows.  What24

Chief -- Chief Drygeese had said that he had had talked25
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to -- he even talked to Chief Monfwi.  And so -- so he1

had told him -- so he had told Chief Monfwi that he -- he2

had left a word for him to say exactly what he had said3

during the treaty.4

So the ENR -- the ENR had not a treaty5

with us even -- we're the ones that had the -- the treaty6

with the Federal Government but the ENR and yet -- and7

yet and they're -- yet they're still -- they're still8

among us.  Whenever -- whenever we talk about this kind9

of issue, the -- they are just seemed that -- and also10

they're -- they're are -- when we look at it, it just11

seems like they're all on our doorstep while we're in --12

when -- while we're still in negotiations the -- that in13

order for our Government to work and now that -- that it14

will be up to -- to see if they will be able to work.15

Well just like right now that they're our 16

visitors and sitting on our doorsteps and so -- so they17

will not -- they will not tell us -- they will not tell18

us what -- what to do.  So there's not going to be any --19

any restrictions on harvesting or hunting and of how20

we're going to live they will not tell us.  They21

shouldn't be telling us what to do.22

But the -- the -- the caribou that we are23

-- the decline of the caribou, that's one of the concern24

that we are for the -- but that Yellowknives, like last -25
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- that this past fall we -- we had said that we were not1

going to go hunting because of -- before -- before --2

that ENR had talked about the -- the population of the3

caribou was down.  Even before they were talking --4

before they were talking for the number of caribous we5

had set -- in 2008 we went -- we went hunting in 2008 in6

the fall -- of how far we had went and how far we had7

hunted while we were out in -- out in the land.  This is8

the kind of thing that we are talking about -- about the9

whole year.  10

This issue that were talking about, the11

decision for no fall hunting was just the -- not -- not12

an overnight discussions, but even the Elders had said13

that -- even our ancestors or -- had -- and also our14

ancestors and the forefather have always said that --15

that our Creator will -- will have a control of the16

caribou -- how -- how much you want the -- the -- the17

caribou to be -- to be on this land of ours.18

But ourself today, while we're talking19

about the -- the caribou, we are not here to -- to blame20

anybody.  Just like us we -- we know that you guys know21

where -- you guys know where we come from.  That you --22

you -- have you even heard what the Mayor had -- had to23

say that -- and we're not supposed to have -- we're not24

supposed to -- so -- so this is the kind of -- the -- the25
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kind of things that we have to talk about for quite a --1

now that since a -- you said we'd had -- outfitters are2

building camps in the -- of areas -- area of our land and3

we were hoping that we would save these caribou for4

ourself.5

It has been way -- many years.  We want to6

help each other, even my father, Monfwi, Seeza (phonetic)7

Drygeese, Chief Brono; they all work together in that8

time.  They were leaders.  They kept talking to one9

another.  And one -- once a year they would gather10

together.  They would tell each other, Go do -- do not11

that, go hunting in this area, because there's less --12

less caribou in this area.  Do not hunt in this area. 13

They said that to each other.  And they -- you know, they14

-- they hunt where there was abundance of caribou, not15

where there's not -- less an abundance.16

So today, things are going quite faster. 17

We have more faster vehicle and more machinery that go18

faster.  And also, too, with the money, the economy,19

things are starting to get into our land.  There's a20

mineral development in our area.  We -- we start thinking21

about all these things.22

But, despite that, we know that what the23

Chief has said was true, every word.  If we do not look24

at this now, what's going to happen in the future?25
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But we -- you -- much like yourself, all1

sitting at this table, we have a board.  We will2

establish a board, much like what you have done.  When we3

take a look at all the view of this that relates to4

caribou, we have to find ways to manage our caribou.  We5

need to find -- find a -- the best way to manage the --6

the caribou.7

We said, Let's talk to one -- with one --8

to -- with each other and so that we can find solutions. 9

It's good.10

How -- how -- why are the caribou --11

there's a decline in the population?  According to what12

our ancestors had said, the only way you can find13

solution to -- to do things well yourself is to work with14

one another.  It was true, what they said.  We need to15

work with one another.16

We have arrived here in your presence --17

our wheth -- the sharing of the words with you and all18

the -- the decision we need to make.  We will explain19

that to you all.20

I'm very pleased with what you're doing,21

the  -- the -- the privilege you have given me to talk to22

you, and for the caribou, all the caribou.  We all have23

dependency on the caribou.  We don't -- we're not going24

to see -- we're not going to be a part of this.  We had25
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to be a part of this, of all the people that are here and1

people who are sitting at the -- seated at the table.2

Yes, when you love something, you care for3

it and look after it, and you don't want to lose it.4

After I am spoken, the people, the -- the5

staff that we have will be speaking to you.  The letter6

that we had submitted sit on a table -- it's on the7

table.  He will read from -- from the -- the -- the8

papers that was presented, and after this, one of the9

elders from -- from Samaki (phonetic) will -- will talk10

to you.11

With -- with this, thank you.  It's all I12

have to share at this time.13

14

(INTERPRETATION CONCLUDED)15

16

MR. TODD SLACK:   The fundamental17

principle regarding the -- guiding the Yellowknives Dene18

is the existence of treaty, with the promises and context19

that were contained within it.  The treaty ensures that20

the YKDFN can continue their traditional activities such21

as hunting and trapping.22

As Chief Drygeese said in 1900:23

"If it is going to change, if you want24

to change our lives, then it is no use25
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in taking treaty, because without1

treaty we are making a living for2

ourselves and our families.  3

I would like a written promise from you4

to prove that you are not taking our5

lands away from us.  There will be no6

closed season on our lands.  There will7

be nothing said about the lands.  My8

people will continue to live as they9

were before, and no white man will10

change that.  11

You will, in the future, want us to12

live like the white man does and we do13

not want that.  The people are happy as14

they are."15

The only actions in this proposal surround16

the potential infringement of treaty rights, those same17

rights that Chief Drygeese is talking about.  Nowhere in18

this document will you find mention of protecting habitat19

or controlling development, or any non-harvesting related20

measures.21

Though the Board has indicated that they22

feel Recommendations 1 through 5 would be the most23

important, YKDFN is offering comments on broader issues.  24

In our written submission the YKDFN25
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highlighted many concerns and offered many1

recommendations, but we want to focus on three (3)2

issues:  first, jurisdiction; second, GNWT management;3

and third, the lack of INAC participation.4

The Yellowknives abide by the Friendship5

Treaty of 1900 and have never extinguished their rights6

to the land or the promises and guarantees that they7

could hunt, trap, and fish throughout their traditional8

territory.9

The language in the Tlicho agreement is10

clear.11

"No provision in this agreement shall12

be construed to affect any treaty right13

of any Aboriginal people other than the14

Tlicho."15

There can be no debate that the issues16

here are treaty rights, so it is clear that the WRRB17

process, with its legislative foundation in the Tlicho18

Agreement, does not apply to the Yellowknives.19

This begs the question, if this process20

does not apply to the Yellowknives Dene, why participate? 21

Any time that caribou are being discussed, Yellowknives22

are going to be participating because of the23

significance.24

This does not mean that the Yellowknives25
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will adhere to the decisions or recommendations that are1

made, but they will voice their opinion.  Furthermore,2

the Yellowknives have seen how ENR has consulted and how3

GNWT respects treaty rights.4

The answer are no consultation and little5

respect for the rights.  If the Yellowknives wait for the6

Crown, their voice will never be heard and the management7

of caribou will simply be more of the same.  The status8

quo as it relates to caribou management is not9

acceptable.  10

It is clear the ENR intends to use this11

process as a proxy for direct meaningful engagement with12

non-Tlicho First Nations regardless of the guidance of13

the law.14

When the issue of jurisdiction was raised15

at the pre-hearing conference, ENR tried to explain that16

there was, quote, "a political reality."  While I'm sure17

that they would prefer to deal with only a single body,18

it is simply not acceptable.  A separate, ideally19

concurrent consultation mechanism is required for treaty20

holders.  21

If the GNWT continues to insist that the22

four hundred (400) caribou harvested by the YKDFN23

represents a serious threat to the continued health of24

the herd, then they must begin a direct engagement and25
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consultation to attempt to develop measures in1

collaboration with the YKDFN.2

The internal and development and3

implementation of these measures is the only way that the4

GNWT goals can be accomplished in the Chief Drygeese5

territory.  One (1) of our recommendations is that the6

YKDFN would like the Board to confirm that their7

recommendations do not apply to the members of the8

Yellowknives.9

That there has been a failure of10

management for the Bathurst caribou herd seems clear. 11

GNWT policy seems to involve a lot of monitoring but12

doing with the results and hoping for the best.13

They have deployed significant amounts of14

resources and staff to bring back data which has not been15

appropriately used.  These monitoring -- this monitoring16

information should have been raising flags and setting17

off alarm bells at ENR HQ, resulting in consultation and18

management actions.19

The YKDFN suggests that the WRRB recommend20

the establishment of a panel of experts, including21

external reviewers, to develop thresholds and running22

indicators for the GNWT to use and consider as adaptive23

management triggers.24

In 2004, many parties came together to25
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develop the Bathurst Caribou Management Plan.  Later, in1

2007, there was a caribou summit.  There have been many2

forums, workshops and gatherings were communities have3

raised their concerns to the government, but it seems4

clear that these were only a forum for government to5

raise their concerns and deliver their message.  6

The issues raised by communities were7

recognized in terms of action items, points for followup,8

strategies, and priorities in the document, but they have9

not aff -- affected the actions on the ground, which have10

more or less continued as before.  11

GNWT has repeatedly shown that the only12

management mechanism in their toolbox is harvesting.  It13

is always the answer, harvesting less caribou.  They do14

not consider what may be resulting in less caribou, how15

to encourage survival, or any other measures of a more16

holistic nature.  17

The YKDFN suggests that the WRRB recommend18

the develop of a mar -- multi-party board with a19

consensual authority to enact caribou management actions20

until Treaty implementation has been completed and a more21

formal process can be established.  22

In the YKDFN submit -- submission you will23

the results of an access to information and privacy24

request suggesting that INAC should be involved in these25
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proceedings.  Regional leadership decided that they do1

not have a role in caribou management despite clearly2

having acknowledged this in the past and a mandate that3

can -- that no one can deny has direct impacts on4

caribou.  5

What is more significant is that INAC is6

supposed to be protecting Treaty rights, which if you7

read our submission and the literature, has almost never8

happened.  Development and settler interests almost9

always prevail when they come into conflict with Treaty10

rights, and indeed they are little affected by the11

current proposal.  12

YKDFN would like the Board to request INAC13

submit comments that outline how they have protected the14

rights of signatories of Treaty 8 with a submission date15

prior to the Board's decision.  A YKDFN principle is if16

you take care of the land it will take care of you.  Just17

as the people are connected to the health of the land, so18

too are the caribou.  19

Any management discussion or recovery20

actions cannot be taken in isolation from land management21

and unless INAC is part of this process the land will be22

-- will continue to be divorced from the animals and23

people that rely on it.  24

YKDFN suggests that the Board ask INAC to25
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participate in their process soliciting opinions on what1

measures fall within INAC's mandate which could help2

encourage herd population growth, again with a submission3

date prior to the Board's decision.  4

While critical habitat throughout the5

range should be identified and considered for land use6

restrictions the most critical habitat is already well7

known.  The calving grounds of the Bathurst herd are well8

established and though the exact delineation can be9

argued the core is there.10

Within this region there are already ten11

(10) development projects beyond the exploration stage12

including two (2) existing mines, two (2) proposed mines,13

and several proposed roads including the Bathurst Port14

and Road which bisects the calving and post-calving15

areas.  16

In their proposal, GNWT note that they17

intend to maintain the current level of protection that18

currently exists.  This is almost none.  INAC has caribou19

protection measures which exist in other parts of20

Nunavut, but the actual effectiveness of these measures21

is in question and it is not clear if they've ever been22

implemented in the West Kitikmeot.  23

The governments know the crucial role that24

the calving grounds play.  All the herds that calve in25
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the NWT have protected lands or special management areas,1

and the Government of Canada and the GNWT oppose2

development in the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, which3

forms part of the calving grounds of the Porcupine4

caribou.  Meanwhile, they have been silent on further5

protecting calving grounds in Canada.  6

The YKDFN suggests that the Board direct7

GNWT to publically engage with INAC and Nunavut and to8

develop meaningful protection of the calving grounds9

similar to the parks or special management areas that10

exist protecting the calving grounds of those herds in11

the NWT or Yukon.  12

With this, the Board should require13

regular reports that outline what effects have been --14

what efforts have been made, pardon me, what responses15

have been received and what measures are being16

considered.17

Continuing this discussion and management18

of caribou without involving habitat will, at best, serve19

to prolong the hardships of those who rely on the herd20

culturally and for country food and will, at worst, lead21

into the collapse of this population as a herd, as the22

GNWT has illustrated with the Fortymile herd.23

That's the end of my presentation and24

Alfred's going to finish up.25
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(DOGRIB INTO ENGLISH THROUGH INTERPRETER)1

2

MR. ALFRED BAILLANGEON:   Hello.  Yes, my3

people -- my people thank you very much for giving us the4

opportunity to speak.  5

Like yesterday, like most of my friends6

had a spoke yesterday.  But of how -- of how they have to7

work out in the land with their -- with their forefathers8

and their parents.9

They have talked from the bottom of their10

heart.  Like -- like myself -- I self -- I have worked11

out in the land, was brought up out in the land and I12

have worked with my forefathers.  We all know.  13

When -- when you are a traditional person14

working out in the land everybody knows.  If people -- if15

people had not worked out in the land you can tell them -16

- they can full of -- you're full of it but then I have17

worked out in the land but I have my -- my traditional --18

traditional values.19

When -- when I was a very young man I have20

worked out in the land like an Elder.  And the Elder --21

and the Elder that had raised me, a lot of times I've22

seen a lot of caribou when I was out.  Now that today23

they are saying there is hardly any caribou.  To me I24

don't believe that.  To me that is not right.  25
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But since -- since the arrival of the1

Europeans and the white people they have -- they have2

wasted a lot of caribou.  They have taken a lot of3

caribou.4

Like, we have the ENR here, the wildlife5

workers here so they've been here -- the ENR has been6

here since May.  So about forty (40) to fifty (50) years7

the ENR has been -- been here with us but before that.8

So we weren't restricted to -- to harvest9

anything out in the land.  People had worked -- had10

worked very well.  They have taken care of each other the11

way they should be -- should have been take care of. 12

This is how the people had lived.13

But today, as of today now that there's14

hardly any caribou that is what I've heard that there15

isn't any caribou as today.16

But the -- the white people and -- and the17

ENR while they are here and also -- but then the ENR have18

given the -- the white people -- they are giving the tags19

out.  Even the white people when they go hunting they20

only shoot cows, five (5), five (5), five (5) cows.21

I know that they shoot cows around Gordon22

Lake area.  This is what they have done.  They have given23

the tags out.  There are a lot of white people the24

outside.25
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And also the -- I know -- and I know that1

they sell -- sell tags to the white people, non-resident2

hunters.  This is what you -- you guys are going to hear3

about this.4

But then as we -- it seems like the words5

are on us that the Aboriginal are hunters are the -- are6

the ones that are harvesting the caribou only.7

And when we go hunting as an Aboriginal8

person we just take what we need.  We do not take and we9

do not waste meat or throw meat away when we're out --10

out on the land hunting.11

But -- but today we heard there's hardly12

any -- any caribou.  There isn't any hardly any caribou. 13

For me it is not right.  To me that is not true.  When we14

talk about this -- we listen to them, we listen to their15

ENR decision.  This is what they want to do.  They want16

to put quotas on us for us.17

But the white people that are here they18

are talking.  They can -- so once that they will not tell19

us what to do but it will be up to us.  This is our land,20

our area.  We will do what -- but -- of how our21

forefathers and our -- our grandparents and -- and -- of22

how -- of how they have -- they have -- they have talked23

to us.  For thousands of years, people had relied on24

caribou, but they never -- never -- they never did.  But25
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since the arrival of the Europeans and the white people,1

there are a lot of wastage of caribou.2

In -- in the past, when the -- and also3

when people were working out on the land, there were4

people using the dog team.  There were hundreds of dogs5

that they had.  They used a lot of dogs, but there wasn't6

any wastage.  The caribou did not -- the caribou did not7

drop dramatically.8

But while I sit here, I'm very, very, very9

-- I'm very thinking -- I've been seriously thinking10

about them now.  But you young people out here who have a11

lot of -- a lot of young -- young educated people here,12

but I have never been to school.  I may understand13

English a little bit, but I know of how -- of how the --14

the work, and I know that the kind of thing they want to15

do with us as Dene people.  We -- we are -- we are --16

they're going to make us -- try to make us pitiful.17

But at -- at the beginning, the -- the18

change of trap been imposed on -- on us, and also we are19

not here to -- we're not -- we're not used to the quick20

kill, and now that they did restriction, you can't even21

lend your gun out because the gun restriction.  You can't22

even lend a gun to your son to hunt.  The next thing you23

know, there will be restrictions on the -- on the gill24

net, the fish net, now that they're just changing25
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everything on us.  What they're going to do?  They just1

want us to sit around and not...2

In the future, what -- what are we going3

to do?  How -- how are our future kids going to do the4

kind of thing?  Now what they're trying to do for me, it5

is not right.6

But, yes, the Tlicho people, people of the7

Tlicho people -- when you -- when -- when -- when you8

settle your land claim, we had help you and supported9

your land claim.  I'm pretty sure the Tlicho people, the10

four (4) communities are pretty fair, and I know that11

there is good.  And -- and -- and now that there was a12

boundary issue that -- and I know that who -- so who --13

who had imposed the no-hunting ban?  And also, you guys14

can do the kind of things -- the kind of things that --15

because we are still in -- in -- in our land claim16

process, and I know that -- and I also know that they17

have...18

But in -- in -- around Gordon Lake area,19

there are a lot of caribou there, and also that -- when20

are you -- a lot of -- some of our young people had --21

had -- had went hunting around Gordon Lake area, the meat22

has been confiscated from them.  They shouldn't do that. 23

They in our...24

And also the -- I do believe that Ian R.25
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(phonetic), the wildlife officer, should be there for the1

white people.  We shouldn't be.  We shouldn't be.  We2

have a treaty that we shouldn't be.  Why did the -- now3

why are you bothering us -- us Indians?  What are they4

trying to do?  To me, that is not right.5

But there are a number of people that are6

in here.  There are some elders that are in here, the7

elders that are here, and now they are pitiful now that8

we're going to be restricted.  We're supposed to be9

hunting.  But I -- I myself, I -- I am a hunter, and I10

still haven't hunted yet.  But to me, I am not very -- I11

do not like it at all.12

But as a -- as a Dene people, we're13

supposed to -- we're supposed to help one another. 14

During the signing of the treaty, we're supposed to --15

the Dene people are supposed to work together.  To me, it16

just seemed like...17

If we continue to do the things that we're18

doing, how can we be friends?  How can we be considered19

to be relatives among each other?  We're supposed to20

consult with one another.  We're supposed to consult with21

one another.  We weren't even informed.  We weren't even22

consulted about this issue.  We should have been23

consulted, we should have been informed.  To -- to me, we24

weren't consulted, we weren't informed.  To me, that is25
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not right, the kind of decision that was made.  So this1

is something I wanted to share.  It's something I wanted2

you -- it's something I wanted you to hear.3

We're supposed to have a proper4

consultation, but the -- the ENR, they're supposed to --5

they're supposed to protect the wildlife for us.  We're6

supposed to -- we're supposed to sit with them, work with7

the young people.  It would have been nice if they -- if8

they work with the young people, the game officer.  To --9

to me, that's not what's happening.  It does seem to be -10

- they -- we don't seem to be -- that doesn't seem to be11

happening.  12

But I'm not here to talk a little too13

long.  So I'm very hungry.  The only thing I have in my14

mouth is snuff in my mouth while I speak.  Thank you very15

much.16

17

(INTERPRETATION CONCLUDED)18

19

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Thank you20

very much.  That was a very interesting presentation.  21

It is now 1:20.  We've been at it for22

about an hour and a half.  Let's take a ten (10) minute23

break and come back for questions.  24

Are you okay to stay or do you have to25
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leave?1

2

(BRIEF PAUSE)3

4

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Okay,5

great.  Thank you.  Come back at 1:30.  1:30.  6

Excuse me, ladies and gentlemen, make that7

2:30, Otherwise, we'll have to set our clocks back. 8

2:30.9

10

--- Upon recessing at 2:22 p.m.11

--- Upon resuming at 2:36 p.m.12

13

CO-CHAIRPERSON JOSEPH JUDAS:   Back to the14

seat.  Thank you. 15

16

(BRIEF PAUSE)17

 18

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Thank you19

very much, ladies and gentlemen.  Thank you for taking20

your seats.  We will now start with our fifteen (15)21

minute question period for YK Dene First Nations.  22

And I've been asked by our translators for23

everybody to slow down with their answers or their24

questions because they're having trouble keeping up. 25
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Everybody is talking rather quickly, so please slow down1

your responses and we'll get a good translation in on it2

as well.3

We'll start with the normal process of4

questioning, starting with the Department of Environment5

and Natural Resources.  The floor is yours.6

7

QUESTION PERIOD:8

MR. ERNIE CAMPBELL:   Yeah, Ernie9

Campbell, for ENR.  We have no questions for YKDFN.10

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Thank you11

very much, gentlemen.  12

Tlicho Government, anything from you?13

MS. BERTHA RABESCA ZOE:   Bertha Rabesca14

Zoe.  No questions.  15

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Thank you16

very much.  17

Anne Gunn, technical witness, what have18

you got for questions?19

DR. ANNE GUNN:   Anne Gunn.  Thank you for20

the presentation, Chief, and I have no questions.  Thank21

you for the -- for the presentation, and I have no22

questions.23

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Thank you24

very much.  25
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John Andre, do you have any questions,1

Sir?2

MR. JOHN ANDRE:   I have no questions, Mr.3

Chairman.4

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Boyd5

Warner, Bathurst Inland Developments, I believe, has gone6

for the day.  I know he's gone for the day.  He said7

goodbye to me. 8

Barry Taylor, Arctic Safari, sir?9

MR. BARRY TAYLOR:   No question.10

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Thank you11

very much.  12

City of Yellowknife, Mayor Van Tighem, I13

believe is gone as well.  He left after his presentation. 14

Karen McMaster, please.15

MS. KAREN MCMASTER:   No questions, thank16

you.17

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   North18

Slave Metis Alliance, Ms. Grieve?19

MS. SHERYL GRIEVE:   Thank you for the20

presentation, but we have no questions at this time.21

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Thank you22

very much.  23

NWT Wildlife Federation, Martin Knutsan?24

MR. MARTIN KNUTSAN:   Thank you, Mr.25
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Chairman.  I do have one (1) question.  You mentioned a -1

- a term that I -- I haven't heard today, or the last few2

days, and that was post-calving.  3

Could you define for me what the post-4

calving grounds are, please.5

MR. TODD SLACK:   Todd Slack, YKDFN.  I6

believe that's a ter -- or a question better directed at7

ENR.  That's where we're taking the information from.  8

In our intervention we have a map that9

uses post-calving data from the caribou technical report. 10

I can't remember the figure off the top of my head.  I11

think it was five point two (5.2) perhaps, but it's in12

the caribou technical report, and ENR would be a better13

question in terms of definition on that.14

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Okay,15

thank you very much.  16

Mr. Knutsan...?17

MR. MARTIN KNUTSAN:   One (1) more, if I18

may.  Do you feel, given the information presented, that19

the caribou numbers -- the -- the decline has been as20

significant as put forward by ENR?21

MR. TODD SLACK:   Todd Slack, YKDFN. 22

Within the Yellowknives there's considerable debate as to23

this, but I think the comments that we heard yesterday24

are well taken.  The risk associated with assuming that25
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they're wrong is far greater than the risk associated1

with assuming -- with doing nothing, pardon me, than the2

risk associated with doing something and assuming that3

they're right.  4

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   All right. 5

Thank you very much.  6

NWT Tourism, Jenni Bruce?  Jenni Bruce...? 7

No response.  8

Peterson's Point Lake Lodge? 9

MS. AMANDA PETERSON:   No questions. 10

Thank you.  11

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Thank you. 12

Bob Turner...?  Bob Turner, David13

Livingstone?  No response.  14

Rabesca's Resources?  Joyce...?15

MS. JOYCE RABESCA:   Thank you for the16

presentation and thank you for asking, and, no, I have no17

questions.18

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Thanks.  19

Board staff or legal counsel?20

MR. JOHN DONIHEE:   John Donihee for the21

Board, Mr. Chairman.  Thank you.  No questions from22

counsel or staff.  23

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Okay. 24

Let's move on to the Board.  25
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Charlie Rabesca, any questions for the1

presenters?2

MR. CHARLIE RABESCA:   Thank you, but I3

have no question.4

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Thank you. 5

Mr. Judas, sir?6

CO-CHAIRPERSON JOSEPH JUDAS:   I have no7

questions, too.  Thank you.  8

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Mr.9

MacDonald...?10

MR. BRUCE MACDONALD:   No questions. 11

Thank you, Mr. Chair.12

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Mr.13

Case...?14

MR. RAY CASE:   Thank you, Mr. Chair.  Ray15

Case, Board member.  Yes, I have a -- a quick question.  16

And I'd like to start by thanking Chief17

Sangris and his -- his group there for the presentation. 18

and -- and also we very much appreciate the words of19

encouragement that you -- you gave to the Board.  20

In -- in the presentation, at least in the21

translation, I heard the suggestion that solutions can22

only be found by working together.  And along this line,23

I'm wondering what the status of any ongoing discussions24

might be with -- with the Tlicho, with -- with ENR, and -25
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- and any other of -- of the Aboriginal groups that you1

might be speaking with -- with respect to the management2

of -- of caribou in the North Slave Region?3

CHIEF EDWARD SANGRIS:   Thank you.  Chief4

Edward Sangris of Yellowknife Dene.  Thank you, Ray, for5

the -- we, as Yellowknife Dene, are really, you know --6

we do communicate with other groups as -- such as the7

Tlicho and through our staff and with -- with -- I've8

spoken to Sahtu Chiefs on -- on regard -- regarding to9

this.  Most of them -- comments that I heard is that we10

should all be involved in the management, because people11

in our area depend -- and all the people Tlicho, Sahtu,12

and the Yellowknives depend on caribou.13

And in -- I -- I realize what you're --14

you're getting at, but we, as the Yell -- Akaitcho we15

still have our -- our claims in front of us, so, you16

know, in order for us to -- to recommend -- you know,17

recommend anything that might sort of seen as being18

prohibited from doing so in -- in terms of our -- our19

claims.  20

And I'd like to answer that, but as -- as21

you well aware we are in negotiations.  And like I said,22

in -- in Dogrib, we -- in my language that we all work --23

we should work together.  When -- once we -- we stop this24

our -- our -- we finalize our agreement we could25
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establish a -- a board similar to -- to this Board and --1

and talk about wildlife and, you know, everything that2

affect the people in a -- in -- in all the regions. 3

Mahsi.4

MR. RAY CASE:   Mahsi.  No further5

questions.  Thank you.  6

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Okay. 7

Thank you very much, gentlemen.  That was a very8

interesting presentation, as I mentioned.  I appreciate9

your time here and safe trip back to Yellowknife and10

you'll probably be hearing more on what our Board11

decision is eventually.12

CHIEF EDWARD SANGRIS:   Yeah.  And I'd13

like to thank the Board and the people in the community,14

you know, to welcome us here and to acknowledge that we15

all is -- tried to help and work towards a common goal in16

-- in preserving our wildlife.17

And this -- this one of the most18

significant issues that we have faced and we all talk19

about it long, many years but nothing's been done.  Like20

we -- we -- we send the issue, we raised a -- a red flag21

but it wasn't us doing it.  It was ongoing until somebody22

has to step up and say, Listen we have to do something,23

otherwise there'll be nothing in the future.24

So I'd like to thank the -- the Board and25
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the community for having us here and mahsi cho.1

2

(DOGRIB INTO ENGLISH THROUGH INTERPRETER) 3

4

ELDER ALFRED BAILLANGEON:   Hello.  Yes,5

that's an Alf -- Alfred Baillangeon from Yellowknife and6

Dene -- yes, the -- the Hearings regarding the -- the7

caribou, I guess this is a very important subject that8

the -- the response at -- at least a notion from the --9

the Board or the general public had asked you the10

questions -- questions about hunting, the -- we have11

about two (2) big freezers out there sitting empty.  And12

the -- the thing -- the -- the hunting ban is still in13

place and I don't know when it's going to be lifted, that14

I guess this is the response that -- the most of our15

members and their community wants to -- wants to hear16

from.  As -- I guess the ENR are kind of afraid to answer17

my questions.  That's the reason why I think they are18

cooped up in one corner he says.19

And yes the -- in -- in order to preserve20

the -- the herd I guess, you know, like we will to -- to21

shoot only the bull only and maybe that -- even my22

concern to (TECHNICAL DIFFICULTIES).23

24

(INTERPRETATION CONCLUDED)25
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CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Next on1

our list -- this is Co-Chair Grant.  Next on our list is2

Barry Taylor from Arctic Safaris.  He'll make his3

presentation for thirty (30) minutes.4

 5

PRESENTATION BY ARCTIC SAFARIS:6

MR. BARRY TAYLOR:   Thank you everyone. 7

Last night I saw a great quote:  8

"Everybody coming together is a start. 9

Working together is called progress. 10

Staying together and reaching the11

solution is called success."12

I hope the results of this is going to be13

success.  14

As a long term resident of the NWT and a15

Canadian citizen, my goals here are to encourage and16

support ethical caribou management decisions and the17

outfitting industry and its practices.  18

It's my background to comment on these19

proposals.  I have been a permanent adult resident of the20

Northwest Territories for well over forty (40) years.  I21

spent a large majority of my lifetime in the barren-22

grounds amongst the caribou.  When I add it all up it23

amounts to fourteen (14) or fifteen (15) years solid in24

the barren-grounds.25
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Since 1966, I've been guiding.  Since1

1981, I've held a guiding licence for barren-land2

caribou, and shortly after that date I became an3

outfitter.  Since 1986, we have operated camps in Lake4

Providence with great success, and were twice nominated5

North American Professional Outfitter of the Year.6

Caribou are my passion in life, not only7

from an economic view and my occupation, but from my love8

for wildlife.  Like any successful farmer, my concern is9

for my livestock and its ability to thrive, multiply. 10

And for these reasons, one has to monitor the weather,11

the available vegetation, predation, general animal12

movements, and all other factors that may impact their13

survival and sustenance.  It is for these reasons that I14

feel compelled to speak out on these issues.15

The first issue would be the outfitting16

industry.  In the early 1980s, the government of the17

Northwest Territories opened the door to outfitting and18

the non-resident hunter in the barren-grounds.  The19

industry since has always been encouraged to expand and20

has proven itself to be a viable asset to conservation21

and herd management.  It has continuously proven itself22

as a leading source of tourism dollars and side benefits. 23

The benefits are:  24

The majority of tourism dollars are25
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attributed to the hunting industry.  1

The hunting seasons occur mainly in the2

fall and early spring, what is called the shoulder season3

for other tourist-oriented -- oriented activities, and4

therefore fill a void.5

The outfitters in one (1) year alone6

created three hundred and thirteen (313) seasonal jobs,7

as documented by Ellis Consulting in our report.8

Outfitters are responsible for a multitude9

of hotel rooms, restaurant services; therefore, they are10

supporting service-oriented jobs.11

Outfitters have generated millions of12

dollars in tax revenue for all levels of government: 13

Federal, GNWT and local.  As Gord's mentioned, that14

revenue more than exceeds the money spent in caribou15

research in the NWT.16

Outfitters use aircraft charter services17

at a time when demand is otherwise so low.  This18

maintains work and jobs in the North.  Charter services19

pass rewards on to their suppliers.20

Outfitters purchase their supplies,21

ranging from food to fuel, equipment, et cetera, in the22

North, thus creating more jobs and maintaining those23

industries.24

Outfitters' clients are generally25
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affluent, and, therefore, purchase high-end souvenirs,1

jewellery and other art works.  Our average client spends2

between twenty-two hundred dollars ($2,200) extra in3

Yellowknife.4

Outfitters are the sole reason for a5

taxidermist being located in the North.  Without our6

support, he and his staff would be forced to relocate.7

Outfitters donate their meat, often in8

excess of 40,000 pounds each year, to both the9

communities and the local food bank.  The expenses10

incurred in shipping, et cetera, are borne by the11

outfitters.  Without this meat, both the food banks and12

the Elders they service would suffer.13

Outfitters and the majority of their14

clients retain only the antlers and the front hide.  All15

meat is then made available to others in the North, and16

all animal portions must be accounted for by law.  In my17

first part, I have a sheet documenting the government18

sheet that we have to fill out covering every piece of19

meat on a caribou.20

 In are own case, we also salvage the21

hearts, the livers, and tongues for the elderly, and then22

strip the muscle sinews from the backbone for the crafts23

industry.  What better use of an animal can be done as24

the entire animal is used in a traditional way.25
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When biologists request various par --1

animal parts for studies, such as the kidneys and2

jawbones, the outfitters willingly provided these3

specimens.  And as camps were spread out, a good cross-4

section of the herds were covered for those samples.5

Outfitters have taken a small, ignored6

industry from its infancy to one of large proportions,7

with many camps exceeding $1 1/2 million in investment. 8

If these proposals go through, those camps would now9

become independent liabilities with no future.10

Outfitters have put the NWT on the map. 11

When I first started doing sports shows no one even knew12

where the NWT was.  Most guessed it was Northern13

Australia.  After a few years and a few million spent on14

promotion, everyone now knows that we are Canada's Arctic15

and an exotic destination.16

Outfitters promote the North constantly17

through their expenditures and efforts in marketing. 18

This results in good feelings towards the North. 19

Numerous magazine articles and TV -- TV shows all20

demonstrated the allure of the North.  One (1) recent21

Sunday had three (3) shows highlighting hunting in the22

NWT.23

If the outfitting industry ceases to24

exist, there will be little remaining of the tourism25
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industry.  Hunting and fishing are what brings the big1

dollar north.  The fishing segment is already dying due2

to aging clients and a new generation that has no3

interest in replacing the previous.4

If hunting goes down the tube, so does5

tourism as we know it today.  There is no viable6

alternative market in the NWT for non-consumptive7

tourism.  I know, as I've tried alternate markets --8

alternative markets, and there is an insufficient volume9

of clients willing to pay the cost of participation.10

The North would lose all the free11

promotion attributed to the outfitters by articles in12

magazines, sport shows, and outdoor TV shows.  The North13

would then have two (2) tourist seasons, the summer14

traveller and the winter Aurora viewer.15

A few hundred seasonal jobs dependant upon16

outfitters would disappear.  This would include guides,17

cooks, et cetera, in the camps, bush pilots and their18

maintenance workers, chamber maids, expeditors,19

taxidermists, taxis, waitresses, mechanics and their20

administrators.  Their lost dollars would not buy21

groceries, supplies, furniture, or housing in the North. 22

This would be equivalent to a mine shutting down.  23

The food bank would service us all.  We'd24

now be in a difficult position with an even higher demand25
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for their services; something they could not meet. 1

They're having a hard time now.  A lot of Elders and low2

income families could not afford the replacement meat now3

provided by the outfitters.  4

All levels of government will suffer from5

the lack of outfitter-induced revenue.  Perhaps this is6

why ENR are cutting back on caribou research7

expenditures.  Self-induced pain?  We don't know.  8

The biologists would not be able to draw9

upon the outfitters for samples from wildlife, or the10

outfitters' field observations on wildlife.11

Most outfitters will cease to exist and12

may be forced to declare bankruptcy.  They have ongoing13

costs of operation with no return on investment.  Their14

camps require maintenance and this involves costly15

aircraft and manpower.16

For myself, I have over fifty (50) barrels17

of fuel sitting on the ground at twenty (20) manned hours18

per gallon cost.  This cannot sit and deteriorate for19

several years awaiting a caribou season.  Big diesel20

generators, outboard motors, boats, building supplies,21

all require maintenance and use.  These camps in the22

largest are not comprised of pup tents and something that23

one can just walk away from.  24

Outfitters this year are struggling25
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financially.  With the announcement of the joint1

proposal, in conjunction with the worldwide recession,2

their market has drastically declined.  Virtually ceased3

to exist.  One cannot survive long in the North without4

income to meet expenses. 5

Most outfitters have continuously poured6

their profits back into the business and facilities with7

the hope of someday getting a return on sound business8

practices and being able to someday retire.  Instead of a9

retirement fund in our businesses, we are now faced with10

a huge liability that won't go away.  11

My personal views on this whole affair: 12

Over my life in the north, I've watched the caribou13

numbers cycle up and down.  Several times they were14

perceived to be drastic and resident ration tags were15

reduced, only to be put back in place a couple of years16

later, due to newly found numbers each time the calving17

ground had shifted, or great numbers had moved where they18

don't belong.19

In the early '80s, the Bathurst herd --20

and that's when all caribou north of Great Slave were21

call -- called Bathurst caribou -- leave their calving22

grounds west of the inlet.  When we claimed it for the23

region, the biologists of the day said:  Relax, they24

traditionally do this.  They will continue shifting to25
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the west.  Then after a few years they'll start returning1

to the east side of the inlet.2

If we'd had the same scientists that we3

have today, they'd be claiming that the Ahiak herd, which4

is now in the east, was endangered due to suddenly low5

numbers, and the caribou wouldn't move west.6

The '60s and '70s had lower numbers7

available to hunters.  They were definitely in a down8

cycle.  But in our predecessor, which was the old Fish9

and Game, used to fly a few of us into the barrens each10

fall.  We were to harvest some animals for the11

community's elders.  We did a lot of walking, a lot of12

packing, but we were always successful.  It kept the13

elders content and fed.  14

Then came the '80s and vast numbers were15

everywhere.  They came south in the winter.  They went16

further around the lake and into the provinces. 17

Everybody was happy and content; we had caribou, and18

nobody cared what they were called.19

I started guiding for caribou, and got to20

spend the majority of my time with them.  Happy days for21

me.  I was in heaven, doing what I enjoyed, and making a22

living. 23

Most of the '90s were good years, and the24

caribou were consistent.  Wolves and bears were coming25
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back in bigger, huge numbers, and the vegetation was1

great.  Water levels were fluctuating, with good2

rainfall.  3

Then, in the late '90s and early 2000, we4

started into some drought years.  There was some shifting5

of animals to the east.  The vegetation was noticeably6

less.  Water levels were down.  And there was a lot of7

hoof rot in 2004, really impairing the animals.  That8

year, in our area, the hoof rot, I'm going to think was9

about forty (40) animals.  They just couldn't get up,10

they couldn't walk.  Every day we'd see them, every day11

they got in more worse shape.  12

And I remember my second last day in camp13

in the late fall and I reported it to ENR when I came14

back.  I went down to the lake and I shot fourteen (14)15

animals because they couldn't stand up and they were bear16

bait and they were still going to be bear bait, but I17

wasn't going to put them through the agony.  It had a big18

effect and it was the first time I'd seen something like19

that with the animals.  20

Gradually we noticed that we were getting21

animals from some other herd.  The antlers had totally22

different configurations from what we'd seen for years23

and the bulls were all coming from the west instead of24

the North.  I reported this in my yearly synopsis to the25
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caribou biologists and offered to bring samples of the1

animals if that would be of any help.  Instead, I was2

told that I wasn't a biologist; quit bothering them with3

my observations.  Okay. 4

But what about the herd of thirty-five5

(35,000) that each year comes out of the west south of6

Point Lake, parks themselves for three (3) weeks halfway7

down to Lake Providence, and then suddenly pulls out and8

returns to the west where they came from?  They're still9

going on every year out by that camp almost thirty (30)10

years.  But nobody cares.  I still can't get an interest11

in this herd.12

Then, suddenly, there's an announcement in13

the paper that the Bathurst herd is down and there's a14

meeting at the Yellowknife Museum.  A couple of other15

outfitters show up and the biologists looks us up and16

down and ask:  What are you doing here?  I'm going to17

meet with you later.  We replied that we're interested in18

what's going on with the caribou.19

Well, at that meeting, we discovered that20

everybody belong in the past.  The Bathurst herd is not21

just one (1) herd but several.  And one (1) group is all22

that will, henceforth, be termed Bathurst.  So another23

group that we always believed to be the remains of the24

Bathurst on the east side are not; they are Ahiak25
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caribou.  And how dare anyone question a professional. 1

Okay.2

But how did they go from about four3

thousand (4,000) animals to eighty-five thousand (85,000)4

over night?  And we still have the Department's most5

recent literature saying they're all Bathurst caribou at6

that time.7

Then the fun began, and we're all gathered8

here.  Last year I pointed out that three (3) of the9

outfitters were harvesting Bluenose East caribou, based10

on the Government's compilations, so whey were we being11

cut back and threatened?  The reply was, Well, no one can12

tell one from the other.  That was from a biologist.  13

And that's my point.  All but one (1)14

outfitter spread across the barren-lands last fall15

reported seeing over thirty-five thousand (35,000)16

animals.  So it wasn't just one (1) area, but several. 17

Pilots are all reporting huge numbers being seen north of18

the lake.  But no one wants to investigate, for fear19

their conclusions could be wrong.20

Statistics and the science behind all this21

I'll leave to others.  But someone has to admit that with22

all the focus on the Bathurst calving grounds and various 23

census, that the Government really has no clue about the24

other herds or historic numbers of these herds, because25
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they were all Bathurst caribou until just a few years1

ago.  They have no historic data on any of the other2

groups, but the groups calving west of Bathurst Inlet,3

especially data collected using new methods; and you4

can't compare apples to bananas.5

In the old days all these hypotheses were6

called a wild man's guess.  Do I believe the caribou7

north of the lake, not the new Bathurst, are endangered? 8

No, caribou on the barren-lands still number a few9

hundred thousand.  Enough said.10

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Thank you11

very much, Barry.  We'll start with our question period12

now.  Sorry, Co-Chair Grant.13

We'll start with our question period now. 14

The same order as usual, beginning with ENR.15

16

QUESTION PERIOD:17

MR. ERNIE CAMPBELL:   Ernie Campbell, ENR. 18

No questions.19

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Okay. 20

Thank you.  Tlicho Government, any questions from any of21

your -- 22

MS. BERTHA RABESCA ZOE:   Bertha Rabesca23

Zoe.  No questions.24

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Okay. 25
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Thank you very much.  Anne Gunn, any questions from you?1

DR. ANNE GUNN:   Anne Gunn.  No questions. 2

Thank you.  3

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Thank you. 4

Mr. Andre, from Shoshone Adventures?5

MR. JOHN ANDRE:   No questions.6

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Okay.  I7

apologize, Shoshone Wilderness.  8

Boyd Warner, Bathurst Inlet is gone. 9

Yellowknives Dene First Nations, any10

questions for Mr. Taylor?11

CHIEF EDWARD SANGRIS:   Thank you for your12

-- Yellowknife Dene Chief Edward Sangris.  Thank you for13

your presentation, Barry.  In -- in naming of the caribou14

herd, in your -- your view, why did ENR start naming all15

these herds when the -- in -- in your comment the16

beginning in 1960 there was only two (2) herds?  17

Then out of those two (2) herds evolved18

five (5) herds, so why -- what's the logic behind that,19

do you think?  20

MR. BARRY TAYLOR:   That's up to the21

scientists and biologists to explain.  At that museum22

meeting we were all astounded to find out that for four23

(4) years a biologists had had new names for them without24

telling us or any of the people involved, so it was a new25
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thing sprung on us.  1

I still maintain that everything north of2

car -- of Yellowknife should just be called Bathurst3

caribou and leave it there.  Or if they're going to give4

new names then the Bathurst herd should've been dropped5

and it should've been called the Timbuktu herd or6

something because it got everybody excited and it isn't7

every caribou north of Yellowknife that had gone down. 8

CHIEF EDWARD SANGRIS:   Thank you, Barry. 9

I rest my case.  10

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Okay. 11

Thank you very much.  12

Next up, City of Yellowknife, Mayor Van13

Tighem.  I believe he's gone, too.  14

Ms. McMaster...?15

MS. KAREN MCMASTER:   No questions.  Thank16

you.  17

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   North18

Slave Metis Alliance...?  North Slave Metis Alliance...? 19

No response.  20

Martin Knutsan, NWT Wildlife Federation,21

sir.22

MR. MARTIN KNUTSAN:   Barry, thank you for23

this presentation.  It's -- it was good to hear from24

someone that's spent as much time on the -- on the land25
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personally as you have, and I have no questions.  Thank1

you.  2

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Thank you. 3

NWT Tourism, Jenni Bruce...?  Jenni Bruce...?  No4

response.  5

Peterson's Point Lake Lodge...?6

MS. AMANDA PETERSON:   No questions. 7

Thank you.  8

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Thank you. 9

Bob Turner, David Livingstone...?  Bob Turner, David10

Livingstone...?  No response.  11

Rabesca's Resources?12

MS. JOYCE RABESCA:   Joyce Rabesca here. 13

Thank you, Barry, and no questions.  I think you missed14

somebody.  15

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Okay.  Are16

we okay?   Okay.  Thanks for checking up, though.  17

Legal counsel and Board staff...?18

MR. JOHN DONIHEE:   Thank you, Mr.19

Chairman, and, Mr. Taylor, thank you, but we have no20

questions.21

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Board22

members, Charlie Rabesca...?23

24

(DOGRIB INTO ENGLISH THROUGH INTERPRETER)25
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MR. CHARLIE RABESCA:   Mahsi.  Regarding1

the -- regarding the caribou, I want to ask him how many2

cabins he has up in the -- in his camp.3

4

(INTERPRETATION CONCLUDED)5

6

MR. CHARLIE RABESCA:  I want to ask the7

question about the location of his outfit and where's it8

at and how many it is.  9

MR. BARRY TAYLOR:   I'm on Lake10

Providence.  The Coppermine comes out of Lac de Gras,11

into Dustefani (phonetic).  I'm just south of Point Lake. 12

I think some of the band members last year hunted at13

Starvation; you flew over my camp.14

MR. CHARLIE RABESCA:   Thank you.  No more15

questions.16

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Mr. Judas,17

sir?18

CO-CHAIRPERSON JOSEPH JUDAS:   I have no19

questions.20

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Okay.  Mr.21

MacDonald...?22

MR. BRUCE MACDONALD:   No questions. 23

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.24

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Mr.25
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Case...?1

MR. RAY CASE:   Thank you, Mr. Chair.  And2

thank you, Barry, for the heartfelt presentation.  I have3

no questions. 4

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Okay. 5

Barry, thank you very much.  I have no questions either. 6

I appreciate your time here, and I also appreciate you7

adjusting your presentation time based on our schedule8

needs.  I appreciate it a lot.  Thank you.9

10

(BRIEF PAUSE)11

12

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Okay, now13

we have a public session set aside for members of the14

public who want to come and speak.  We have seven (7)15

people who have signed up to speak today.  We'll go16

through them in order.  17

The first is Attima Hadlari.  He's from18

Kitikmeot, and he wants to come and talk to us about his19

thoughts on the Bathurst caribou issues.20

21

(BRIEF PAUSE)22

23

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Hi,24

gentlemen.  Are you going to have one (1) presentation or25
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three (3)?1

2

REGISTERED GENERAL PUBLIC SESSION:3

MR. ATTIMA HADLARI:   The way I4

understand, we have five (5) minutes each, so.5

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Okay.  All6

right, sounds good.7

MR. ATTIMA HADLARI:   Okay, thank you.8

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Thank you9

very much.10

MR. ATTIMA HADLARI:   Thank you, Co -- Co-11

Chair.  My name is Attima, A-T-T-I-M-A, Hadlari, H-A-D-L-12

A-R-I.  I'm the Chair for the Kitikmeot West region for13

the HTOs.  Thank you for having me, respected Elders. 14

Thank you. 15

My -- our concern is on the Bluenose East,16

as well as Ahiak caribou, would like more consultation on17

that area for -- for our region.  As we, Kitikmeot, our18

region has seven (7) communities, so like Gjoa Haven,19

Tarrorock (phonetic) and Coraroot (phonetic), Bathinroot20

(phonetic), Bathurst Inlet, Omeemukto (phonetic)21

residents directly affected will be -- want to ensure our22

common concerns are also considered.23

Caribou are a very important source for24

Inuit, and their availability varies different parts of25
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our region.  These undefined caribou populations are1

down, the cycle, run bull impact increase pressures to2

the communities.3

The Bathurst herd on to herd Nunavut4

should be done in the information population estimate, a5

status consulted and supported for -- from communities6

that directly affect it.7

With the numbers that are given to us,8

it's not affec -- the proper numbers, as we are told that9

estimate numbers are given to us.  The tradition10

knowledge for our Inuit know for many years.  They've11

heard many times that caribous are declining and we're12

the ones that get pointed for that declining.13

The -- the wolfs has to be looked at. 14

Grizzly bears coming around further north has to be15

looked at.  And the disease, the different diseases that16

impacted the caribou nowadays, that has to be closely17

looked at.  And the one (1) -- the tradition knowledge18

knows that any species of wildlife, when they're19

overpopulated, they get disease.  They collect disease20

from one another.21

And with that, when they get disease, like22

the bull caribou is -- usually produce when they're23

healthy.  But if they have disease they don't produce. 24

So those are -- have to be closely looked at.  Pass it on25
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to Kugluktuk.1

MR. PETER TAKTAGON:   Good evening -- good2

afternoon, Co-Chair, Tlicho Government.  First of all, I3

would like to make my comment.  I want to work closely4

with your -- your caribou management Board, because it's5

going to affect Kugluktuk area.6

We got the Bathurst herd and Bluenose.  We7

-- we harvest those two (2) caribous.  And -- and we know8

it's declining.  And we don't want to be left out on9

these decisions.  It's going to really effect our10

community.  Another thing is, in the past we used to see11

a lot of wolverines killing out caribous too, and -- and12

a lot of grizzly bears would even move north.  That's13

another thing that really got to be looked at.14

And right now we're doing -- for the last15

two (2) years we did a Muskakin (phonetic) and set up the16

community harvest to -- to preserve these two (2) herds. 17

Thank you.18

MR. ATTIMA HADLARI:   Now I'll pass on19

to... 20

21

(INUKTITUT INTO ENGLISH THROUGH INTERPRETER)22

23

MR. LUCASSLE NAKOOLAK:   Thank you for24

inviting us over.  I'm just going to make a short25
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statement, saying I'm originally from Coral Harbour, and1

in the past, Coral Harbour don't have any caribou.  And2

they -- they sent over a few caribou and then now there's3

overpopulated.4

5

(INTERPRETATION CONCLUDED) 6

7

MR. LUCASSLE NAKOOLAK:   (INUKTITUT8

SPOKEN)9

10

(INUKTITUT INTO ENGLISH THROUGH INTERPRETER)11

12

MR. LUCASSLE NAKOOLAK:   Back in '67 the -13

- the Government sent some caribou over to the island. 14

And about twenty (20) years later we finally can harvest15

a few and then after that we're telling the Government16

that we need to harvest more before the disease that's17

coming around.18

And then, of course, the Government didn't19

listen to us at the time and -- and then finding out20

later on that disease has started coming around.  And21

from there the GN was willing to work with us.  So when22

they're over populated in the species, over populated,23

they get disease.  24

And for -- I think we're almost running25
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out of time so in these species we use up north when it1

becomes a Government concern, the Government put a2

working group together and to try to help the3

populations.4

But they usually leave the tradition5

knowledge out.  That's why there's usually friction6

starts coming around when the GN start talking to the --7

the Native people.8

If they -- if they can work with the9

Native people from day one from working group, there10

would have been -- there would be a lot less friction11

between the -- between the two (2).12

That's all I have to say, thank you.13

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Thank you14

very much for coming and we hope you're able to stay for15

the rest of the presentation for the next few days. 16

Thank you very much.17

18

(BRIEF PAUSE)19

20

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   The next21

person we have listed is Larry Roy.  Larry Roy...?22

MR. LARRY ROY:   Thank you, Mr. Co-Chair. 23

My name is Larry Roy and I'm with the Alberta Research24

Council out of Vegreville, Alberta.  25
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The ARC or ARC Report, as it's been called1

sometimes, has been mentioned many times and I thank you2

for the opportunity to -- to speak to that report.3

The authors of that report are Jason4

Fisher, myself and Michelle Hiltz.  I'm a business unit5

manager and Jason Fisher and Michelle Hiltz work in my6

business unit in the program called Ecological7

Conservation Management.8

The Alberta Research Council has -- is now9

part of Alberta Innovates Technology Futures and we are10

one (1) of Canada's largest research councils.11

We've been -- we were established in 1921,12

and we have about six hundred (600) staff located in --13

in five (5) locations, Vegreville, Edmonton, a small14

town, Devon, close to Edmonton, Calgary, and Victoria.  15

We do research and -- and we do research16

for government agencies and also for -- for private17

industry, for oil companies, for forestry companies, for18

-- for individuals and -- and so on.  We have world19

renowned experts.  We have facilities that can only be20

found in -- in -- in our location in the world.  And we21

have -- we do international projects, and we have22

international contacts.  23

In the area of public good, we tackle24

issues and challenges through science and research.  So25
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we -- we're a research organization.  We do -- we do1

research.  And the areas that we deal with in terms of2

public good are conservation management, greenhouse3

gasses, waste and -- and water.  In this particular case4

we're talking about conservation management.  We do a lot5

of work as a neutral third party, and deal with a lot of6

-- 7

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   I'm sorry. 8

I -- what I should have said was slow down a bit but keep9

the same volume.10

MR. LARRY ROY:  Oh, I'm sorry.  I thought11

you were telling me to move away from the mic.12

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   No, no.13

MR. LARRY ROY:   Sorry.  The -- as I14

mentioned, we do a lot of work as a neutral third party,15

and that is our reputation.  We deal with a lot of16

controversial issues, and we make sure that -- that we17

deal with those through science.  18

And all scientific observations are not19

exact.  They all -- they all deal with -- with20

variability.  When you hear numbers of the population of21

thirty-two thousand (32,000), it's not thirty-two22

thousand (32,000), it's thirty-two thousand (32,000) plus23

or minus several thousand.  We can't count every caribou. 24

We can't count every birth.  We can't count every25
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mortality.  So we use estimates.  1

And these estimates are -- are confusion -2

- confusing for the lay people.  However, they -- that is3

the only thing that we can do, because we cannot look at4

all of the animals.  5

The work we did for the Northwest6

Territories was to review the -- their methodologies and7

come to some conclusion -- review the conclusions that8

the populations of caribou that we are dealing with west9

of the Bathurst Inlet are in decline.10

The study that we conducted was done11

objectively, because objectivity is -- is the only way to12

get at the -- the truth.  Our conclusions are based13

solely on the weight of evidence, not on opinion.  So --14

so we just -- as I mentioned before, we look at the15

science.  16

To do our work we received some data from17

ENR.  We spent a lot of time talking with John Andre and18

his colleagues, and they provided us with most of the19

data that we used, and we also had input from -- from20

other researchers, the colleagues that -- that we know.21

Did the existing evidence support ENR's22

hypothesis that the Bluenose and Bathurst herds are23

declining?  Absolutely.  There was no -- there was no24

doubt in our minds.  25
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We did provide a number of recommendations1

as part of the report, that would improve the -- the2

methodologies.  These recommendations are -- were to3

increase the number of collars, the long-term monitoring,4

aerial surveys of adjacent herds, so that -- that when5

you look at the Bathurst herd you would also look at --6

at the Ahiak, as an example, because the influence of --7

of herds that are besides the herd that we're dealing8

with are important; increased demographic research, that9

is information on cow/calf ratios, calf survival and so10

on; use of population models, which the ENR has -- has11

conducted; immediate reporting of results and a peer12

review of -- of those important reports across13

jurisdictional stra -- strategies; adaptive management,14

which -- which we've talked about before, and using15

partnerships.16

So all of our recommendations were geared17

towards improving the methodology.  When you give18

recommendations, it's -- it is:  This is what you need to19

do to have near perfect data, and -- and the expectation20

is that you will never get near perfect data.21

You have the -- the data that we looked at22

was good enough, as far as we were concerned, to -- that23

there's no doubt that the caribou herds west of the24

Bathurst Inlet are declining.25
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And the -- the -- I -- I guess I heard a1

lot of wisdom here today, and -- and the most wisdom that2

I heard came from Alfonz, Chief Alfonz, and from the3

Yellowhead Dene when they said the -- the exact numbers4

do not -- sorry, Yellowhead -- Yellowknife -- the -- the5

exact numbers are not -- are not an issue.  If we know6

that the caribou are declining, we cannot afford to do7

nothing.  8

One (1) additional comment in terms of --9

of the report that we did is, there was a workshop held10

in Calgary in September.  Not a workshop, sorry, a11

technical meeting held in Calgary on September, and Jason12

Fisher, who unfortunately is not here today because he's13

in bed with pneumonia, he attended at that meeting, and14

these are his comments in relation to that meeting.  15

And that was the -- the survey that was --16

the last survey in 2009 that was done on the Bathurst was17

one (1) of the best surveys that wa -- that was ever done18

by ENR, and the estimates were -- were very precise, and19

that data, of course, supported the -- the declines, so20

even more support to the conclusions that we had made21

before.22

The population models also were additional23

proof that -- that the decline was real, and the24

radiotelemetry information that he reviewed showed that25
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movement from the Bathurst to the Ahiak was -- was very,1

very minor and would not account for any population2

changes that -- that -- actually, that these animals are3

-- are gone and they di -- they didn't move.4

And that is all I had to say, so thank you5

very much for the opportunity.  I am willing to entertain6

some questions if you so desire.7

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   I think8

we're okay.  Thank you very much.  The public session is9

not designed for questions to be asked unless the Board10

itself wishes to ask something, so unless the Board has11

got anything specific to ask?  No, for clarification? 12

Thank you very much.  We appreciate your time.13

MR. LARRY ROY:   Thank you.14

15

(DOGRIB INTO ENGLISH THROUGH INTERPRETER)16

17

CO-CHAIRPERSON JOSEPH JUDAS:   From the18

public, it's one (1) Elder from Behchoko by the name of19

Pierre Tyokka.   Pierre Tyokka...?  20

21

(INTERPRETATION CONCLUDED)22

23

(DOGRIB INTO ENGLISH THROUGH INTERPRETER)24

25
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ELDER PIERRE TYOKKA:   Yes, the -- it's an1

Elder from Behchoko.  The name is Pierre Tyokka.  This is2

-- the animal that you're talking about, such as caribou,3

I guess, is something that the Dene people from this part4

of the area really depended on and our ancestors had5

lived on.6

And most of us that had travelled to the7

barren lands by -- by any means to get there to harvest8

some caribou and harvest some dry meat.9

So back in them days I guess a lot of10

people didn't have any storage such as a deep freeze or11

anything like that so they don't have any coolers.  So I12

guess they pretty well have to dry up their meat in order13

to -- to prolong the dry meat.  14

And while we're out on the land I guess,15

you know, our ancestors I guess they were -- they were --16

taught us how to make dry meat because there's lot of17

techniques that goes into it that they really got to be18

good in order to, you know, pack it up and bring it home19

safely.20

And to date I'd sure like to get a final21

report as to the reason why the caribou have declined so22

drastically, you know, in the short period of time.23

Yes, I recall when the Treaty obligations24

as far as was concerned when our Great Chief Monfwi took25
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the Treaty with the Government of Canada that we were --1

we're not supposed to be prohibited to hunt caribou, you2

know, restrictions.3

And today we're experiencing all that and4

-- and a lot of times too, I guess, you know, that makes5

me wonder if we were to listen to somebody else making,6

you know, rules for us as to how we should live because I7

think that we have our own capability of living our own8

way.9

And just to tell you one good example is10

that we could have even govern our own self is the reason11

we settle our land claims.12

And certainly we don't want to see people13

or some foreigner to come into our community and tell us,14

you know, how to run our own affairs.15

Yes, I -- I, for one, happened to travel16

on the land and it's -- it's a rough country out there17

when you're out in the land.  They just, you know, the --18

back in days when we used to go out there we didn't have19

any proper communication system as we have today.20

And we even had some -- some accident on21

the river.  We had two (2) people drown and the -- yes,22

some of the families were having difficulty living back23

then because the -- some orphans I guess even have a24

tougher living back then too, as well.25
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The -- another great concern we as Elders1

in the communities are often talked about is the putting2

a ban on the restriction for hunting that the -- yes, I3

guess, you know, that we're affected by all four (4)4

communities that the -- the same -- same concern has been5

circling within our communities over and over every time6

we went into our communities.7

Yes, we do rely heavily on the caribou and8

this is our main substance that we really depend on and9

the -- there are some people that are really accustomed10

to live with other type of food such as fish.  But most11

of us here depend on the wildlife, you know, such as12

caribou and other meat for -- other than from a store13

bought food.14

Yes, if you were to go shopping in one of15

the gro -- one of the stores, local stores in the16

community I guess you -- if you start shopping with a17

hundred dollars ($100) I don't think a hundred dollars18

($100) will go very far according to what the food costs19

within our community.20

Yes, most -- most of our ancestors when --21

when they used to live, I guess, off the land, I guess,22

you know, that we usually have healthy people.  I guess a23

lot of people that are living to the full age because on24

the -- they are living off the wildlife and healthy meat,25
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healthy food, I guess, you know, that the -- today the1

thing -- the -- everything have changed, I guess.  You2

know, that the -- even -- even the -- the caribou, I3

guess, you know, somewhat have changed because the -- I4

think there are some -- during checking with some -- some5

medicines that, you know, they use while the biologist is6

out on the land this is what we think.  Maybe that's the7

cause of some -- some dep -- for some -- some depletions8

of our caribou was well too.9

So, yes, I -- I for one, too, believe that10

we all should work together because, you know, like, we11

have a lot other First Nation people coming within our12

regions, want to help us, and certainly they're welcome. 13

I would like to help them, as well, and other agencies,14

as well.  15

Yes, the -- we have a lot of young people16

now -- we have a majority of these people in this room17

here are probably younger people because the -- we don't18

see very many elderly people in here.  So I think we'll19

be able to come to terms so that we could be able to come20

to agreement that, you know, that -- that will be able to21

sustain us and live comfortably within our respective22

regions.  23

Yes, that you seen the firearms, I guess,24

you know, that -- to hunt caribou, and we have to respect25
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all that, I guess, when you're out in the land and giving1

some.  The firearms restrictions, too, I guess, you know,2

that that causes some concerns in the past, over time,3

too, because the -- there is a lot of people with the4

criminal records, I guess, can't even go out hunting5

anymore.  6

There's a lot of other things that are7

associated with -- with restrictions that are imposed8

within our -- and I hope that you'll be able to -- when9

you're going to lift up the -- the ban on the -- on the10

no hunting zone within the Dogrib area.  Thank you.11

12

(INTERPRETATION CONCLUDED)13

14

(DOGRIB INTO ENGLISH THROUGH INTERPRETER) 15

16

 CO-CHAIRPERSON JOSEPH JUDAS:   Thank you,17

Pierre.  I'd like to have another person to speak behind18

Elder Pierre Tyokka, is Walter Bayha from Sahtu.  19

20

(INTERPRETATION CONCLUDED)21

22

MR. WALTER BAYHA:   While they're setting23

us up, a case of time, I know how the Board is always24

strapped for time to get these hearings done, the -- I'm25
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not representing anybody here.  I think my information1

would be mainly to -- I guess, you know, to do my part as2

a harvester, as a -- certainly as a Dene of Sahtu.  I3

think they have enough information already.4

But one of things I tried to do was to5

get, you know, a bit of flavour as to some of the -- some6

of the ways that the harvesters and certainly our Elders7

are -- are feeling today about the -- all the issues that8

are brought forward about caribou.  9

Okay.  The first slide.  So I don't want10

to confuse people thinking that I'm representing anybody. 11

I'm not.  But I certainly want to bring information to12

the Board, you know, to help them anyway they can to make13

a good decision.  14

And one (1) of the things I want to make15

sure when I'm sitting here to -- you know, certainly to16

the Board is that there is -- there is a lot of17

harvesters, a lot of people that use what you're talking18

about here, is the -- the caribou or the Bathurst herd.  19

I have heard a lot of people talk about20

names.  The Dene people don't have any names for caribou21

at this time.  I think they -- they relate it to the land22

where the caribou are.  But the Dene people have23

harvested the -- the Bathurst herd for  -- ever since I24

could remember, you know, probably for thousands of years25
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as well.1

So I really appreciate the getting an2

opportunity to talk here to the Board, as well to3

everybody here in -- in Behchoko.  It's -- it's so4

important.  The issue is -- is pretty close to the hearts5

of many people that talk about caribou.6

Okay.  The first slide I had here is --7

I'm sure like people that read can -- can see that it was8

-- it was a slide, a story told by William Suee9

(phonetic).  He passed away many years ago.  He was one10

of our Elders.  He talked simply about the meetings that11

-- about all the animals, especially between the wolf and12

the caribou.  And I think one of the things that came out13

of it is that people have to learn to appreciate each14

other if we're ever going to make good decisions.  And15

that's all I want to say about that slide there.16

You know, this slide is so -- so -- many17

of you -- I mean, yesterday I heard -- I came here and I18

ta -- I certainly hear a lot of people talk about how19

good it is to  -- to eat caribou.  Caribou is probably20

the most -- one of the most prized animals that the Dene21

people eat.22

A few years ago, I -- you know, back in23

about 1981, I wrote a story about a -- a place called24

Ek'a Due.  And I think here in -- in the Tlicho25
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territory, you also have names.  You don't call it Ek'a1

Due, you call it Ek'a Te (phonetic).  2

I wrote a story because there was a place3

where caribou somehow ended up in the summertime without4

migrating, where one of my Elders, especially my5

grandmother, used to tell me stories about Me'tadee6

(phonetic), the caribou leaders.  That was the first time7

I heard about it.  Well, I must have heard it before,8

but, you know, I -- I wasn't paying attention, but this9

time I was.10

But the place is called Ek'a Due, and that11

story goes that -- that the wealth of the people is Ek'a. 12

The -- the fat of animals is the wealth of people, not13

money.  Prior to contact people didn't have any money. 14

The richest Dene were the people that had a lot of fat.  15

So that's one of the reasons I wrote that16

story.  And it's in there.  I'm -- I'm not going to go17

through it.  It's -- it's a short story, but I want to18

get through my presentation here.19

This one is so important because it --20

that name, stewardship -- and I -- I hope, you know, one21

day we can find words in our own language.  Certainly22

some things in our own language we don't have in yours23

because it's a given.  We don't -- we don't have to talk24

about it.  And one of them is responsibility,25
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stewardship.1

The Dene people have always, from what2

I've learned from my Elders and certainly the history of3

our people in the Territories, all over the place, always4

maintained conservation.  And you see that stew -- very5

shortly here the -- the stories that Elders tell:  The6

hunters go out on the land and talk about their7

experiences.  This is our raw data.  This is our8

monitoring system of the Dene people.9

Researchers are needed to -- to make sure10

that we cross those boundaries to the scientific datas. 11

And I think, too often, we forget our history and how we12

monitor our animals.13

I'm not going to get into too much into14

the -- the history of wildlife management up here in the15

-- in the Territories.  Certainly I think you have enough16

information.  We have a lot of information out there. 17

You've heard a lot of our Elders here yesterday.  I heard18

them talk about the Monfwi; we can talk about 1921, the19

history of wildlife, and all the -- the issues over the20

years.21

One (1) of the things I've learned very22

quickly, you know, and somebody mentioned to me yesterday23

that -- introduced me as a -- a wildlife officer; well, I24

used to be one.  I remember coming back in 1982/'83 to my25
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-- my community, where, it was in May, I -- I was1

appointed as an officer in coming back to Dene.2

I could -- especially in May, you could3

smell the geese boiling for many, many, many yards away4

already so my -- I knew my mother was cooking then.  I5

came in with my uniform and I said, Mom, I nee -- I'm6

going to eat the geese, you know.  You're -- you're7

cooking it and you hid it somewhere, you know, I'm going8

to go eat it.9

She said, You can't do that.  I said, Sure10

I can.  I just -- I just came in and I will eat it and --11

you're not going to -- I could smell it and I probably12

know where it is, so I'm going to eat it.  Ever since13

that day I knew that -- that those kinds of things14

existed, that the Dene people lived their own lives, and15

legislation wasn't part of them.16

And that was my first experience, contact17

with my mom.  I don't think she appreciated that.  She18

wanted me to behave like -- like a game officer and not19

eat the -- the geese, but I said, I'm -- I'm going to eat20

it.  And if that kind of things is -- is going -- is21

going to exist, I said in the future I'm -- maybe I22

should change jobs and do something else.23

The other thing I -- I did was -- or -- or24

have some experience, is with co-management boards that25
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the land corporat -- or the land claims introduced. 1

They're very important.  That's one (1) of the -- it2

cames -- out of the claims, and so often we forget --3

yesterday I heard many of our people talk about the Board4

as a government.  Well, this Board here I'm talking to is5

not a government.  They're a co-management board. 6

Independent.  They make their own decision.  And they7

don't make decisions about rights; they are making a8

decision about caribou.9

So that's why I wanted to mention the Co-10

Management Board.  They're so important.  That's one (1)11

of the ways our Elders have put in the claims so that we12

can make decisions in the future to resolve issues that13

we deal with.  This is so important.  I mean, this is a -14

- just a whole bunch of information from all our15

communities in Deline, you know, or in Sahtu.16

But all -- all I'm doing there is17

collecting information.  We have so much TK information18

that we have out there that we haven't really paid much19

attention to, or even interpreted.  And I think we -- we20

need to do that with our Bathurst herd here.  And I think21

I've heard a lot yesterday.22

It'll be nice to -- to really interpreted23

-- what our Elders are telling us, what our history is24

telling us as Dene people.  We've done a lot of work in25
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Sahtu especially with the Sahtu Renewable Resources1

Board.  They really -- about two (2), three (3), maybe2

four (4) years ago really tried to get some of the TK3

knowledge into the policies.  It probably was -- it's a4

challenge, a big challenge at that time, or the challenge5

when I got on the Board.  It would be a challenge today.6

But I think one (1) of the things -- it's7

really encouraging when I hear things that really makes8

my day.  I remember a couple of weeks ago I was down in9

Toronto and we were talking about policy, governance: 10

What kind of policies we're going to have.  You know11

Deline (phonetic) is going through a self-government, and12

pretty soon we'll be finished.  And somebody said,13

Stories; instead of policies, we'll write stories.14

I should have thought about that five (5)15

years ago.  My -- I would have been writing stories about16

our own policies rather than trying to make a policy out17

of TK. 18

So this is how that is.  But this one says19

it very well; living with caribou.  (DOGRIB SPOKEN).  We20

live with the caribou.  We don't -- Ekwa (phonetic)21

doesn't live for us.  22

I just want to enter these ones.  I'm not23

going to go through them.  I think it's just a -- I think24

we can just read them into the -- into the filing, so25
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they can be part of the decision-making.  It's more of1

suggestions.2

This one the -- it's ver -- so important3

to realize the changes from traditional hunting to the4

present day hunting.  There's huge changes.  It's just5

the fact that we use Ski-Doos today versus dog teams or,6

you know, hunting by walking.  Big changes.  I think many7

people have to realize that.  And that includes -- I'm8

not talking about just the hunting of the Dene people;9

I'm talking about all the hunting, including harvesting10

of -- when -- when they do outfitting, as well.  Big11

changes.  And when I -- 12

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Excuse me13

-- excuse me, Mr. Bayha.  You have one (1) minute to14

summarize, please.15

MR. WALTER BAYHA:   Okay.  One (1) of the16

things that's so important is that if we're going to17

change anything in the future, our schools, our people,18

our hunters, our children, the people that hunt now have19

to really understand how the Dene people have hunted. 20

That's all I'm saying in that slide there.  Not only21

that, but I guess we have a lot other things, climate22

change, development.  23

And then maybe the last thing.  I don't24

want to go any further.  We got one (1) minute. 25
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Relationship building is so important.  You know, if you1

really looking at what we're doing today with this Board,2

all we're doing is building relationships.  We're3

building relationships to make a decision, because that's4

how they're doing it.  So this is one (1) of the reasons5

I brought Elders yesterday here because they've had6

relationships.  7

Those Elders that are seventy/eighty8

(70/80) years old always have a relationship with Deline,9

and with themselves amongst each other First Nations all10

over the place, so that they can manage wildlife; so that11

they can manage their own resources.  And I think that's12

all we're doing here today, and it's so nice that we put13

a bit of a flow of the Dene people's way of doing things. 14

Although it's long, and cumbersome and15

it's listening to a lot of people, it's so important that16

we do that.  And I hope -- I've made a dent in that.  I'm17

one (1) of the younger generations.  I was sitting over18

there yesterday talking to the older ladies and they knew19

more about my history and knew how I grew up than I did20

myself, and that's -- that's sad because I should be the21

one telling them who I am and what I'm doing.  22

So Mahsi.  This is all I wanted to say.  I23

don't want to take any much more time.  The rest of the24

slides are -- will be worked into the -- into your --25
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your records.1

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Because2

that's one (1) thing I was going to ask:  Has there been3

a copy put on our laptop for incorporation into the4

thing?  Okay.  Great.  Thank you.  5

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   So, Mahsi.6

MR. WALTER BAYHA:   Yeah.  Mahsi.7

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Very good. 8

Thanks again, Walter.  It's good to see you again.  And9

we'll be seeing each other again, I'm sure.  Thanks very10

much.  11

12

(DOGRIB INTO ENGLISH THROUGH INTERPRETER)13

14

CO-CHAIRPERSON JOSEPH JUDAS:   Mahsi,15

Walter, for the comment.  The next is an Elder from the16

Behchoko, Dora Migwi.  17

18

(BRIEF PAUSE)19

20

CO-CHAIRPERSON JOSEPH JUDAS:   It seems21

that she's not present.  22

We'll get Francis Simpson from Whati.  Is23

he present?  Before you -- you talk to us -- when we Say24

public meeting we just listen.  I know that you guys are25
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making good comments, but other people are present here1

so we are listening to you guys.  Thank you. 2

3

(INTERPRETATION CONCLUDED) 4

5

(DOGRIB INTO ENGLISH THROUGH INTERPRETER)6

7

ELDER FRANCIS SIMPSON:   Thank you.  I8

will talk to you for a short time.  You've given me the9

opportunity to speak to you.  10

First of all, you guys have heard from11

that Behchoko residents.  You guys have heard from them. 12

If I think about it, four (4) womens had spoke and there13

were the -- they had spoken really -- they has spoken14

really good.  Those four (4) womens had spoken, they're -15

- they are all widows.  16

We're talking about this animal.  We are17

mainly talking about the caribou, and it seems like18

there's lot of commotion about the harvesters, people19

making money.  That's why we're not listening to each20

other.  People that -- we are living in the four (4)21

communities -- people living from Behchoko, Whati, Besoko22

(phonetic) and Gameti.  If we think about it, people that23

are living in Wekeeti, they're going through a tough24

time. 25
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I took a trip over there.  When I was1

going there with the airline, they -- there was a lot of2

caribou that I spotted that -- near their community.  And3

there's a lot of young people that -- even though they4

wanted to hunt, they -- they couldn't.  Since -- they5

couldn't hunt because of the restriction that was put in6

place.  7

About this time of the year, a lot of8

people had work towards that area with dog team. 9

Everybody's aware of that.  And in -- during the10

summertime -- and people -- people used to paddle or use11

canoes.  There's a lot of portage.  There's a lot of big12

lakes that you have to go over.  And when -- there's a13

lot of storms.  That's how people had worked in the past. 14

We should think about that. 15

The reason why I'm saying this is I talked16

about four (4) womens that had spoke, and they're all17

widows.  Who's going to kill any caribou for them?  18

Nowadays, we have to depend on young19

people.  Either it's long distance, short distance, if20

it's cold or -- people had went through all these harsh21

time in the past.  There's lot of people like me around22

my age.  Right now I am over seventy (70) years old.  23

And, in the past, my gran -- grandfather,24

what he -- had heard their stories.  And those kind of25
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people, we know a lot of information through them because1

they depended -- they relied on the animals and they2

survived, and it is very true.  When we first had treaty,3

my -- when my grandfather was telling me a stor --4

stories, it's just -- it seems like just recently that he5

had told me a -- stories.6

When the treaty took place, Bufi7

(phonetic) was through -- Monfwi.  And, also, Zazi8

(phonetic) was included, and another Elder.  Three (3) of9

them were chiefs.  Today, now we're being restricted from10

hunting.  That's the situation that we're facing.11

We can't say it's a good thing.  And we12

can't -- it seems like we're -- we've been restricted. 13

And just like it's been open, it would be good if they14

can tell us, No, you guys can just live the way you guys15

used to live in the past.  If they could tell us that,16

that would be really good.  That -- that is all I will17

say to you.  Thank you.18

19

(INTERPRETATION CONCLUDED)20

21

(DOGRIB INTO ENGLISH THROUGH INTERPRETER)22

23

CO-CHAIRPERSON JOSEPH JUDAS:   The next24

person would be Fred Sangris.  25
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(INTERPRETATION CONCLUDED)1

2

(DOGRIB INTO ENGLISH THROUGH INTERPRETER)3

4

MR. FRED SANGRIS:   Thank you.  I will --5

I will talk to you.  And they're talking about the6

importance of the caribou.  I will talk on it just for a7

short period.  It goes on the radio and people will be8

listening to us on the radio, so I'll do it.9

10

(INTERPRETATION CONCLUDED)11

12

MR. FRED SANGRIS:   First I want to13

congratulate the Tlicho people and the Tlicho government14

for finalize their land claim agreement and come to the15

settlement today and creating a wonderful Board.  Maybe16

the first one in Canada, but nevertheless it's -- it's17

one of the best and probably model for all of us here in18

the North, and I congratulate them.19

My name is Fred Sangris.  I'm going to20

speak here.  Really, I am -- I work for Dene Nation as21

the chair, caribou committee, but most of the leaders --22

all the leaders and community members are -- are here23

speaking for themselves, so I'm -- I'm not going to speak24

as a chair, but I'm going to speak as a independent25
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hunter and trapper, as Fred Sangris.  I'm going to be spe1

-- speaking about my life and what I know about wildlife2

and what I've seen over the years.3

My name is Fred Sangris.  When I was a4

young man, I was a trapper.  I spent about twenty (20) --5

over twenty (20) years as a barren-land trapper.  When I6

was just a young guy, my father took me out of school and7

said, Like a farmer, you have to -- you're the oldest of8

the family, so you have to come out to the barren-lands9

and help with the families.10

So when I went in -- in the barren-lands -11

- that's a young age, fifteen (15) years old; first time12

I've seen the barren-land, and I fell in love with the13

Arctic barren-lands.  And I've been going there years14

after year after that.  I spent about twenty (20) years15

as a barren-land trapper, using sled dogs, trapping white16

fox, wolves, and also learning about the -- the history17

of the barren-lands as my father taught me over the18

years.  He taught me about the -- the wildlife and how to19

survive in the barren-lands and how to monitor everything20

that goes around you, and also to respect wildlife that's21

all around you.22

It was my education, it was my teaching,23

and these are the tools that I will depend on in the24

future so that I -- I can make a living like all my25
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community members, the Yellowknives Dene.  But as a young1

man, I -- I don't have that education.  I do have a C.S.2

Degree, common sense, but I also am a working man.3

Over the years I spent with my father and4

grandfather -- my grandfather was a hundred and seven5

(107) years old.  He was born and raised in Coppermine6

River.  And I've learned a lot from the -- two (2) of the7

great teachers in my family: my father and my8

grandfather; and my mother as well who showed me how to9

make dry meat.10

But through the education I spent in the11

years in the barren-land, I was taught to monitor12

wildlife, to watch the behaviour and also to look out for13

what's happening.  I had to watch the wolf behaviour, the14

caribou.  And as the years went on, I've learned a lot, a15

great deal.  And I also watched other people who were16

with me as well.  There were many, many Elders who were17

barren-land trappers in the early 1970s.18

My life began in 1973 as a barren-land19

trapper.  It's been many years, but I've learned a lot. 20

I've -- I've also worked alongside with many wolves,21

because I -- I drove sled dogs, and my neighbours, my22

closest neighbours, were the wolves and the -- and the23

caribou.  They were surrounded around my camp.  From time24

to time, I would take an animal that I -- I felt that25
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would feed me and my sled dogs.  But during all that1

time, I -- I saw the behaviour between these, the wolves2

and the caribou, and it's really much like us as people;3

respecting, living side-by-side, but keeping a distance4

and knowing that one is always there.  And I've learned5

that over the years. 6

Also, as -- as a -- as a barren-land7

trapper, I also got to understand wolves and what they --8

type of foods that they depended on.  And we all know9

wolves in the barren-lands.  They -- they don't depend10

mostly on caribou; here are other foods that they depend11

on as well.  And I know that caribou -- doesn't live on 512

pounds of caribou meat each day.  That's near impossible. 13

As experienced barren-land trapper for many years, I know14

that wolves can go without food for a week to ten (10)15

days.  16

When a wolf takes down a caribou, they17

will take everything that they could take.  And18

everything that they take in their stomach will hold them19

for the next seven (7) to two (2) weeks, when their next20

meal will come.21

Throughout my travel with sled dogs in the22

barren-lands I've never seen too many carcasses killed by23

wolves.  Not too many.  But when the old caribou, very24

old caribou is taken down, or the diseased caribou is25
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taken down, the wolves, fox, ravens all take care of1

that.  And the caribou are right there.  They're2

watching.  They -- they keep their distance.3

But, in those years, the caribou was quite4

a bit.  There were -- they were in abundance and they5

were in big groups and moving across the barren-lands. 6

And -- and during those years I was also taught about7

traditional knowledge, knowledge that were going to be8

tools that I can use so that I can survive in the barren-9

lands.10

The caribou and the Dene have a good11

relationship for centuries; over ten thousand (10,000)12

years.  And the caribou are still here.  They haven't13

become extinct, they haven't had -- disappeared, and the14

Dene never killed them off.  That's because the Dene15

people manage their resources.  16

They look after the resource and manage17

it.  They know the importance of caribou and other18

wildlife.  They're not going to take it to the last19

wildlife because they know tomorrow they're going to have20

to eat.  Then next year they're going to have to harvest21

and their children unborn are going to have to depend on22

caribou that's going to clothe them, feed them, and give23

them the nutrients that they need.  So Dene are very well24

aware of their own management.  They have been for25
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thousand of years.1

It's -- it's not as if the Dene don't know2

how to practice management.  They have been managing --3

practising.  They have managed for a very long time. 4

That's why the caribou are still here today in abundance. 5

In the days when I was driving sled dogs6

in the barren-lands, caribou -- quite a bit of caribou7

were taken for food source because in the olden days,8

almost every household, or tipi -- or tipi or tents had9

to go out hunting to feed their families, and they had to10

stock up on the fat and on the meat that they needed. 11

Plenty of caribou were taken, but the abundance of12

caribou population, they were still there; the numbers13

didn't go down.  14

Today, in the Dene communities across the15

north, not every household goes out and hunt caribou. 16

Not every household.  So we can't blame the Aboriginal17

Dene hunters for the -- for the cause, or disappearing,18

or decline of caribou.  Something else is happening here. 19

Something quite -- is happening.  We -- we live in a20

changing environment.  We live in -- in the environment21

that -- that's changing today.22

In 1973/'74, when I was a barren-land23

trapper, it was common for weather conditions to be minus24

forty (40) to forty-five (45).  We don't get that today. 25
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Today you can -- you don't have to dress as much as you -1

- in the olden days and you -- you can still keep warm,2

but we're living with -- with a very changing climate3

today.4

And the wolves, they know that as well. 5

But in the olden days a wolf will walk by caribou herds,6

not looking at the caribou, but they will walk by caribou7

herds.  They are monitoring.  They're watching and8

they're managing.9

And the wolves, too, like people, they're10

not going to take all the animals down.  They have to eat11

next year.  They have pups coming in a few years.  And12

they're very careful.  They're not -- they're not there.  13

But there is other alternatives that the14

wolves have and wolves are not all the time dependent on15

caribou alone.  They depend on other species of wildlife16

as well.  And there are roots and berries and other17

things that during the summer the wolves depend on.18

CO-CHAIRPERSON JOSEPH JUDAS:   You got two19

(2) minutes.20

MR. FRED SANGRIS:   But, so far, all the21

scientific -- that was before us in the last few days22

have been shown by ENR, a lot of good information has23

been provided, but the big missing piece is traditional24

knowledge.25
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The Indigenous people's knowledge -- tens1

of thousand of years of knowledge -- has not carefully2

been used here today.  Between the scientific and the3

traditional knowledge, it seems that the science gives4

more weight to what's happening in our territories.  And5

the -- the very animal that we depend on for thousands of6

years has been almost given to somebody else to manage7

for their science. 8

But traditional knowledge, indigenous9

knowledge, needs to have equal opportunity; it needs to10

be at the equal level of science.  When you compare those11

two (2) and work with those two (2) you're going to be12

provided with the best information available and you'll13

be -- be able to make the best decision available.14

But if you leave traditional knowledge,15

the hunters -- the old people's knowledge out, and you16

depend on science alone, then something is going to go17

wrong and we'll come back in a few years and say, Well,18

where did we go wrong?19

You must give equal opportunity to trad --20

indigenous knowledge so that good science -- science and21

good information is provided so the people can make good22

decisions.  When one of those pieces is missing,23

especially traditional knowledge, it doesn't give weight24

or it's not given the equal opportunity, then there's a25
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chance that good decisions will not be made.1

And as -- I'm here as an independent2

barren-land trapper.  Thank you.3

CO-CHAIRPERSON JOSEPH JUDAS:   And thank4

you, Fred.  The next speaker, it Robert -- Robert Ruttan.5

6

(BRIEF PAUSE)7

 8

MR. ROBERT RUTTAN:   It gives me great9

pleasure -- is that work working?  Yeah.   Just a minute,10

my -- it give me great pleasure to be able to talk to11

folks today and especially to the Elders who are -- are12

here today.13

I'm a bit of an elder myself.  I date back14

to the famous Archie Mandeville, who many of you people15

know and who was one of the finest game officers that16

ever lived.17

They -- but what I'm going -- I'm going to18

try and keep it as brief as possible although I'm not19

used to being brief about anything.  The -- the first20

thing I will tal -- talk about today is the migrations of21

the Bathurst Inlet herd.  22

I studied the herd in 1963, '4, '5, '7 and23

'9, and I found that they very consistently migrated in -24

- in two (2) groups in the spring migration.  They25
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remained in two (2) groups.  The calving herd went to the1

east side of Bathurst Inlet and the non-calving herd that2

was made up mostly -- made up of bulls and dry cows and3

their yearlings went to the west side of the Inlet.4

This happened over and over again.  Now,5

whether this has changed or not, I couldn't say.  The6

other point I wanted to make is that we talk about, quite7

often, about all these several herds of caribou.  I8

believe, and I think I have a good argument for it, that9

there are only four (4) major herds of caribou.  10

But there's another population of caribou11

that never goes to -- into the forest in the wintertime. 12

Those are the -- what I call the -- the true barren-land13

caribou.  They live on the barren-lands year round in14

small bands.  I've never seen more than ten (10) in a --15

in a group, and they're scattered from one end of the16

barren-lands to the other.  Probably, their most17

noticeable population would be what they call the Cape18

Bathurst herd.19

The -- years ago when I was doing20

traditional knowledge studies, a friend of mine, who's21

now dead, Alfred Masazumi (phonetic), whom you may know,22

described, through the Elders, the little caribou that23

led the migration to treeline and back again to the24

barren-lands.25
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And now, in the early days, a lot of those1

small caribou were white, and Alfred described them,2

through the Elder, as being very fast; and I expect they3

probably were.  And  -- but they did lead the migration. 4

They never went past treeline.  They went into treeline,5

which is very broad, of course, as you most know.  But6

they never went into it.7

Now, they -- for several years, I tried to8

persuade people that -- about these caribou, which Elder9

Inuit and some Dene knew very well about these caribou,10

and -- but nobody would listen.  But one time I -- I11

asked the area administrator at Baker Lake to collect the12

lower jaws, the mandibles, of some of those small13

caribou.  No, I didn't say small caribou; I said, The14

caribou that were living north of Chesterfield Inlet on15

the barren-lands throughout the winter.16

And after three (3) weeks, I got a box of17

these mandibles, these lower jaws, and I thought, what on18

earth is this that they're -- somebody sent me these19

little, tiny jaws.  They -- they must be just yearlings20

or calves or something.  But when I started to ex --21

examine these things and I aged them, and it turned out22

that they were mostly adult caribou, and they -- they23

were distinctly -- the lower jaws were distinctly24

different than the caribou that go to the forest all the25
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time.  1

Yeah.  Now, there was something else I2

wanted to -- to bring up while I had the chance.  Anyway3

-- yeah.4

The -- there's a lot of talk about the5

caribou being -- disappearing and -- and declining, and -6

- which may or may not be true.  We don't have the7

information, the proper information, to say what is8

really happening to those caribou.  And one of the -- we9

don't have even a -- a proper census, as far as I'm10

concerned.  The -- the census that had been taken have11

been based primarily on the calving herd.  And, as far as12

I'm concerned, the calving herd is only part of the -- of13

the herd, and -- and it -- and it can't be measured by14

any form of guesswork or -- or -- and -- or what do you15

call it -- Computer models or whatever ha -- you have. 16

It's -- you have to get out there and17

count -- and get a decent count on those herds, if you're18

going to talk about herds declining and how fast their19

declining and that sort of thing.20

The other point I wanted to make is that21

the Elder people who lived on caribou and with caribou22

all their lives, they -- they learned a great deal, but23

they learned it by being with the caribou all the time,24

and not by a spot check now and again.  They learned it,25
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as someone said, the hard way.1

And they -- and if we're ever going to2

properly manage the caribou or -- or treat the caribou3

the way they should be treated, we have to get out there4

and really look at caribou, and not -- no guesswork, just5

look at and learn from the caribou.6

And that's about all I have to say at this7

time.  Thank you very much.  8

CO-CHAIRPERSON JOSEPH JUDAS:   Thank you,9

Robert.  Ten (10) minute break.  And we still have some10

more speaker coming up.  Don't go home.11

12

--- Upon recessing at 4:32 p.m.13

--- Upon resuming at 4:45 p.m.14

15

CO-CHAIRPERSON JOSEPH JUDAS:   Okay, the16

next speaker.17

18

(DOGRIB INTO ENGLISH THROUGH INTERPRETER)19

20

CO-CHAIRPERSON JOSEPH JUDAS:   We have21

another Tlicho member to speak to you.  Adele Tatchia, I22

believe, will be speaking to you.  He's going to -- she's23

going to be granted ten (10) minutes.  We are going to24

have two (2) people speaking to you at this time.25
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After this, we'll close out the meeting1

with a prayer.  We have Adele.  He said Adele.  I don't2

know which Adele he's referring to.  That's Adele3

Tatchia.  She's a young lady from Wekweeti.  The -- the4

closing prayer will be done with by Eddie -- well, I said5

that already.  Okay.6

I'm just -- Chair, good day.  Chairman,7

good day.  (DOGRIB SPOKEN). 8

9

 (INTERPRETATION CONCLUDED)10

11

(DOGRIB INTO ENGLISH THROUGH INTERPRETER)12

13

MS. MARY ADELE TATCHIA:   Yes, my name is14

Adele Tatchia, from Wekweeti.  Normally, we -- you know,15

we never forget our Lord, our God, who does everything16

for us, and even for the Blessed Virgin Mary.  God has17

created this world and we call that Mother Earth which18

was created to -- for us by God.  19

I -- I remember my grandfather.  His name20

is Jeah (phonetic).  Even with him, he had -- he had left21

us with many, many good stories and good information.  He22

was the one actually who -- (DOGRIB SPOKEN)23

As for Monfwi (sic), My grandfather, he24

had left many family members here, and there are still a25
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lot today.  As for Monfwi, he had a very strong voice,1

strong words for his people.  2

As for my grandfather, Monfwi, we have3

many stories from him.  He left with a word as being4

saying that we are strong like two (2) people.  I will do5

this in English.6

7

(INTERPRETATION CONCLUDED)8

9

MS. MARY ADELE TATCHIA:   Off our youth,10

our young ones, we as young mothers and young fathers, we11

all have children, grandchildren.  We have daughters and12

sons.  And it's for their future and our -- our13

daughter's, children's, and grandchildren's future.  14

We're talking on all our young children,15

nowadays, when we talk about caribou.  Like I said, our16

ancestors to survive on it.  Even my grandfather, Masasee17

(phonetic), survive on it, passed away years ago.  He was18

completely blind.  But he was still a hunter, even though19

he was blind.  And he's the one that raised me.  20

So on behalf of our young -- young --21

youth that are growing to -- today -- and most of our22

children are in school, so I'm going to say it in23

English.24

This is March -- I believe it's 24th,25
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2010:  1

"To whom it may concern.  How come the2

-- how come the youth is always left3

out of any meetings?  This meeting is4

very important for your youth's future,5

who will depend on the caribou too."6

I'm blind, here, I need -- I need my7

eyeglasses.  8

"When already four (4) Elders spoke9

about their past, but we can't leave10

the Elders out because we don't have11

very much alive with us today.  So why12

not -- why not invite four (4) younger13

peoples to speak of how they feel about14

no hunting zone for their future. 15

Mahsi cho."  16

I made it very -- very brief so that's all17

I have to say for today.  And thank you, all the Chiefs18

and all the people, and all the delegates from all the19

outlying communities.  Mahsi cho.  That's all I have to20

say.21

CO-CHAIRPERSON JOSEPH JUDAS:   Thank you,22

Mary Adele.  Mahsi.  Leon Lafferty.23

24

(BRIEF PAUSE)25
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 1

MR. LEON LAFFERTY:    Mahsi, Mr. Co-Chair. 2

I'm going to start off in the English language.  I want3

the Board to get the words from me and not through an4

interpreter.  5

And -- and then when I get to the maps,6

I'm going to do it in my language, which you've heard7

some of these presentations, some have spoken on some of8

the issues, and I've been sitting back there and I wasn't9

planning to speak today or tomorrow, but I think after10

listening to some -- some presentations, I think I have11

to say a few things.  And what I'm saying -- what I'm12

going to say today is sort of a guide -- or to help the13

Board and say, Okay, you're getting a lot of information14

out there, but the Board has to go further than what you15

see here today.16

The ARC report, you need to go in there17

and analyse the wording on how they did the report.  What18

you heard today here from Mr. Larry Roy was very brief19

and not to the point of the data that was provided and20

what they used.  There was some information that was21

requested by the -- some of the members that are out22

there that were not made available.23

I did in the hear -- in the public meeting24

here request the same information, but I was asked to25
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email the request.  Coming from my mouth, or coming from1

an email, I'm not sure what the difference was, but I2

never did receive it.3

This PowerPoint that I created wa -- is4

information I've gathered from John Andre's presentation,5

GNWT's information that is out there, all their reports,6

and also the ARC.  But I'm not going to go into the ARC7

report, because I want to sh -- just -- to just give you8

a -- a few pointers on some of the things. 9

Some people have mentioned some maps they10

didn't have available, and I want to show that to the --11

the Elders back there.12

The Elders behind us are our biologists,13

because those are the people that give us the information14

that we live with today.  They are the ones that taught15

us how to hunt, and they taught us how to do things, and16

to which we're going to carry on.  And like the one (1)17

the presenter said, Mr. Walter Bayha, and we really have18

to respect the Elders.  19

You heard some Elders speak, some of them20

spoke using the ENR information, and why they say they21

support some parts of it.  You've also heard the other22

side, the other Elders that have never seen this23

information, that have never been consulted, who all have24

an individual treaty right.25
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Also, our rights are protected under the1

Tlicho Agreement.  In the Tlicho Agreement it says that2

the Tlicho get priority when there's a conservation plan. 3

So one (1) of the Chiefs said the numbers are not very4

important.  Well I have to argue, that number is very,5

very important.  Because if the numbers are not correct,6

you could be violating our treaty rights to hunt.7

That's very important.  I was sick to my8

stomach when I heard that.  A leader of mine would say9

something like that without even looking and10

investigating if the a -- numbers were correct.  2007, we11

sat in this very room and we told the last Board, We12

don't believe the numbers.  The former Grand Chief is in13

here.  He made a statement saying, We can't support it14

because the numbers are not accurate, or there's not15

enough data, there's not enough information.16

So I'm going to say it again.  Please, try17

to get as much information as you can, not only what you18

heard in here but what you can get out there.  Somebody19

mentioned the presentation they did to the outfitters,20

that documentation is out there.  You have it.  I'm sure21

you have it.  It's -- I don't think it was presented to22

you, but it's there on their website, and it shows the23

picture of the herds, the different herds and how the24

calving ratios and all that.25
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Today, I didn't hear -- or the last two1

days, I'm not sure how the caribou calculator works, but2

the caribou calculator, no one has said that it's taking3

in the dry cows, the first-year, second-year dry cows.4

When you do a calf-to-cow ratio, you got5

three cows out there and one calf, automatically the6

picture shows that two calf have died, because there are7

three -- three cows and one calf, but you don't know8

they're dry or they've lost their calf.  So you have to9

put the calculator in and say, Okay, this is the numbers10

we have from before, this is what we estimate are dying11

off, and we'll get a -- a better picture.  So I'm -- the12

calculator is something I think we need to see, all of13

us.14

So now I'm going to go into the maps, and15

I just want to explain why I'm going to the maps.  16

This presentation was for a public meeting17

in Explorer Hotel, and it was about the hunting band, and18

I just put it together to show that, in order to, you19

know, to -- to restrict us, the Minister has to prove20

that he has a right to do it.  And without the exact21

numbers, he can't do it without violating -- violating22

our rights.  And that was the whole presentation, and I'm23

not going into the documentation about that.24

So I'm just going to show, and I'm going25
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to do it in my language, and -- and I'm sure the guys1

will get it right.2

3

(DOGRIB INTO ENGLISH THROUGH INTERPRETER)4

5

MR. LEON LAFFERTY:   As for this, when we6

-- they're talking about the caribou, we live in this7

community.  The caribou go -- migrates to our -- our8

land.  There's one particular area of caribou that9

migrates to our community.10

When -- when we receive documents, it11

seems that there's -- they're separating the caribou. 12

They are counting the caribou without our -- we have two13

separate caribou living apart.  And you see that little14

small part?  There must be about thirty thousand (30,000)15

caribou that are roaming about.  That's what they're16

saying here.17

And also, some of them are saying they --18

when they come to this calving area, there's about ten19

(10) days that they start counting the -- the -- the20

animals.  But, you see, when they start to migrate, it21

takes about thirteen (13) weeks to travel to certain22

areas.  Some of the people are stating that some caribou23

-- they say that -- you see the little spots there, one24

separate spot.  Some are calving in this area.  While25
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they're still travelling up to the north, to the barren-1

land, they calve.2

And this caribou that they have, they call3

that caribou Ahiak.  They have named that animal Ahiak. 4

Although they're supposed to be doing -- taking census,5

they're not doing that.6

I hear Bathurst Sahtu caribou they get --7

they're  -- they're saying that there's Bathurst and8

Sahtu caribou cows.  And also towards the Sahtu area,9

there's different herds.  It seems like this is -- we10

have cows that are in a  -- in a calving area, and also11

are from the east side.  Some report are stating that12

they -- they don't -- they're not mixing -- the herds are13

not mixing with each other.  We do know that they're14

mixing with each other.  Because they are not counting,15

they're not taking a proper census, that's the reason why16

they're saying this.17

When you take -- when you take a look at18

this, this is Behchoko area.  This is the Behchoko.  You19

see all the area that's burned out with -- from forest20

fire?  You see, when the caribou start roaming, migrate21

to our area, so they can't bypass this -- this burned22

area, so they find different routes.  So most caribou we23

don't see, it goes to the south.  Some are coming to us. 24

A portion have come to us.25
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In November, this is the area where the1

caribou, they migrate to, this area.  It was getting --2

it was a bit warm at that time.  For the past fifty (50)3

years, how many forest fires have destroyed our land? 4

When you take a look at this, in the past, the area -- if5

you -- if you pull -- pull this all together for the past6

fifty (50) years, it will determine how the -- the animal7

migrates, if we took all the data for fifty (50) years8

past.9

So when the Board is making its final --10

final -- final decision, some are stating, Who doesn't11

understand this -- this -- this whole information about12

the -- the -- the animal?  Is it the expert, the13

biologist?  But I see now the people are sitting behind14

us, we have Elders, they are the biologist for us.  We15

cannot exclude them from this -- this study of the16

animal.17

This is what I wanted to share with you. 18

The Elders, we talked about Elders.  Many of them had19

lived many years, they know many things.  We can't expect20

the white people to come here and start to know -- the21

experts to depend on them to do the work for us.  It's22

not only here but also areas such as Saskatchewan and on23

to Alberta; they depend on animal too, caribou.24

So if you make decision, you talk about25
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Northwest Territories, Saskatchewan, Nunavut, you have to1

share information with different -- different provinces. 2

You -- when you make decision you do it for everyone3

here.  This decision does -- lies under your own4

decision.  It will affect other -- other leaders.  You5

will make decision.  6

That decision you make, the agreement that7

you make, you have to have consultation with everybody8

who's involved, not only Wek'eezhii.  We're hoping that9

we can multiply the caribou population in this -- for our10

Wek'eezhii area.  If you want to -- to, you know, compile11

information, the data of how -- you should include12

everyone who's involved; not only the people from our13

province but different provinces.  14

If it's true that -- that caribou had15

declined drastically, then we will look -- look at the16

possibility of increasing the population.  We will find17

ways.  If it's the cens -- census that was taken is not18

proper; then it's difficult to make a decision.  Maybe if19

you going to make a decision, the people who have studied20

this animal, you have to be cautious how you make21

decision.22

This is what I'd to share with -- all that23

I have to say for you -- to you at this time.  Thank you.24

25
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(INTERPRETATION CONCLUDED)1

2

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Thank you3

very much. Thank you for coming.  Okay.  All right. 4

That's the -- it's Co-Chair Grant -- that's the end of5

our -- for today.  I'd like to go over what's going to6

happen tomorrow, as it's tomorrow's agenda.7

We have one (1), two (2), three (3), four8

(4), five (5), six (6) Intervenor presentations scheduled9

for tomorrow.  We will start again at nine o'clock in the10

morning.  And then we will adjourn and we have another11

public Tl -- Tlicho Citizen session between seven and12

nine o'clock tomorrow night.  And then that will be the -13

- the day for tomorrow.14

My Co-Chair Joseph has an announcement to15

make as well.16

CO-CHAIRPERSON JOSEPH JUDAS:   (DOGRIB17

SPOKEN).18

19

(THROUGH INTERPRETER INTO ENGLISH)20

21

CO-CHAIRPERSON JOSEPH JUDAS:   All -- all22

the elderly  ladies, you guys -- you elderly ladies and23

the Elders have been here all day.  I know for a fact24

that you ladies are concerned but thank you for being --25
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for participating.  It is nice to see a lot of people1

because of that -- the caribou issue that we're talking2

about.  3

So at this time I have asked Edward4

Weyallon to do the closing prayer.  So at this time5

before we wrap up, I'd like to ask Mr. Edward Weyallon to6

do the closing prayer.7

8

(CLOSING PRAYER)9

10

--- Upon adjourning at 5:08 p.m.11

12

13

Certified correct, 14

15

16

17

___________________18

Wendy Warnock, Ms. 19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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